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HERE is a charm about the A' '^r-l
rumbling adobe walls of the early /r|^^\
'/'I
California missions which lures the
^
stranger to become a pilgrim, to visit tot- ^
tering ruins and in their presence to pause
in recollection of those heroic heralds of an
ancient civilization and a more ancient re-
ligion who left a reminder of their labors
and an exhortation to men of another age
in the twenty-one landmarks that dot the
western coast from San Diego to Sonoma.
Surely this inspiration, this charm should
not be wholly foreign to us.
Of the great chain that bound in unity /
of faith and civilization the central and the
southern part of our state, one of the great-
est links was the Mission of Santa Clara.
That we who have passed the year
1926-27 within the shadow of its historic
walls may feel some further charm in the
recollection of our activities because of the
seeting in which we find them, is the hope
of the editors of the Redwood in choosing
as the unifying motif of the book. "The
Missions of California."
4HH1^>
IDedicatioru
When devastating fire swept away
our loved Mission Santa Clara, kind
friends came forward who whole-
heartedly sponsored the restoration
of the county's revered landmark.
To those who labored so unself-
ishly, giving unsparingly of time,
and energy, and means; to all our
generous benefactors; and particu-
larly to Judge Charles A. Thomp-
son of Santa Clara, to Messieurs Al-
fred B. Post and Frank C. Mitchell
of San Jose, and to Reverend Ed-
mund J. Ryan of the University,
who assumed the burdensome honor
of leadership in the campaign, this
volume is respectfully dedicated.
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I. . . UNIVERSITY
11. . . . . LITERARY
III. . . . . ACTIVITY
IV. . ORGANIZATIONS
V. . . . ATHLETICS
.m
^n Q^emoriarru
To the Memory of EDWARD H. PFEIFFER. A. B.
(Columbia University), who was an Instructor in
the English Department of the University of Santa
Clara when his Promising Career as Educator, and
Writer was Ended Suddenly by Death
September 26. 1926.
He sang of the gleam of a goal
Beyond the horizon of days.
And, piercing the veilment of haze
That arched o'er his prison of soul.
In spirit the Life and the Light
He beheld of the essence of Man.
Then bis thought to the Infinite ran.
Winging out of the day that were night
To the glory that rays from the Throne,
Till All-Wisdom, Omniscience and Love
Divine called the poet above;
While, bereft in a region of moan.
We saw dimly through windows of clay
That his goal was no longer a gleam
—
And the Word which is God is his theme
In the realm of Perpetual Day.
—Charles D. South. Litt. D.
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SILVER TONGUED BELLS. SILENCED FOREVER.
REST AMID THE ASHES OF AN OLDER MISSION
SANTA CLARA
TO THE THOUGHTFUL MUNIFICENCE OF
HER FIRST GRADUATE, SANTA CLARA
OWES BERGIN HALL
^-
WHAT RECOLLECTIONS OF DAYS WELL SPENT,
COULD A THOUGHT OF O'CONNOR HALL
AWAKEN
iafafeaJ:*^va>^-:x;K-;:v«;j«ass^A:fe-r-:i:^iaV'j.;^
THERE IS A CHARM ABOUT THE RELICS
OF CALIFORNIA'S SACRED PAST
I « j . -t:
TO SCIENCE. RELIGION'S STAUNCH DEFENDER.
A GIFT FROM SANTA CLARA'S GRATEFUL SONS.
M
1
NATURE DEFIES THE NIGHT
TO HIDE ITS PRODIGALITY.
L.^'
TO THE MEMORY OF ONE WHO INSPIRED
EARLIER GENERATIONS. STANDS KENNA
HALL, A MONUMENT
jff^fWiiwifciatiMt*i!i.*»ia^.;s sjbEbB^HBkSS.
FROM ITS PICTURESQUE SETTING AMONG AN-
CIENT OLIVES. THE DONOHUE MEMORIAL IN-
FIRMARY LOOKS SOBERLY ACROSS THE CAMPUS
:ca.
omission IDolores
The Mission of San Francisco de Assis
on the Laguna de los Dolores was founded
on June 29, 1776. Although it originally
had the above title, the Mission is called
Dolores because of the stream near it which
has long since dried up, leaving no visible
traces of its former bed.
Situated almost in the center of the re-
gion which was later to become a great
commercial mart. Mission Dolores was at
first surrounded by a peaceful Indian village
—a veritable Utopia near the Golden Gate.
Here there was no greed, no envy, no haste
—only the quiet existence of a community
worshipping God alone amid the solitude
of a virgin wildnerness. What a striking
antithesis to the great city now on the site!
A visit to the old church which is still
preserved, brings a vision of primitive skill:
adobe walls four feet thick, the rough hewn
redwood timbers of the roof, the original
tiles of both ceiling and floor, gaudy Indian
decorations, the ruined churchyard.
UNIVERSITY
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(^Mission Santa Qlara
By Alvin J. Wolf '28
At half-past eight o'clock on the evening of Octoher 25, 1926, there rang out
across the campus the stirring peal of a hell. For more than one hundred and
twenty-five years that bell had sent forth its music laden tone to the faithful, who
heard and were thus reminded of souls departed. During the hours preceding that
evening, about which we speak, flames had en-
veloped and destroyed the third Santa Clara
Mission Church. In the ruins lay three bells.
With painstaking care and expert manipulation
one of these was recovered, a temporarv lielfry
erected, and at the usual hour its encouraging,
hoijeful, unconquerable toll again rested sweetly
upon our ears.
Not so with the other two ! The end of their
mission had come! And as we gaze sadly into
the heated ashes to catch through the fitful
smoke a glimpse of their cracked and broken
forms the imagination carries us awav to dream
(jnce more about how well and how long they
had performed their task. When did they first
call the faithful of the Mission Santa Clara to
jirayer? Ainio Duiniiii 1779!
Just two years before on the banks of the
Guadalupe River a Mass was celebrated. InOld Mission Cross Preserved
Sinee 1777
attendance were about ten soldiers and their fam-
ilies, a colonist and a certain Lieutenant Moraga.
The celebrant was the Franciscan Father Thomas
de la Pena. Thus it was that the Mission Santa
Clara was founded on the morning of Jan. 12, 1777.
To those but partially acquainted with the Santa
Clara Valley it will be of interest to learn that th"s
early .settlement on the Guadalupe was near the
present site of Alvis(j, at the headwaters of San
Francisco bay. It was then called So-eo-is-u-ka by
the Indians and is today known as Laurel li'ood.
The chief advantage of this position was that it
afl'orded immediate contact with the many natives
who came to the river to fish. Consefjuently a small
church was erected and plans for the usual arrange-
ment of btiildings begun. As a result of the first
year's endeavor sixtv-seven baptisms had been ad-
ministered, and twenty-five Christian burials ha
l:^
1 riiird Mission Bell Toivcr
Burned (Jet. 25. 1926
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been perfoniK'd. 1 )urin.i^ the year 177'' the construction program was seriously
ham])ere(l liv two llciods. After the first had subsided an attempt at restoration was
made, but the second inundation ])ut an end to these efiforts. iVnd so it was necessary
to move from the location of the first Mission.
(_)f the few things we have left to remind us of that earliest settlement, one is the
cross which stands today at the end (tf the driveway leading into our campus.
When the second Mission was erected during the years from 1781 to 1784 the two
bells so recently destroyed were presented by the king of Spain. Down through the
^
century, side by side, cross and bells have
witnessed a struggle that has come out glori-
' ously in the face of overwhelming odds.
Protected by a covering of pine wood the
cross now stands alone, while on the other
side of the drive we still gaze in sorrowful
contemplation on the broken bits that were
once a bell.
They had first found their ])lace in the
belfrv <.)f that secf)nd Mission Church which
Serra, I'alou, and Pena dedicated on May 15,
1784. The structure was located about 150
yards southwest of the present Southern
Pacific depot. Adobe walls have l)een dis-
covered there and a cross marking the exact
spot reverently set up.
Vancouver, who visited the Mission in
17''v^, descril)es it as forming an incomplete
square of about 100 by 170 feet, though the
church itself was later lengthened about
twenty-four feet and in 1795 was improved
with tile roofing, ddie land upon which the buildings stood, however, was marshy
and high waters (jften caused trouble. Yet in 1800 the Mission seems to have
enjoyed considerable sitccess ; spiritually, since its faithful numbered about 1250;
and materially, since we read that its livestock numbered close to 5,000 head. As
if it were not enough t(j find themselves beset by the malign attacks of those whom
they had come to hel]), nature herself seemed in league against the padres and in
1818 the second chiu'cb fell \ictini to an earthquake.
Once again the bells found a new resting place. They were removed only a short
distance to that third Mission Santa Clara, whose ruins may be viewed in the heart
of the campus of that University which a grateful posterity has erected to the
memory of the first structure where true wisdom was taught to the inhabitants of
Santa Clara Valley. And so it is that the subse(|uent history of Mission Santa
Clara is dearer to us.
Third Cliiircli of Mission
Erected 1822
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When the Ijells tolled in the year 1820, a neophyte population of 1357 heard
them. Perhaps even the 12,060 sheep pricked up their ears a bit, to say nothing of
5,746 head of stock. Seven years later the same bell tolled for 1464 eager listeners.
From 1777 to 1834 the deaths were 6950, the baptisms 8640. Nor were these things
accomplished peacefully. So unfriendly did the Indians become at times that it
was necessary to place guards around the wheat fields to prevent the ruination of
the crops by some hostile band. On one occasion a guard was killed, though the
attackers were captured and punished for their deed. Severe measures were en-
tirely obligatory in order to present to the native a graphic example of what would
hai)pen if such a crime was repeated. The year 1843 witnessed one of those attempts,
which succeeded more or less, in depriving the Missions of their wealth, either in
real property or cattle. Between four to six thousand sheep were taken by M. J.
Vallejo, "legally, in the aid of the government." A little while before this an Indian
uprising influenced many of the converts of the Mission to desert its j^rotecting
walls, so that Pio Pico's decree of June 5, 1845, gave evidence to the fact that but
130 ex-neophytes were within hearing distance of the liells. The padres attributed
the demoralized condition of the irresponsible natives to the eiTects of strong drink
obtained from the white settlement at San J(jse. The ((uarrels were almost disastrous
to the Mission.
The years 1846 to 1851 are related clearly
enough in that history of California which tells
about its mighty "goUl rush." What the Mis-
sion Santa Clara suffered was no more than
that of others of her kind. Possessed of com-
paratively extensive lands, a considerable num-
ber of buildings, and a very convenient stock of
animals—no wonder then that there were en-
croachments by immigrants. Possibh' the timelv
interference of the governor averted another
catastrophe ; at any rate the bells continued to
ring.
Then came the pas.sing of the Mission from
the able hands of the Franciscans to the willing
ones of the Jesuits. The first move of the latter
was the establishment of a college for the mold-
ing of upright character ; for the teaching of
Catholic principles ; in a word, for the purpose
of preparing young men who are to serve their
country as its most dependable citizens, and their Ciod as His most dutiful creatures.
The foundation for such a high and noble undertaking was begun by Father Nobili
in 1851. The rights and privileges of a college were granted in 1855.
Let us pause for a moment to reflect that the history of the Mission is nothing
more than the life storv of interesting and wonderful men. Fathers Pena and
Bell Presented by Kin;) of
Sixain 17'\S
r^y^
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Third Mission Burning
October 25. 1<^>26
Mnr^nia who 1)rou.t4ht that first huml)le church into existence; Fathers Paloti and
Serra who later heli)ed with the establishment of the second structure ; then the
memorable and marvelous life of Father iMagin Catala, mitil finally we come to that
time when the Society of Jesus took over the Mission and Father Nobili formally
opened the first college in California. New buildings sprang up, the little Mission
Chiu'ch was renovated under Father Villiger in
1XC)2; then replaced except ffir certain parts of
the altar and front towers, by Father Kenna in
18S5; the bells were not removed.
i he l)eginning of the Twentieth Century saw
the boys' chapel standing serenely beside the aged
church. The earthquake of 1906 shattered parts
of it, but the wavs of Gofl are strange sometimes,
and it seems to have been a slight "shake" a few
days before the date which opens this story that
caused a short circuit in the wires of the Old Mis-
sion Church so that a fire started. Tiny as the
.spark must have 1:)een, chapel, law library, music
rooms, sanctuarv, the Mission Church itself, and
finally the Ijells, crashed into a heap of smolder-
ing ruins. Certain of those bells will toll no more
—
but the faithful must be called to prayer!
There is a picture in these pages of the bell which now performs that duty.
It is suspended from a temporary tower. And off to one side with a mien that
almost ]iesj)eaks the lasting cjualities of a spiritual thing, possessed of dural>ility
and perseverance typical of the padres who l^uilt them, stand two adobe forms ;
one, an altar, the other the thick walls of the entrance to an old church. Were they
to pass from us? Was that spirit to die?
Was the new generation, the recipient of
this invaluable heritage of courage, loyalty
to country, devotion to God, to forget their
obligation? How were they to show their
gratitude ?
A new Mission was needed ! A new
tower desired ! Santa Clara Valley, San
Jose, people from all over the state, and
finally but not the least among them by
far, the students of the University went
over the top in their drive to build upon
this spot a new church that would be a
reminder of the old—a new tower from
which the wondrous peal of a bell would
flood across the valley, calling the faithful
to prayer.
'J'liird I\Iission Churcli After
Fire of Oct 25, 1926
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MISSION SAN JOSE
FACULTY
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Cornelius J. oMcQoy, S- J-
President of the Unwersity
The Rcdzcood of 1''27 has for its dcjminant note the restoration of the Mission
Church. y\fter the fire of last (^ctoher, committees set alxuit the raisin.L;' of funds.
Tliey did so in hope, perhaps, l)ut hardly in confiflence. The result has surpassed
their hopes, and rehukes their lack of confidence. Wherever they turned .i;(jod will
met them, and kindly words and t^enerous hands. All viewed the restoration of the
Mission Church as a work after California's own heart.
The response from the Cami)us was most gratifying. I ask myself what it was
that appealed to you voung men of the University. Was it the romance of the old
cal)allero days? Was it that our California stands out among all the western states
as the state with a historv? Such considerations no douht had their influence, but
above all vou were moved, I feel, by the thought of (lod's work, that was done so
Ijravely and so well here on \-our C anijius b\' the friars of the iNIission of Santa
Clara.
God's work in the world never stops. The friars sleep in the ground beneath
your feet, amid the children of our lovely valley, whom they brought to God. The
University in its third generation is doing God's work for you, and you are doing
God's work with them. The Mission Church, that some might think out of harmony
with our modern surroundings, will stand in perpetual testimony to the innermost
reoion of the Universitv of Santa Clara.
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C. J. McCoy, S. J.
President
W. C. GiANERA, S. J. J. J. Hayes, S. J.
J'icc-Prcsidcnt
_ Secretary
cAdministratioru
During the month of July, 1926, an important change was made in the personnel
of the Administrative Board of the University. Reverend Cornelius J. McCoy,
vice-president for the two preceding years, was appointed to succeed Reverend
Zacheus J. Maher in the office of president. Reverend William C. Gianera hecame
vice-president.
Continuing the program inaugurated ])y the previous administration, the P)Oard
established three new resident professorships at the Ijeginning of the fall semester
:
one in the College of Liberal y\rts, one in the College of Business Administration,
and one in the Department of Physical Education. Tliese were accepted respectively
by Mr. Edward H. Pfeiffer of Columbia University, Mr. P'red C. Sauer of Stanford
University, and Mr. Harlan Dvkes of Stanford Universitv.
J. M. Georgex, b. J.
Administrator
J. A. Lennon, S. J.
Dean
J. P. MOOTZ, S. J.
Spiritual Advisor
-<} i-siii)
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Joseph Q. S<^sia, S- J-
Juhilarian
Fifty golden years of Priesthood, spent in the service of his church and his order,
were celeljrated by Reverend Joseph C. Sasia of tlie Society of Jesus on April 24,
1927. Zealous, active years they were, whether as professor, or author, or execu-
tive, or priest. To the man and his works we pay our just tribute of praise.
On his return to California in 1878 from Woodstock College, Marvland, where
he had received Holy Orders, Father Sasia spent five years as professor of chem-
istry and philosophy. In 1883 he was made president of Saint Ignatius College, San
Francisco, and in 1888 superior of the California Mission. He was called to Italy
in 1894 and appointed Provincial of the Turin province. In 1899 he returned to
California and was sent to Saint Joseph's Church in San Jose. During these four
years he finished the compilation of his now famous work, "Christian Apologetics."
In 1904 he was back in San Francisco as a professor until 1907, when he was
again appointed President of the College. From P'll to I'HS he was engaged in
ministerial work in San Jose, and in 1916 and 1''17 lie instructed at Sacred Heart
Novitiate, Los Gatos. Here he completed his long planned work on "Future Life."
Father Sasia was .seventy-five years old when he came to the University of Santa
Clara in 1918. He has since remained with us, giving an example of industry and
devotion to dutv. Even now he is laboring to complete a work on "Moral Philos-
ophy." May he live to celebrate yet another jubilee.
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E. M. Bacigalupi, S. J.
Ph vsics
E. A. BOLAND, S. J.
Education
A. M. Casey, S. J.
Education
A. V. COGHLAN, S. J.
lunjlish
C. J'. I )i:i-,xi,^-, .s. J,
Political Science
H. H. Dykes
Physical Education
E. M. Fellows
Law
J. B. Ferguson, S. J.
Laiv
D. W. Griswold
Engineering
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C. Hagerty
Biology
B. R. Hubbard, S. J.
Geology
F. L. Johnston
Lazv
E. J. Kelly
Accounting
J. A. King, S. J.
Latin
H. Lecat
French
W. D. LoTZ
Enghu'crhui
R. H. Martin
Spanish
J. P. MOOTZ, S. J.
Psychology
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p. F. MORETTINI
Laiv
F. C. Sauer
Banking
]. A. Vaughan, S. J.
Chemistry
13^1
A. ROCCATI, S. J.
Italian
D. E. Sullivan
Public Speaking
E. P. Watson, S. J.
Mathematics
W. B. Ryan
Business Administration
G. L. Sullivan
Dean of College of Engineering
H. K. Woons, S. J.
Ethics
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MISSION SAN ANTONIO
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GRADUATES

J2^ t:be redwood^
^0 cAlma (fJXiater
II \ John j. Flynn
/ 'alcdictoriaii of the Class of '27
Four years ago we set forth in our frail l)ark upon an
uncharted River with only the Compass of Determination
to guide us. Unmindful wf what its twisting, turning course
might hring, of the placid, alluring Branches of Tempting-
Wealth and Immediate Returns, of the shoals and rapids
of Despair and Hopelessness, we steered our way, intrepid
and with unswerving ])m'pose. .\nd now the River merges
with the Sea.
We I)id adieu t(j friends on shore, we l)i(l farewell to com-
rades still upstream; with mixed regret and thoughts of
gl(jry yet to come we leave the River and set our sails for
the Sea of Life, liut as we cross the T^ar, reluctanth- do we
leave that River on whose hosom we were Ixjrne safelv
through trials to the goal to which we all aspired, and dis-
ciplined for the battle yet to come, the storms and treacherous seas yet to endure.
For well we know our work has hut begun
—
yet forth we go, steadfast and strong
in the lessons we have learned, to carry forth our banner to the world and bring
renown t(j the Ixjsom which fostered our fir^t feeble efforts.
.
And though the winds may carr\' us far, and bear us into distant parts, still fondly
will we cling to the memories of the days when first we set forth upon oiu- voyage.
And ere we leave we breathe with grateful hearts this parting praver, that fie who
pilots all may guide the way of those to come, and grace the placid waters of the
River which l)ore us staunchly to our goal :
Alma Mater, round thee, ever shall om- mem'ry fondly cling.
And our voices tuned to gladness with thy ])raises ever ring;
Fond farewell, thou statelv college, shrine of freedom, truth and love.
Where while learning poured her treasures, we were taught of ( iod ab(.)ve.
Though in lands afar we wander, from th\- balls and portals dear.
Ever shall oin- thoughts be of thee and otu' loyalty ne'er \ eer
—
riod be with thee, Santa Clara, may thy sons in other parts
Love thee fonder, ev'rv moment, thou, the dearest to our hearts.
^
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George Andre Pierre Barceloux Joseph Bonacina
eEORGE Lawrence Andre was editor of the "Santa Clara," prefect of the Sanc-
tuary Society and of the Soldahty ; manager of the Glee Club in 1926 ; an active
member of the House and Senate, the Legal Fraternity, the Press Club and of the
student rally ccjmmittee. George was born on July 10, 1904. Coming from San Luis
Obispo High School he entered the University in 1923 and has maintained a high
standard of scholarship. As a member of the Student Congress, George is repre-
sentative of the Sdutii Clara on which he served three years. He is a candidate
for the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy.
©ORN on July 30, 1903, at Willows, California, where he received his early edu-tion, Pierre Marcel Barceeoux came to Santa Clara in 1923. He served as
Student Manager of football and basketball in his Junior and Senior years, for
which he was awarded blocks. During the period of 1925, 1926 and 1927 Pierre
was president of the Athletic Managers' Association. He was chairman of the Legal
Fraternity dance committee which culminated its work with a successful dance at
the Hotel Vendome, San Jose, Saturday evening, February 6, 1927. Pierre was a
member of the Stephen M. White and House of Philhistorian debating societies.
When a Sophomore he ])articii)ated in the oratorical contest. He is a candidate for
the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy.
eRAVEDONA ou Lake Como, Italy, was the birthi)lace of Joseph A. Bonacina,
editor of the 1927 Redwood. Joseph arrived in the United States in 1912 and
after receiving the regular secondary education at Areata High School, Areata,
California, he matriculated here. He was a meml)er of the Press Club, the Santa
Clara staff, Legal Fraternity, and all debating societies. He was three times a par-
ticipant in the oratorical contest, and a candidate for president of the Student Con-
gress. He is a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy.
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WALLACE BRANDT JOHN BUNDY LEONARD CASANOVA
^y^ALLACE George Brandt was liom in Chicago, Illinois, October 15, 1904. He
Viy came to Calexico, California, and there received his secondary education. He
registered in the School of Business .\dniinistration in V>2.]. becoming a candidate
for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Business Administration. He was a charter
member of the Business Administration iVssociation, and a member of various com-
mittees of that organization. His h(jbby was always on the athletic field. As a Fresh-
man he tried for the football team. In l''2f) and 1*'27 he was a member of the
Santa Clara baseball .sciuad, while in his Senior year he coached the University
Preparatory School football team with no little success.
"—
I'OHN Hekold Bund^-, born Ai)ril 15, l'H.)_', at Bakersfield, California, is a candi-
V^ date for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil b^ngineering. He graduated
from Cogswell High School, San Francisco, and came to Santa Clara in l''2,x In
dramatics he played the i)art of "Riches" in "Everyman," ]>roduced in the s])ring of
his Freshman year under the direction of Reverend George Golden Fo.x, S. J. He
was a meml)er of the Block S. C. and Engineering Societies. He won his three let-
ters in footl)all as a varsitv halfliack. He was also a member of the Stage organi-
zation.
HEONARi) JOSEPH Casanova, born June 12, 1905, at Grizzly Blufif, California,
entered the LIniversitv in 1''2,^. He graduated from Ferndale FTigb School,
Ferndale, California. He is a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy.
Leonard was treasurer of the Junior class; secretary of the Sanctuary Society;
president of the Holy Name Society, and a charter member of the P)lock S. C. So-
cietv. He was football captain in 1926. He took parts in dramatics, playing a sol-
dier in "The Light Eternal," produced by Martin V. Merle in 1924.
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GERALD S. CHARGIN CARROLL E. DAY JOHN H. DEGNAX
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e ERALD Stephen Chargin was born Septenil)er IS, ]904, in San jose. He is acandidate for the degree of Bachelor of y\rts. He attended Saint Joseph's High
School in San Jose before entering the University in 1923. Gerald maintained a
high scholastic standing in all of his major conrses thronghout his college career.
He took an active part in debating" as a member of the Stephen M. White Debating
Society in his Freshman year, the House of Philhistorians in his Junior year and
the Philalethic Senate in his Senior year. He was also a member of the Legal Fra-
ternity, serving as a member (_)f the initiation ciminiittee and the annual dance com-
mittee.
CARROLL Eugene Day was born at Livermore, California, December 15, 1904.
He is a graduate of the University of Santa Clara Preparatory School. He
entered the University in 1923 to work for the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration. This year he was a])pointed advertising manager of the
Redwood. As a memljer of the lousiness Administration Association, Carroll served
on dance committees in 1926 and 1927. He also served on the Student Congress,
St. Mary's Bonfire committee. He was at various times a member of all of the de-
bating societies on the campus. Carroll participated in the annual handball tourna-
ments.
—roHN Harold Degnan was liorn January 16, 190r), at Rbjuerville, California.
'LA He was' graduated from Fortuna High School, Fortuna, California, in 1923,
registered here in the fall of the same year. Me is a candidate for the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Business /Vdministration. He was a charter member of the
Business Administration Association; student member of committees for dramatic
productions; secretary of the Student Congress, and a member of the Senior class
privilege committee, as well as president of that class. He is one of the advertising
managers of the 1927 Rcdzvood.
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EVERfITT C. ERLE \\ILLIAM P. FISHER GEORGE E. FLETCHER
^^VEKETT Charles Erle was l)oi-n April 10, 1906, in San Francisco. He received
V>( part of his high school education at Saint Joseph's Academy, Berkeley
;
part
at Saint Mary's College Pre])aratory School, and part at the University of Santa
Clara Preparatory School, from which he graduated in 1923. Everett is a candi-
date f(jr the degree of Jiachelor of Science in P)Usiness .\dministration. In his junior
and Senior years he served as secretary of the Business Administration Association.
He took an active part in all dehating societies. In minor sports Everett teamed with
John Joseph Flynn to win the 1924 and 1926 handhall tournaments.
iy^iLLiAM Porter Fj.sher of Ciold Hill, Oregon, was horn January 1,^, 1905, in
vL/ Saint Paul, Minnesota. He received most of his schooling in the west, gradu-
ating from Medford High School, Medford, Oregon, in 1923. He entered Santa
Clara the same year as a candidate for the degree of B>achel()r of Science in Elec-
trical Engineering". William was treasurer of the Engineering Society; chairman
of its puhlicity committee, and handhall committee. He was secretary and treasurer
of the student hranch of the ;\merican Institute of Electrical Engineers in 1926 and
1927. William was Assistant Manager of the Stage Crew in 1925 and Manager in
1926. He jiarticipated in the handhall tournament of 1''26 and 1927.
/7VE0RGE Edwin Fletctier was l)orn A])ril 24, 1905,at Pullman, Washington. He
V-A attended Saint Mary's College Preparatory School at (Jakland. 1 le transferred
from Saint Mary's College to the Sophomore year at Santa Clara to work for the
degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering. He was this year selected
by the Westinghouse Comi)any for graduate work in the east. George was secretary
of the Engineering Society; chairman of its enrollment committee when a junior;
a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and the American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers. Pie was superintendent of construction for the 1925
Bonfire Pyre.
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JOHX J. I'LYNN JOSEPH G. GALLAGHER GASPARE J. GRECO
"—
Y"HN Joseph Flynn was liorn March 4, 1907, in San Francisco. He graduated
V-^ from the University of Santa Clara Preparatory School in 1923 and entered
the University as a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. He was four
times a partici])ant in the dramatic art contest, and played parts in "The Passion
Play," "Everyman," "The Light Eternal" and "The Weaver of Tarsus." He was
vice-president of the Legal Fraternity ; vice-president of the Senate ; secretary of
the House, and a niem])er of the Rvland l)c])ating team representing the House
in ]'>2f). John won the Leahy Prize contest in 1925 and the Barchi Prize in 1924.
He won the singles handl)all tournaments in 1925 and 1926; the doubles tourna-
ment with Everett Erie in l')24 and l''2r). I le teamed with Bert Graham to win the
doubles tennis tournament in 1926.
—
l^jSEPii Gordon Gallagher, jr., was horn in San Francisco December 19, 1905.
v^ He entered the University in 1923 from Mission High School to work for the
degree of Piachelor of I'hilosophy. As a Senior Joe was ])resident of the Legal Fra-
ternity and general chairman of the Mission Restoration drive conducted on the
campus. In 1**25 and 1926 he particijiated in "The l^ight Eternal" and "The
Weaver of Tarsus" respectively. He was a member of the House of Philhistorians
in his junior year, and of the Stephen M. White I)el)ating Society when a Fresh-
man. He was a fonr-vear letterman (jii the footlmll team, ])laying at tackle. He was
a member of the I'.lock S. C. Society.
eASPARE JOSEPH Greco was bom Novemlier 27. 1''03, in New Orleans, Louis-
iana. He finished his secondary studies in the University Preparatory School
here and entered the University in 1923 as a candidate for the Degree of Bachelor
of Science in P>usiness Administration. He was a nu-niber of the P)Usiness Adminis-
tration Association in his Junior and Senior years, and took an active part in the
functions of that .society.
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JOHN L. HUFEISEN ERNEST P. LOCATELLI JAMES r. M AULIFFE
aOHN Laurance Hufeisen was born April 27, 1904, at Tacoma, Washington.He transferred to Santa Clara in his Sophomore year from the College of
Puget Sound to work for the degree of Ijachelor of Science in Electrical luigineer-
i'ng. Laurance was librarian of the Engineering Society in his Senior year and
chairman of the Bonfire Committee in 1926. During the same year he was chair-
man of the entertainment committee of the Engineering Society. He was a mem-
ber of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers. Laurance was chief electrician of the Stage organization.
eRNEST
fornia
RNEST Peter Locatelli was born .'\ugust 4, 1905, in Redwood City, Call
He is a graduate from Sc<ini)ia High Schoo
to Santa Clara in ]92^ as a candidate lor
Redwood City. He came
the decree of Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering. Ernest held office as Sergeant-at-Arms in the Engineering
Society during his Senior year. He was a member of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, and the American Institute of Electrical bjigineers. l^lrnest
served as a flyman on the Stage organization in 1*^25 and \')2f). He was a partici-
pant in the handball tournaments of 1924 and 1927.
^-
—
I'AMES Philip Mc.\i'liffe was born in San b^rancisco April 30. 1''02. lie at-
V-A" tended Saint Ignatius High School before coming to Santa Clara as a candidate
for a Ijachelor of Arts degree. James held the office of treasurer of both the Stu-
dent Congress and the Legal Fraternity in 1925 and 1926. He was assistant man-
ager of The Ral-cvnod in 1924; plaved in "Everyman," "The Light Eternal" and
"The Weaver of Tarsus"; earned a basketliall block twice, and was a charter mem-
ber of the Block S. C. Society. He was chairman of the decoration committee for
the Lawyer's dance of 1927.
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PATRICK H. M CARTHY, JR. ARCHIBALD I). M DOUCALL ROBERT M. M KENZIE
Q. H. McCarthy, Jr., was liorn in San Francisco Deceml)er 12, 1905. He came
to Santa Clara in 1923 after graduating from Saint Ignatius High School in
San Francisco. He is a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. P. H. won
the first prize in the Rvland debate of 1926, and participated in outside debates as
a member of the Stephen W. White and the Philalethic Senate in his Freshman
and Senior years respectively. He participated twice in the oratorical contests, was
an associate editor of the Press Bureau; a writer on the Santa Clara: a member
of the Sanctuary Society and the Sodality.
gRCiiiBAi.D Donald AIcDoui;all was born June 2'', 1904, at Sacramento. He
transferred to Santa Clara in 1923 from the Sacramento Junior College as a
candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy. He was a member of the
Santa Clara staff; Press Bureau; the House and Senate, and the Stephen M.
White Debating Society. He won third prize in the 1926 Ryland Debate, as a mem-
ber of the House team. In 1926 he won the Herman liudde Prize with an essay
entitled, "The Need of a Catholic Daily Newspaper." He took minor parts in dra-
matics.
QOBERT Michael McKenzie was born in ^Mountain A'iew, California on Sep-tember 3, 1904. He attended Saint Joseph's High .School in San Jose and then
entered the University to work for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engi-
neering. In his Senior year he was elected to the office of librarian in the Engineer-
ing Society. He took part in the annual ILngineers" handball tournaments held dur-
ing the spring term of each year. Robert assisted various members of the Engi-
neering Society committees in putting over their various programs throughout his
college years.
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ALBERT J. MILLER EDWARD P. MURPHY RICHARD E. FARRELL
gLBERT John Miller was born April 10, 1904, at Morgan Hill, California. He
attended Live Oak Union High School in that city before entering the Uni-
versity to work for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.
Jack was vice-president of the Business Administration Association in his Senior
year; treasurer of the Student Congress during the terms of 1926 and 1927, and a
charter member of the Block S. C. Society. He was captain of the 1*)27 baseball
varsity. He took first place in the singles han(l])all tournament in 1**24, and teamed
with Thomas Redden in 1925 to win the doul)les tournament.
eDWA
a ca
ARD Preston Murphy was born at Austin, Nevada, March 13, 1904. He is
ndidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. In 1926 Edward was secre-
tary of the Student Congress ; in 1925, secretary of the Junior Class ; in 1926 presi-
dent of the Legal Fraternitv. Edward won first prize in the dramatic art contest
of 1925; plaved in "Everyman," "The Light Eternal" and "The Weaver of Tar-
sus." He was literary editor of the 1926 Rcd^vond, and alumni editor of the
Santa Clara. He won the 1S)25 oratorical contest, and the Nobili medal for con-
duct. He was a member of the House and Senate and the Stephen M. White. He
was a member of the debating team that won from Marquette University in 1926,
and a member of the Senate Ryland team the same year.
^rf^TCHARD Eugene O'Farrell was born in San Mateo, December 15, 1904. He
i^ graduated from San Mateo High School and entered Santa Clara in 1923. He
is a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy. Richard was an active
member of the Legal Fraternity. In his Freshman year he was a member of the
football scpiad. Since his Freshman term, Richard has confined his attentions to
classroom work.
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ri;Ti:R i. pasetta WIIJ.IAM !;. RIlX'STADT CHARLES ]•. SCHERF
QETER Joseph I^asetta was horn August 19, 1W4, in San Jose. He attended
Saint Josei)h's High School in that city, and entered the University in the fall
of 1923. He is a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Business Ad-
ministration. He was an active memher of the Business Administration Associa-
tion and a member of several committees during his Senior year.
W^iLLiAM Edward Ronstadt was ])orn June 14, 1905, at Tucson, Ariz(jna. He
vly attended the University Preparatory School for three years, hut graduated
from Tuscon High School in 1923. In the same year he entered the University as
a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy. William is art editor of
the 1927 Rc(l7voo(l. He was assistant director to Martin V. Merle in the production
of "The Light Eternal" in 1925, and to Daniel E. Sullivan in the production of
"The Weaver of Tarsus" in 1926. He was a charter member of the Block S. C.
Society. He was awarded a block for each of three seasons as center on the Varsity
footljall team.
Charles Ferdinand Scheke was born March 2, 1904, in Philadelphia. He
graduated from Lovola High School, Los Angeles, and entered the University
in 1923. Charles is a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering. He is president of the Student Congress ; a member of the Engineer-
ing Society, the American Society of Mechanical luigineers, and the American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers. He was president of the Sanctuary Society, and a
member of the Sodality. He was captain of the Varsity baseball team in 1925, and a
mem1)er of the Block S. C. Society, having been awarded blocks for each of four
seasons as a member of the baseball team.
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LLOYD F. WHITVVAM PHILIP G. WHITWAM WILLIAM P. WILLIAMS
HLOYD Franklin Whitwam was Ixirn in Watertown, South Dakota, January
21, 1901. He attended Central High School in that city. Following his gradua-
tion he worked three years hefore entering the University of Santa Clara to work
for the degree of Bachelor of Science in h^lectrical Engineering. Lloyd was a
memher of the Engineering Society and of the .\merican Institute of Electrical
Engineers. He served on the Bonfire committees, and headed inspection tours in
his departments. He was a memljer of the Stage organization in his Senior year,
having charge of the grips.Q II IMP George Whitwam was I^orn Octol)er 28, 1905, in Watertown, South
Dakota, where he attended high school He entered the University in 1''23 as
a candidate for the degree of Bachekjr of Science in Civil Engineering. l'hili|> was
vice-president of the Engineering Society in his senior year, and treasurer of the
Senior Class. As a memher of the Stage organization he was master of properties
in 1926 and 1927. In 1924, 1925 and 1926 he took part in the stage work for the
production of "The Eight Eternal," "The Weaver of Tarsus" and "The Taming
of the Shrew."
>jr^iLLiAM Patrick Williams was horn in Arroyo Grande, California, on No-
\kJ vemlier 11, 1902. Following his graduation from Arroyo Grande High School
he worked three years Ijefore entering the University of Santa Clara in 1923. He is
a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Ijusiness Administration. He
is a memher of the Business Administration Association. In 1926 he hekl the of-
fice of vice-i)resident of the Block S. C. Society, to which he had keen admitted in
1925. He plaved the guard position on the Bronco foothall team for two years and
was twice awarded a hlock. William also earned a Mock as a catcher on the Varsity
hasehall team.
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LAWRENCE L. SCHULTZ CHARLES SUjMNER
'AWRENCE Leonard Schultz was l)orii August 10, H'04, iu ])Utte, Montana.
He later moved to Alham1)ra, California. He received his high school educa-
tion in the University Preparatorv School here, and entered the University in 1923
to work for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering. Lawrence was
president of the Engineering Society in 1926 and 1927. He was secretary of the
Sanctuary Society in 1926, and held the office of Consultor as a member of the
Sodality. He was a member of the stafif of the bi-weekly Smita Clara when a
Freshman. He was also a member of the Stage organization which assisted in the
presentation of the "Mission Play of Santa Clara." He was a member of the Block
S. C. Society. He was awarded two football blocks for two seasons of varsity foot-
ball competition. He played fullback and guard.
GiiARLES Sumner was born on N(.)vember 16, 1':'02, in Texas. He graduated
from San Pedro High School and entered the L'niversity in 1923 to work for
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Business Administration. He was a member
of the Student Congress, representing the Business Administration Association, of
which he was president in 1926 and 1927. He was a member of the advertising-
committee for the "Taming of the Shrew," which was produced under the direc-
tion of Daniel E. Sullivan during the spring term of 1927. He took minor parts
in "The Light Eternal" and "The Weaver of Tarsus." He won a block in football
for each of three out of four vears of comj)etition. He was a charter member of
the Block S. C. Society. In the intra-mural swimming meet of 1925 Charles won
first place in the 100 yards.
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CHARLES J. VANONCINI ROY E. WATERMAN
CHARLES John Vanoncini was born Septem1)er 21, ISW, at Gravedona, Italy.
He made his preparatory studies in the puljlic schools of Areata, California,
and entered the University of Santa Clara in the fall of 1923. He is a candidate
for the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy. Ciiarles is chronicle editor of the 1927
Redwood, and aUimni editor of the weekly Santa Clara. He participated in the
productions of "The Light Eternal" and "Experience." He was a member of the
House of Philhistorians in his Junior year, and of the Stephen M. White Debating
Society in his Freshman year. He faithfully tried for the football squad all four
years and played in the California-Santa Clara game of 1925. He also played in the
Nevada-Santa Clara game of 1926. He was a member of the Freshman basketball
team. He placed second in the 220-yard swim as a member of the Sophomore swim-
ming team in 1925.
fi
kOY Ernest Waterman was born in San Francisco, March 9, 1907. He at-
tended Healdsburg High School at Healdsburg, California. In his Sophomore
year he transferred from Santa Rosa Junior College to the University of Santa
Clara and is now a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering. He was selected this year by the General Electric Company for post-
graduate work in their plant at Schenectady, New York. Roy is business manager
of the 1927 Rcdivood. He is a member of the Engineering Society, in which he
served as secretary of the enrollment committee for 1926. He was also secretary of
the Senior class. Roy was both a member of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. He was an elec-
trician for the Stage organization, on which he served three vears. He was a mem-
ber of the University Glee Club during the terms of 1925 and 1926. He partici-
pated in the intra-mural handball tournaments of 1925.
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The Mission of San Carlos Borromeo
was founded on June 3, 1770. It is situ-
ated on a slight eminence overlooking the
historic Carmelo Bay. just three miles from
Monterey. It is there that the bones of the
sainted Junipero Serra rest.
As in the case of the other Missions, the
founders had great difficulty in getting
along. Many times in those early years, the
good Padres found themselves without
food and dependent upon the generosity of
the Indians. After a time, however, the
grain crops began to prosper and the now
famous Mission livestock increased; the
four Mexican bells of the Mission sent forth
their messages of peace and happiness over
the whole countryside, even to the fast
growing community of Monterey.
A stone chapel, the remains of which are
still preserved to us, stands as the mute testi-
mony of the triumph of the Missionaries.
It can still be seen, with the beautiful bay
on one side and the Santa Lucia mountains
on the other.
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/#^~^ECAUSE some have expressed surprise at finding in the
vEj^ Redwood, a Hterary section which, properly speaking, has
no place in a year book:
ON the seventeenth of October, nineteen hundred and two,the Redwood first appeared. Previous to that time and as
far back as eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, a magazine known
as The Owl had been published by the students of the Uni-
versity. The Owl, to use its own expression, was devoted to
mental development which, it might be added, resulted from the
frequent and regular production of literature by the students ol
those early days.
y^r:'HE REDWOOD, in its original form, was strictly a
^/J literary publication; one which served to encourage the
writing of essays, stories and poetry among the students. This
initial purpose was retained until nineteen hundred and twenty-
three. In the preceding year, the Santa Clara had been insti-
tuted as a weekly paper and it was felt that the Redwood was
no longer needed merely as a literary medium. Accordingly, it
became a year book.
XT has been the custom of the editors since that time to havein the book a section devoted to literature—a reminder, so
to speak, of those early magazines which won for Santa Clara
an enviable reputation for student literary achievements. We.
the editors of the nineteen twenty-seven Redwood, therefore
present to our readers this literary section, not only to preserve
the traditions of the University, but also to publish, in perma-
nent form, the choice efforts of Santa Clara students during the
past scholastic year.
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Corall es
By Remo Cjpolla '30
By noon we- were well up in the foothills, heroin our retreat on a wooded knoll
we had an excellent view of the valley helow, as well as of the city which we had
not long ago deserted. .\s we rested, I contemplated the .scene before me. There
was La Rioja, with its white buildings and wide avenues. ( )n the roads leading
from the city were the small farius, and beyond them, the establishments of the big
land owners. Here was a happy and pi^osperous communitv, encircled l)y smaller
ones, as thriving and peaceful as their larger neighbor. How dififerent it was from
the desolate picture it had lieen mv part to belu)ld fifteen years before ; a picture of
charred ruins, unkept farms, torn fences and frightful disorder.
I shuddered as 1 thought of those terrible times. In those days, one who trav-
eled alone courted death and to [lause belore a church aroused suspici(jn. Starva-
tion was written on every face, and fear ])rotruded from the eyes of all but the
bravest. Times had changed. Law, order, work, charity and peace had come with
the downfall of Coralles and his cohorts; apostate, greedy politicians, who sacri-
ficed their Church and country for mere love (_)f gold. C(jurageous Nueva Granada,
the jewel of l^atin-.\merica, enjoys an era of progress, never before witnessed in
this part of the world.
"How now, I'ablo, what are vou thinking" about?" I asked my companion, but
getting no answer, I proceeded, "What a lovely picture lies before us. Do you re-
member the horril)le things we saw from this very spot, while Coralles' 'devils'
searched the town for us?" -^
"Av, I remember it well," said I'alilo. "Who could ever forget it?"
"Certainly not we," 1 answered. "Coral'es made a hell of Nueva Granada."
"Yes, and he is probabh' learning what .^ort of a place hell is, if you could believe
a storv I heard yesterday," added I'ablo.
"Bah!" 1 chided mv friend, "who knows wdiere he is-^"
contunied 'able
"An (jld servant of the President's House told me the story. However, its origin is
shrouded in mystery."
"We can spare a few minutes," I said. "Tell me the story," 1 requested, making
myself comfortaljle.
Pablo pruised for a moment to light a cigarette and to collect his thoughts.
"What I am going to tell," began l^ablo, "occurred on the last night of the siege
of Palencia.
"It had been a long, hard struggle, but we finally had Coralles bottled up in the
capitol. F(jr three heart-rending months we shelled and charged the forts, only to
see new trenches arise to greet us in the morning, or watch each charge fall just
short of its objective. Capture Palencia, and Nueva Granada would once more live
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under freedom's l)anner: fail, and the i)er.seculion of God-fearing people would l(jng'
continue.
"In the face of repeated failure, our soldiers were losing spirit. And when an
ammunition train was hlown ui), (lur situation became serious. Without shells and
powder, the siege would have t() he raised. What was to he done?"
For a moment Pablo paused, then ctjntinued. "It was decided to risk ever\thing
on one grand effort. I*2arly in the evening we began the heaviest cannonade on the
forts that had yet been attempted. The guns were hardlv given an opportunity to
cool. The infantry was massed for the charge.
"W'ith the first barking of the cannon, Coralles was in the trenches assuring his
men, and watching the havoc wrought in his ranks. Before midnight a storm arose
and with its first peal of thunder, Coralles left the fort.
"The brutal tyrant dismissed his guard at the corridor leading to his office. A lone
sentry remained at the further end of the long c(jrridor, pacing his dreary beat. In
his office Corralles' secretary was filing reports. As the storm gathered power, cold
penetrated the room. The howling wind enhanced the demoniacal noise without,
and a feeling of depression overcame even those who enjoyed the shelter of a roof.
"The hardened Coralles was unnerved b)' the furor of uncontrolled elements and
murderous war. For a time he sat at his desk, but feeling the need of lighter spirits,
he ordered the Secretary to serve a glass of wine. And shortly after, being irritated
by the silent menial who toiled by his side, he dismissed him for the night.
"The storm grew wilder, nor did the mere battle of men abate its fury. For a
time Coralles worked at his papers. This task of sending people to prison, and
placing a death sentence over others was becoming irksome. Presently the president
warmed himself l)y another portion of wine, ])Ul remembering that assassins are
no respectors of time or place, he tried the windows and locked the doors. With a
feeling of greater security, he now returned to his desk, 'idle need of sleep seemed
all powerful. Coralles dozed.
"Suddenly there was a crash. As the windows banged o])en, Coralles in a move-
ment quick as lightning had gras])ed his revolver. Nothing happened. Coralles
closed the window, attributing this disturbance of his sleej) to the unusual strength
of the storm. The shock revixed him tem])orarily, but his eyes soon closed in sleep
once more.
"Again the window crashed open, and Coralles shivered, for a cold l)last swept
the room. As he arose from his chair, a peculiar hissing greeted his ears. The wind
whistled, and a strange figure who seemed to be riding on its crest, glided into the
room.
"Coralles was so surprised that he could neither move nor act. The weapon on
his desk remained untouched, nor is this to be wondered at, for the unexpected
visitor was cjuite unperturbed.
" AVho are vou?' cried Coralles, at last gaining his tongue.
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"Sluwly the visitur unwrapped his cape, exposing a face of tremendous attrac-
tion, yet repulsive, hut withal fascinating.
"Gradually the face assumed a smile antl suddenly beaming on L'oralles, the
figure said, 'Senor, I am your employer.'
"The tyrant of Nueva Granada was stunned as if he had heen struck l)y a blow
on the head, but finally addressed his uninvited guest.
'No nonsense, sir. I'll have none of it. Quickly state vour business, for I have
no time to waste.'
"'Why, sir!' exclaimed the figure, at the same time exhibiting a phantom-like
smile, 'you forget the courtesies of a host. I cannot do business in this abrupt
manner.'
"
'Be seated, then,' said Coralles, finding not the strength to throw the imperti-
nent fellow out of the window.
"
'What! Is this all von offer me, I, the one who hired you to work for me?'
"
'There is wine, if vou wish," indicated Coralles.
"
'What foolishness ! I can never have pleasure, be it from a bottle or otherwise.'
"Unable to di.spel the inlluence e.xerted by this creature who appeared to 1)e a
man, yet who seemed to be more than man, Coralles went on to ask, 'If I can give
you no pleasure, what then do you wish ?'
"
'Oh, that's easy, but look at the rebel batteries ripping your forts,' spoke the
intruder, as he pointed out the window.
"
'It is nothing,' replied Coralles, 'I've seen the same thing every night for three
months.'
"
'Well, you shall not watch it another night,' and the figure laughed, though his
lips did not move.
"
'You are wrong,' cried the tvrant, who chuckled to himself as he thought of
the rebel ammunition train blown to atoms. ij
"The apparition did not answer, and Coralles was about to demand that it leave,
when above the din of Imttle and storm a high, piercing, agonizing shriek was
heard.
;
|
"I-^or a moment Coralles seemed to have lost all power of motion. He could not
stir, vet his unwanted guest was unperturbed.
"'Speak, what was that?' bellowed Coralles. j| I ]
"The stranger paused. A yellow light issued from his eyes. He laughed again,
but there was no movement of his lips. Without seeming efifort he arose and cast
his glance over the form of the now fevered Coralles.
"
'That noise, that shriek was the agonizing cry of souls in Purgatory, souls
whom vou denied the rites of religion as they sufl^ered on their burning beds of
death.'
"
"!i'ou lie !' raged Coralles. 'You lie ! Begone! Get out of here !'
"The queer figure did not move.
"Coralles had hardly wiped the sweat from his brow when a low, moaning chant
was heard.
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'What a gruesome sound ! It seems to be everywhere, Init it comes from no-
where,' exclaimed Coralles. 'I'll see what it is,' he shouted, and, running to the door,
he flung it open.
"The chanting ceased. ' )nly the dim form oi the sentry was seen as he marched
his lonely beat.
"
'I suppose y(_)u']l tell me that this chanting was also from the souls in Purga-
tory,' said Coralles.
"
'No, not that. The sounds you haye just heard were the prayers of priests
whom your soldiers shot down at their altars.'
"
'You are fooling, you jest,' accused Coralles.
"
'No, no, I am not fooling. I am most serious. I tell you only the truth at this
moment.'
"Coralles was dumbfounded.
"
'Who are you? How do I know you can tell me the truth? If you won't say
who you are, at least giye a sign of your profession,' requested the agitated
Coralles.
"The stranger languidly raised his hand, and apparently from nowhere, gathered
to himself a horseshoe.
"
'Oh, you are a smith.'
"
'No, I am not a smith, but I work at a forge.'
"He had barely finished s])eaking when again an uncertain, terrifying wail rose
higher than the noise of storm and battle.
"
'That you will tell me,' cried the now completely frightened Coralles, 'is what?'
"
'The noises we heard were the shrieks of children, trampled under the hoofs
of your cavalry, and (jf nuns dragged from their convents, and of mothers i)ierced
by bayonets as they gave their very blood to save their little ones.'
"At the conclusion of his s])eech the visitor feigned excitement. He laughed. He
gently glided about the room, and the peculiar glint in his eyes became more pro-
nounced.
"
'Who are you?' cried Coralles.
"
'Why worry about me? Look, your guns do not reply with their accustomed
vigor. Too bad; not as man\- will be killed tonight."
"Suddenly this odd figure laughed again in his (|ueer way, and pointing his finger
to a light in a corner of the city, he gleefully remarked, 'W^ell, if your guns don't
take their usual toll tonight, a fire sweeping the city can do just as well. And lis-
ten,' he continued, 'is there not undue shouting in the streets?'
"The figure continued to glide gently about. The fire in his eyes gleamed brightly
and he was to all outward appearances in a paro.xysm of joy.
"'Tell me who you are,' imi)lored Coralles, '1 shall die of fright if you do not
tell me.'
"Without stopijing his weird movements, the stranger said, 'I have several names.
Some call me a crafty fellow, others consider me a friend of tyrants, but if you
wish, I am
—
'
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" J he shdutini; (if a niol) without ch-owned all further speech. Coralles trem])le(l.
He slowly struggled to the wiuclow. The rahlile helow was giving voice to harsh
words., 'Down with the tyrant! Down with Coralles! Long live Christ!' was its
cry.
"Fear spurred the tyrant to action. He grasped a hat, pocketed his revolver, and
with his coat half on, he started for the door.
"I'efore he could turn the key, the .stranger commanded in a deep voice, 'Halt !'
" 'Do not impede me,' shouted the terrified man.
"
'It is useless to flee,' he was informed, as a knocking on the door j^roved this
assertion.
"'Don't let them capture me, don't let them take me; they would tear me to
I^ieces,' cried Coralles.
'Yes,' was the answer, 'they might do that.'
"The pounding on the door grew louder and more insistent. Coralles fell in a
heap on the floor.
"
'Help nie,' he reiterated.
"'What do you think of this? These little capsules cause almost instant death.
Arise.'
"With grasping, tremhling hands, Coralles received the little white cylinders of
death. In a frenzied second they were consumed.
"
'There, you will soon be with me in hell. I am the devil.'
"Coralles' face grew ashen, his frame shook, and his limbs trembled. Death shone
in his glistening eyes.
"
'Is this mv reward?' he pleaded.
"
'Yes, come with me, fly away with me, for 1 have many empty forges. I shall
give you one that will burn forever.'
"In less than a minute Coralles ceased to move. The tyrant of Xueva Granada
was dead."
7<i/e thoughts
At eventide, just as the stars sjiine bright,
And young and old the hearthstone gather round ;
After the evening meal, I oft have found
Absorbing pleasure traversing the night,
—
From street to street and gazing where the light
Lured me to peer through windows whence the sound
Of pleasure issued, or where babes surround
The white-haired grandsire, smiling with delight,
—
Gazing through windows where the poor abide
—
And then where riches through the windows flame
—
Oft have I wondered if in halls of pride.
Or princely fortune, or applauded name,
Dwelt half the joys to innocence allied,
That bless the humble poor, unknown to fame.
—Tyler Sidener, '30
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The Revolutionary War had l)een successfully completed. Thirteen weak and
apparently insignificant colonies had risen against the might of England to cast off
the British yoke. The minute men had written undying fame for themselves in the
pages of history and in the hearts of generations of Americans to come, for we, too,
are filled with pardonaljle pride over the achievements of the early heroes—those
patriots whose whole-hearted sacrifice and courage made possible the founding of
the nation. But we must not dally with this picture of a militaristic triumph. Re-
meniher that the surrender of Cornwallis was hut a keystone in the successful
building of this republic. < )ut in the future lay the r(jad that led to complete na-
tional independence and an accepted international position, but the way was long
and narrow and almost impassable barriers obstructed it.
Deplorable, indeed, was the condition of the colonies, for the war had taken the
very life-blood, the vitality, away fnjm the Confederation. The spirit of harmony
was lost in the useless antagonism that sought pettv gains for a few rather than the
welfare of all the states. It is true that independence had l)een gained, but of what
use was it? Trouble was brewing everywhere; internal ccjnfiict was apparent; the
haughty spirit of national pride seemed utterlv lost.
Such was the disheartening situation that faced the convention when it assem-
bled in Philadelphia to draft a constitution. What a monumental task was theirs!
How were they to establish order out of so much confusion : to allay that mounting
spirit of distrust; to compile a bodv of laws that would embrace all those people
actuated by stich widely different motives - The South stood for sla\-ery ; the Xorth
favored its abolition. Ijecause of agricultural pursuits the South demanded as its
right a low tariff ; the commercial Xorth sought protection bv imposing heavy import
duties. Supporters of a strong central governiuent found unvielding adversaries in
those who wished to give sui)reme jxjwer to the states. W'here in this melting-pot
of conflicting, fundamenlal inlere-ts was ihe line to be drawn"'' Xever, perhai)s, has
a Ijody of men worked more conscientiouslv. .\nd at last, after three months of
gruelling deliberation, after it had seemed time and again that differences were ir-
reconcilable, at last there emerged from the center of debate, a document—the
American Constitution.
Strictly speaking, the constitution was a com])romise, but it embodied principles
that destroyed the tendency to disunion and welded the colonies into a nation. The
shrewd, alert colonist, who would have nothing of monarchv, was cminentK' satis-
fied that the government should be contingent upon the will of the peo])le ; that each
of its three branches should be held in control liv the other two; that the heart of
the jjlan, by reason of the amendment clause, should be made inviolable throughout
the years. The weak Confederation was to be su])i)lanled bv a new form of gov-
ernment, strong enough centrallv to maintain national honor, but with sufficient
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power given to the states to prevent autocratic domination. Finally and not with-
out a struggle, the constitution was ratified and the United States hegan its eventful
journey along the highway of democracy.
Our constituti(jn has had many eulogists. The greatest of these is Time, the great
tester who sifts out imperfection and brings to light deceptive inconsistencies. For
seventy years the government had existed under the constitution and for seventy
years one question had gone unanswered. But now it cried aloud throughout the
land and the Union was face to face with its acid test. Which was supreme, the
state or the nation? The sullen roll of drums wakes the echoes from the gulf coast
to the blue depths of the northern lakes. Men are marshaling on all sides. The
hour is at hand. The nation is girding itself for war. and what is worse, for a war
against itself. But that question must be answered, though fields are drenched with
blood, though the morning dew shines red upon the pop|)v m the field.
And the scourge of rebellicin stalks through the land.
See the fond husband as he whispers farewell to that sweetest of wives. And she,
brave to the death for his sake, ))ites back the tears that he will not see that
wounded, aching heart. See the valiant son, locked for the last time in the arms of
that mother who has lived only for him. .See them .all, fathers, husbands, sons, as
they march away. There is a curve in the road. The\- turn for a last glimpse of all
that the world holds dear. A wave of the hand—it is the last farewell—it is the
end. They turn and march again, some to the north, some to the south.
Truly it is a nation divided against itself. Thank God it does not fall. I)ull Run,
Antietam, Gettysburg, Vicksburg ; and then, once more the dew is crystalline upon
the verdant meadows. The question has been answered by the great defender of
our constitution and the firm foundation of our national life remains unaltered
—
tested by the hand of Time.
The constitution stands as the su])reme law of the land, the epitome of the wis-
dom of sagacious statesmen, the bond welding into union, this mighty nation, guar-
anteeing that for all time this shall be a government under the con.stitution. And
what a constitution! One born of the strength that knows no subjugation; sealed
in the keen minds of those early colonists who were wise beyond their vears
;
perpetuated in that awful struggle between the North and the South, when a di-
vided nation, linked in the common l)ond of sufifering, raised it aloft as the un-
shakable tie that shall make this nation forever, one and inseparable.
When in the course of our modern existence, men arise who would destrov the
Constitution, we must defend it. The Constitution has ccjme down to us through
the years in spite of trial and bloodshed, in si)ite of the attacks of counless re-
formers and with the able defen.se of those men who have ever been counted the
foremost of American citizens. It has come into our keeping; it is our responsi-
bility, our heritage. Furthermore, this document, established bv the peo])]e, has
always been regarded as perpetual and immortal ; it is the foundation of a govern-
ment that is directly related to the people ; it provides for mutual support and pro-
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tection—connections which are as dear and as sacred as can l)ind individuals to any
government on earth.
Now, it is the evident intention of present day reformers to blot out of existence
this ])riceless document which has preserved the integrity of the United States for
nearly one hundred and fortv vears. It is their avowed jmrpose to throw aside
the protection of years, together with its remarkable traditions and hallowed memo-
ries, and put in its ])]ace a system that would satisfy their socialistic ideas. Strange
to say, we find in the ranks of these fanatics, eminent professors, backed by the
name of prominent American educational institutions. Where in the world will our
country end up, when the pedagogues of universities rant, with impunity, on the
subject of the fundamental law of the land, advocating drastic measures of so-called
reformation? These men wield a powerful influence from their chairs as educators
a nation's existence.
And it is not only such universities that are at fault. ( )ur country is honey-
combed with leagues, bureaus and political organizations which seem to do nothing
but disrupt the machinery of legislation. We find them exercising their authority
over our representatives in Congress, who, as they are but human, tremble at the
sight of the financial power opjiosed to them. Through the land, the cunning
methods of these bodies are spreading a propaganda dangerous to the very life of
our republic by its poisonous effect upon the balance of power kept lietween the
state and national governments. Every sign points to the rapid centralization of
power; state rights are fast disappearing; and behind it all, we can see, looming up,
the tremendous, overwhelming bulk of a .system of bureaucracy.
Is history once more repeating? Will our nation again l)e divided against itself
as in the early days? Shall we of the i)resent generation witness the rapid spread
of conflicting interests, a situation that jilaces the welfare of the nation in jeopardy?
Is the question of nearly a century and a half ago coming to the fore, that old
di.sputation between the adherents of a central government and those who defend
state rights? Is rebellion again to hover over our fair land, with its ominous threat
of destruction ?
Surely we do not want to see anarchy, bloodshed, rioting, jiossiblv the overthrow
of the government and the rise of a dictator. It lies within our capabilities, as
American citizens, to prevent such complications. We must not sit back, contented
to enjov a l)lissful existence as long as we are not troubled bv the strenuous affairs
of self-government; we must not passively allow our rights to be taken away by a
group of scheming politicians. lUit we must, in order to safeguard our individual
existence, show more deference and intelligent consifleration towards the Consti-
tution which has ever been the bond of our Union and the security of our liberties.
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IJirtus in cAdione Qonsistip--^
By Charles D. Suutu
"Let us then be up and doing."—Longfellow.
In a forest as white as the snow
Where the trees are but crosses of stone,
I had musingly strayed
Where the dreamers are laid
And the toilers of centuries flown.
When the stillness was broken and, lo
!
Spake a mortal angelical fair.
And I marveled his plaint,
For lie looked like a saint
Though his tale had a tinge of despair :
II
"Since I long to escape and be free
"From the pang and the fret of the town,
"WHiere the trumpets of hate
"Echo early and late
"And the devil parades up and down,
"To this silence alluring I flee
"Where the passions that slay enter not
—
"To the reverent sod
"Of this acre of God
—
"To forget "mid the thousands forgot!
Ill
"Since I yearn for comnuniion with souls
"Lnencumbered with shell like mine
—
"Since I crave for a lease
"Of ineffable peace
"In a calm that is almost divine,
"Where the noise of the world as it rolls
"Is so faint it can hardly be heard,
"I repair to the sod
"Of this acre of God
"Into solitude's ultimate word!
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IV
"It is hither my troubles I l)ring
"And it's liere that I fling them away.
"On the tablets around
"May the lesson be found
"( )f our l)rief little mansion of clay.
"Then my spirit inclineth to sing:
"
'All is vain except Heaven, my goal I'
"So I kneel on the sod
"In this acre of God
"And hear Death whisper Life to my soul!"
V
I was anguished and cried, "To retreat
"From the field and the battle of life
"When the Conscience's drum
"Calls the Christian to come
"Where the host of the Lord is at strife,
"Is as one with the craven whose feet
"Slink away from his duty's command!
"Seek ye glor\' divine
"At the front, in the line!
"Where the faithful have taken their stand!
VI
"P"or the conllict is waged where the world
"And the flesh with the devil ally !
"Ye shall rest in the calm,
"Ye shall breathe of the balm
"When your colors Iriumphantly fly!—
•
"When the flag of the serpent is hurled
"To the dust and the battle is won
—
"When the hellhounds have fled
"And the hatreds are dead
"And the Just have their place in the sun!
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"There is time for the silence of graves
"When MortaHty's tiiniult is o'er,
"But the hero must fii^ht
"
'Neath the standard of Right
"Till the foe shall assail it no more!
"If he fall where advancing it waves,
"Yet its Cross is his victorv's sign,
"And his deathless reward
"In the realm of the Lord
"Is the crown of a glory Divine!"
VI [I
From a forest as white as the snow,
Where the trees are hut crosses of stone-
From the stillness I turned
Where the saints are inurned
And the sages of centuries flown ;
And beside me, his features aglow.
My companion, an angel of Right,
Strode hack to the strife
Of the battle of life
With the mien of a conquering knight.
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By }. R. Deasy '2H
"Remember you guys, it's eight-fifteen you're to get here or we don't want you."
It was the metal foreman speaking. I had known his kind l)ef(jre. The mentahty
of the usual straw-boss and an over-inflated sense of ego !
1 looked about me. Most of my laboring companions-to-be were of a type. All
but one, yes, but one. The minute I glanced at his intelligent face I knew that
he did not l)elong in this environment. Tall, with the broad shoulders of an ath-
lete. Eyes that spoke of knowledge and experience, sadly mingled. My thoughts
wandered. No, he was about thirty-eight. Too old to be a student who had chanced
upon an opportunity for necessary or desired work. What could he be then? He
was as out of place in this motley crew of vagrant humanity as was a pointer
amongst a horde of mongrel dogs.
I was abruptly interrupted in my vagaries by the guttural voice of mv new boss,
supplicating me in strong as well as understandal)le language to get busy.
The official title of my occupation as an employee of the Northern Babbitt Metals
Corporation, I am yet ignorant of. My endeavors were not restricted, however. Let
it suffice to say that I began my first day's work at the steering end of a small but
discouragingly heavy steel truck.
With the unenthusiastic aid of a short, sour foreigner, I directed our conveyance
up a concrete runway, to the door of a massive freight car whcjse gaping entrance
was choked with scrap metal. When we had our little truck piled high with sal-
vaged lead cables, we proceeded to the sweater, or reverberator, as it is sometimes
called, and discharged our load. Picture if you will, the thermostatic contrast of a
cold, windblown bo.x car and the intense heat of an oj^en-hearth furnace that melted
automobile crankcases with remarkable ease.
But further discussion of process is of little interest. It is a man, not a metal
that I remember.
C)ne morning, shortly after the whistle had blown, I heard Syd, the lalnjr boss,
talking to the man I have described.
"What's the matter, l-Sig B)oy?" I heard .Syd say.
"I'm certainly not going to pull this truck alone."
"What seems to l)e the difficulty?"
"Nothing except that this cross-breed bundle of grief thinks this is a fiesta and
that I am scjme sort of a nurse-girl who has the entire resjionsibility of this girder-
steel l)aby buggy
work with."
"There's not much t
choice."
"Let me work with the Kid.
can't work with any ol them, Syd. (iive me a white man to
)ick from, but I've got to keep peace out here. Take your
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That was how it started. From then on there were at least two people who had
names. P>i!4" ]'>oy and myself, if my partner had any other cognomen, I never
learned it, for 1 did not ask him and he refrained from vohmtarilv offering a .solu-
tion.
Then I)egan a companionship so rare that I have since wondered why the Lord
made so few friends like P>ig ]:>ov. P)etween the hours of eight-fifteen and four-
thirty we were inse])aralile. Hour after hour we loiled together, he with sweat pour-
ing profusely from his hroad shoulders, I with Imrning hands and aching hack.
When I tired and my knees wohhled lieneath the weight of many pounds. Big Boy
would smile and say, "What's the matter. Kid? Feeling low? Hang on and fight."
Again as I struggled with weakening persistence on the top of a "Ijoring-chute,"
vainly trying to dislodge three hundred pounds of powdered metal, those sturdy
arms of Big Boy would salvage me from the emharrassment of my lack of strength.
One morning after I had hung my lunch on the nail shared in common with a
kindly old Mexican who greeted me daily with his "Buenos Dias, Senor," the metal
foreman bellowed at me to lenfl a hand feeding the aluminum reverberator. The job
itself was not a pleasant one and I would miss the companionship of Big Boy, but
one doesn't argue with metal foremen.
After standing on a cement platform and hurling" scrap aluminum into the roar-
ing kettle beneath me with varying success, I was favored with a vision of the
superintendent thumping down the steps from his official sanctum in the tower. Im-
mediately there followed an order for all the laborers to get their unworthy car-
casses out into the yard and get them there fast.
The cause of the disturbance was an incurrigible freight car, which had decided
tliat the life of following the "straight and narrow" of steel rails was monotonous
and had eyidenced its discontent by an untimely jumping off the track.
There was much consulting between the "Super" and the assistant engineer, but
little was accomplished. After some time the t\yo disappeared, i)rol)ably to seek a
remedy in the Encyclopedia Brittanica or some other such fountain of knowledge.
As we stood there awaiting orders I noticed Big Boy's lips giving birth to a smile.
Presently the owner of the smile spoke.
"Say, Syd, how's chances of trying to put this baby on the tracks again?"
"Wha-dye mean, ])ig Boy?"
"I mean if you give me permission I'll put that car where it belongs in twenty
minutes."
"I think you're crazy, but go ahead and try it if you want to."
The details matter little. With the concerted efforts (.»f a tractor, an electric
crane and a few other incidentals, Big Boy had that side dour Pullman where it be-
longed in the promised twenty minutes.
The flattering hurrahs of the yard gang attracted the Super and his estimal)le
aide. Of course Big Boy was thanked; words need not explain the thanks offered
by two chagrined offfcials.
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That afternoun Big Buy and I worked together again. Back in a hox car with
the worst of an ah'eady none too enjoyal)le occupation. Battery lead! It was piled
ceiling high in coarse sacks that had long since been disintegrated bv acid. There
were hulks of batteries of all descriptions, ranging from the small radio type to
those used for commercial purposes. What a mess the whole thing was ! Tugging
at sacks that became tatters at the least provocation. Batteries that seemed intact
and substantial but which crumljled to dust with the slightest jar.
Before an hour had elapsed our faces were black with pungent, choking, dust.
The opening of the two ventilators at the ends of the car did little to aid our plight.
In the midst of lifting an unwieldy sack Big Buy commenced coughing. He smiled
but the coughing persisted.
"Gee, Kid, I gotta have a smoke. I'm gonna sneak over to the sweater and get a
couple of drags. Lemme your matches."
I thought nothing of the incident except that there was a peculiar glint in Big
Boy's eves when he said it. In a little while he returned, trying hard to smile. We
moved uj) into the car and ]jerched un a mountain uf thuse abuminalile sacks and
fur the first time Big Boy talked—
!
"Sav, Kid, did yuu ever know what it is to like somebody so hard it hurt? Well,
I've got the sweetest little wife in the world and she's—an invalid.
"Not .so long ago I was the happiest man that ever lived. I had success in my
profession, a host of friends and the love of a woman. True, she was an invalid,
but I could well afford to marry and care for her. She had everv comfort, and I
was happy. Then came the war— ! Of course I went. Went and came back
—
broken in body and spirit. My em])luyers could no longer use me and took little
pains in infurming me of the fact. ^^)U see, I was gassed. Three times. 1 look
all right on the outside. ]5ig, strong, robust ancl all that surt uf thing, but the uld
machine is burnt out inside."
"Gee, Big Buv, didn't Uncle Sam fix things up for you?" I asked.
"Sure, Kid, but it only helps. Uncle Sam doesn't figure on invalid wives. Grad-
ually we lost evervthing. Sometimes when I think uf thuse sweet huurs we spent
I cuuld almust cry—if only 1 could. Just thinly, Kid. Ibappiness, cumpaniushi]),
the knuwledge that the sweet little angel had all the cumfurts she desired. M \- own
health and strength seemed to be transfused to her. My success and labors were
ever a source of deepest delight to her and nuw it's gone. Kid, gone."
"Can't yuu get along nuw, i^)ig l)uy."
"I'm just barelv making the grade. Kid. That's whv I'm in this abominable
place. Between the money I get from the government and what I make here we just
manage. We have a little radio, and the wife listens to the concerts and operas we
once attended. Gee, it hurts !"
"Well, Big Bov, didn't any of tlie old friends stand by?"
"I don't know. I l)uried mvselt in strange surroundings where thev would nut
srs^
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be apt to lind lue. I'd seen too much of that patronizing;" friendship stutT happen
to some of my buddies. Pride, Kid, even when you're broken and desolate."
"I understand, Big Boy. Sometime, if you let me, I would like to visit you and
your wife."
Did I imagine Big Boy's eyes seemed l)righter when I said that? Possibly I did,
but his smile was returning. ( )f that I was sure. As the days passed on, I began
to show the efifects of the strain. ( )ften 1 would voice mv desire to quit, only to be
confronted by the dilemma, "If you quit, Kid, 1 quit, too."
We were wrestling with a carload of aluminum crankcases. I was vainly trying
to extricate the keystone piece of metal. I did. The result was I awoke in an at-
mosphere of metal dust and perspiration, (iradually the clouds ])assed from before
my eyes. I vaguely saw Big Boy and heard him say, "Better send him home, Syd."
Next day I was back again, but I had notified my boss I was leaving on Friday.
I will never forget those last few days we spent together. What a Ijond of under-
standing had grown l)etween this man and me. Life was funny; I could not under-
stand it.
The whistle blew Fridav and 1 ran for my boat. I had but a few minutes in which
to make it and so did not have the opportunity to say goodbye to my friend and
comrade. Next morning I was coming back for one thing : To find out from Big
Boy who he was and where I could locate him, for I wished to preserve our friend-
ship as I had never wished to do anything else.
About nine o'clock I walked into the plant and located Syd.
"Where's Big Boy, Syd?"
"Gone about a half hour ago. He reported on this morning and al)OUt five min-
utes after the whistle blew, came up to me and asked where you were. I told him
you had quit. He looked at me as if I had told him the end of the world had come.
Right then and there he asked for his time. I persuaded him to finish the day out
dnd he went back to the sweater. About fifteen minutes later he came up to me and
said : "No use, Syd, I've got to go now !"
How his going hurt me! It was a disajjpointment that will remain with me for-
ever. Of course I tried to locate him, but it was quite impossible—a strange fate
threw us together and tore us apart, (^ften when I am alone thinking of life, I
wonder if Big Bov is "carrying on." Good luck to him! He deserves much mercy
from that fickle Goddess.
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By George L. Andre '27
THE CHARACTERS
Lou Rowan—A rooming house keeper.
John Dean—A yeggman.
Doctor Ryan—A surgeon.
Father Conley—Assistant from Holy Cross Parish.
Father White—Pastor of Holy Cross Parish.
THE SCENE
A "rented room" interior, settee up stage center and a curtained window up stage
right; closet clcjor up stage left of settee, and a dresser up stage left. There is a
door leading off center stage left, and a hat tree down stage from it. A small, round
table center stage, a bed center stage right with a chair at the head, and a small
table between the l)ed and the window. A telephone up stage from the door center
stage left. Chairs, etc.
Discovered: Eou Rowan, tlic ivoiinin. seated at center, head in arms, on table.
SIic has been crying. She raises her head to tlie audience.
Lou Rowan (SoJ'bimj } : (.)h! I hate it! I hate it! {Props tier liead and sobs.)
(Door opens slowlx, center stage left. John Dean enters. He is dressed in a
dark suit and is about fhirty-fiz'e years of age. Fie is pale ami is holding hand to
his left side. The fingers are stained teitli blood and there is a dark, red blot on his
coat. \x)V Rowan swings around.)
John Dean: Lou, Lve got it this time. (Staggers to chair; center stage left.)
Lou Rowan: (.)h ! (Hurrving to hini.) What's the matter?
John Dean: The bulls got me in the .side when I was climbing out the window
at the Commercial P)Uilding. I jumped on the next roof and dropi)ed down
in the crowd and managed to get away. (Groans and sinks back in chair. Lnu puts
arm around him ami -a'ith her aid he reaches the bed. where he becomes uncoil-
scious. Lou runs to phone and fumbles leitli ilii-ectory to find number.)
Lou Rowan: 847! Is this the doctor? Will vou come to 516 Xorth Tenth
street, Apartment 71 ? .\ man has been seriously hurt. . . . \'es—come right
awav. fHangs up and hurries to man, removes his coat and -eest. She tlir(nes lat-
ter on the chair by bed and a Golden Rosary falls to the floor.) Oh! (.She picks
it up and looks al it a moment and then runs to the telephone. Hunts for number
in directory.) 952! Is this the priest? All right. Hurry, please. (She glances at
bed. Dean is beginning to recover consciousness.) Hello, is this the i)riest ? I
don't belong to any church (chokes) but don't _\du have some ])rayers that vou say
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on l)c-a(Is with a cross on the end? (Dean rccm'crs coiiscioiisiicss—rises on his
(ilu)i^'.j ^'o^ do! (Ifrsitufcs.) Well, there's a man here in
John Dkan : Lon, what are yon doin!^? Are von crazy?
Lou Rowan (Hand oz-cr phone): Why not? You're Catholic, aren't \ou ?
John Dean: No. I'm not. I want no priest here. What's the matter with you?
Do you want the ])olice on m\- trail? ilani;- up.
Lou Rowan { Crying): I hit. jack
John Dean ( Intcrritptinij ) : I'm all ri.^ht. Hang up, I say. (He couj/hs. Rowan
pliiics phone on hook as Dean siuJcs haek on bed exhausted. Rowan (/oes out door,
center stof/e left, sohl>in(/ and re-enters a nunneiit later z^'ifh lun^'l of -i^'ater and
tozeel. She </(n's to Dean and eiits off sliirt and starts to zaasli zeoiinil. Hell rin</s.
She i/oes to door and Doctor Ryan enters. He is (/ ;;/(/// (d^oiit the same a(/e as the
wounded num. He has a snuill doeto)''s hit in liis hand. He e/lanees arouiul the room
and then hurries to the bed.)
Lou R(.)\\AN : Doctor, tell me how he is!
Doctor Rvy\N (.Ifter a shoi't e.vamination duiin</ z^'hieh patient faints.): Well,
Lm afraid it is only a matter of a few hours hefore he dies. The hullet has lodged
near the heart and can't he taken out.
Lou Rowan: What shall 1 do? Are you a Catliolic?
Doctor Ryan : Yes. Why?
Lou Rowan: L' you found these (shoieiny the Golden Rosary^ on a dyinj;
man what would xou do?
Doctor Ry.\n : Send for a priest.
Lou Rowan: Whether he's wanted or not?
Doctor Ryan : Surely. The priest might change the man's mind. It hai)pens
often.
Loi' Rowan ( Bieatlilessly j : T will. ( Goes to telephone.) 952! Is this the priest ?
This is the woman who phoned to \i)X\ a little while ago. . . . There's a man dying
here who I think needs you. Can you come right away? ... At 516 North Tenth
street. Apartment 71.
Doctor Ryan: Now if you'll lu'lj) me 1 will try to fix him up. (Doctor starts
to zi^'ash 7^'ouud.) Hand me the towel, jjlease. (Rowan haiuls him the /07C(7.j Can
you get that large roll of cotton and handages out of the hag? (Rowan gets them
and (/iz'es them to the Doctor. He z^'orks silently for a zehile, then.) That's fin-
ished now. I think that I l)etter give him a sij) of hrandw That will hring him to.
(Reaches into batj, takes out a flask and pours lujuid from it into Dean's mouth.
Dean (/roans and sits up. Doctor props him up zaifh a eouple of pillozes so that he
eau be seen fullx by the audience.) Mow dt) you feel.''
John Dean : It seems like I can't get air enough wdien I hreathe. (He coughs.)
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Doctor Ryan: Take it easy. Jvelax conipletelv. V(jur wile was lelling^ me that
you are a Catholic. Do you want any particular priest sent for?
John Dean: Naw, 1 don't want no priest sent for, I'm going to be all right.
Doctor Ryan : ^'es, but you oughtn't to take any chances, old man. It will be
better if you get one.
John Dean : I ain't no Catholic.
Doctor Ryan: ;\re these yours? (Sliowiiuj the Golden Ros.vky.j
John Dean (Sullenly): Yes. What about it ?
Doctor Ryan : How did you happen to get them?
John Dean: A priest gave them to me.
(Bell niif/s: Rowan admits Father Conley. Dean rises, registers fear and
snspieion, and falls baek on pillcra'. He -a'afehes the two men.)
Doctor Ryan : Aly name is Rvan. I Ijelong to Holy Name I?arish.
Father Conley (Shakinj/ hands): I'm Father Conley from Holy Cross.
Doctor Ryan : Fve heard about vou. Father. You're the new in"iest there whom
everybody is praising so much. Hut no time for that now. (Aside.) This man is
dying. He has a string of beads (hands Father Conley the Golden Rosary j and
I strongly suspect he is a Catholic, though he denies it. ( They affroaeh the bed.
Father Conley' .s"//v /;/ ehair fi-erioiisl\ oceupied b\i Doetor. I\o\v.vn stands baek
of bed. Doctor stands near baek sta(je wall and to priest's right.)
Father Conley (to zvoman): You sent for me?
Lou Rowan : Yes.
Father Conley (to Dean): Are vou a Catholic?
John Dean : I don't go to no church. (Comjhs.)
Father CoNLE^ : What d(j vou do with these? (Holding up the Golden
Ro.sary.)
John Dean : I sav the prayers on theuL
F'ather Conley: How did you get them?
John Dean : A priest gave them to me.
Father Conley: At what ])lace did \-ou get them?
John Dean: None of }our business.
Father Conley: Have you been baptized a Catholic?
John Dean (Jccriiujly): Yes, I was—if it will help you any. liul 1 don't want
you. It's too late. Go away. I'm all right. (Coughs.)
Father CoNLE^' l Tleadingly ) : Rut, m\- good man, it will do you good to hear
me. Don't be afraid because vou have not been to Church for years. ( )ur Lord's
arms are open wide to welcome sinners back again. Conic—can't I, in God's Merci-
ful name, do something for you.''
J(HiN Dean: No! No! It's too late.
Father Conley: It's never too late. (Changes taeties.) Tell me how you got
these beads and how you happened to learn to say them?
Q^n uici i.-( litM rm i a o i ( ) rn~,-
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John Dean (Hcsilii/iii(/ly) : Well, I'll tell you, Father, and maybe you will leave
me alone in peiice.
Father Conley (Willi liiiipluisis ) : In ])eace 1 will leave you, so help me God.
John Dean: hather, 1 never had a chance. 1 never knew the loving care of a
father or mother, iiotli died when I was a hahw 1 used to sell papers and sleep
where I could find a sheltered hole hig enough to kec]) my body. (Rowan hcyiiis to
cry softly.)
Father Conf.ev: Yes. my friend.
John Dean (Conliinilii;/ ) : 1 grew up with the gang and went wrong, not all at
once, but little by little. Jlefore I was twenty-two I was in the "pen" three times.
And when I was twentv-four I got sent u]) for five years for a .safe cracking job.
(I'iiiiscs a fcK< seconds, diiriinj -i^'hicli lie hraitlics lumlly.) Then I met Father
White
Father Conley : What? . . . lUit go on.
John Dean : Father White, ddie l)est man I ever met. He was good to me,
Father, and finallv got me baptized and I received Holy Coiumunion. A few days
before I got mv release from Joliet, Father gave me the Golden Kosary and told
me that whatever I did that I was to say them every day and that I would be saved.
I promised him I would. .Since that day 1 have committed every sin imaginaljle,
from murder to highway robbery ; there ain't a commandment that I haven't broken.
l)Ut wherever I've Ijeen, 1 have kept my promise. Fve always said these every day.
{CouijUs and Row.'\N cries softly a(/iiiii.) Many a time I made up my mind not to
sav them because I didn't see where I was getting anything out of them. But I
couldn't (juit. I had to say them. I sure was a fool. That's all. Will you go now?
Father Conley (Eiujerly) : But don't you see. It is the grace that you have
earned bv saying the Golden RosAR^• that has caused God to send me to you so that
your soul will be saved. You have received Holy Communion. You know the re-
lief the Sacrament of Penance brings. Come, my friend, go to Confession and then
receive ( )ur Lord into \din' heart.
John Dean : No. it's no use. \'ou'd better go. Father. It sounds good, but it is
not for me.
Father Conley (Risiiu/): But, my friend
(He is interrupted b\ the hell, -a'liich riiujs loudly.)
Doctor Ryan (Excitedly) : Who is that?
Father Conley: Oh! I forgot. My pastor brought me here and was to call for
me. There he is now. And (turning to Deanj he is ( Hesitutes.) No, I'll call
him first, (does out door.)
Doctor Ry.an : Do go to Confessi(jn ! I tell you, man. this is no time for trifling.
Lou Rowan ( Sohhin<jly) : Jack, please.
John Dean : Please? WHiy do you talk like that. You ain't a Catholic?
Lou Rowan (Still sobbing) : I was once—when I was a kid, but
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(Father Conley enters. Folknciiuj him is Father White, (/ iiuni of about
fifty-five years of age, portl\. 7eitli -celiite hair. Dean has elosed his eyes, and does
not look up.)
Father Conlev (Pointiiuj to bed): There he is, Father.
Father White (Hurrying to bed): John, John, don't you kn(jw me?
John Dean (Opens his eyes, sees Father White and rises up) : It—it is Fatlier
White! (Falls baelc on pilbnes and begins crying.)
Father White (Standing beside bed, takes Dean's hand in his oz^'n and begins
to fondle the back of Dean's head): Save your strength, son. I knew I woukl find
you again. Listen to me. (Father Conley, Doctor Ryan and Lou Rowan exit
zvhispcring.) Jolm, remember I tokl vou that if vou said the Golden Rosary every
day you would ])e saved? Welk Father tells me that you have said them every day
and now, by God's grace, you are going to be saved. You do want to be saved, don't
you, my boy?
John Dean (Rising to a sitting position): Father, I do. Thank (iod that you
have come. I want to go to Confession nf)w, Father.
(Curtain
)
Q^YCetamorphosis
1.
Dull roll of drums, criterion of might.
Announced the God of Storm, cruel Pluvius:
Li form an ogre, son of Temptress Xight
;
Her gift to him a statue mountainous ;
His right by birth, he held with ominous
Disdain that crown of lightning radiance.
Of rumbled cadence deep, his clamorous
Stentorian l)lasts of thundered words. Expanse
( )f brooding darkness shrouding all in smart Romance.
n.
Faint silver notes from c\"mbals clear f(_)retold
l"o him the sun-maiden's return. He fled.
She came : A vision fair of noble mold
;
Like leaves of Autumn time, her lithesome tread
On woodland gl;ides, through hidden vales fast sped.
Her eyes were gleams of moonlit forest fen.
Were pools of dancing shadowland. Slim thread
Of golden hair recalled dim c[uiet glen.
Her tinkled laughter soft jjo.sessed this Earth of men.
— lames H. Rowe, '30.
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By ;\lvin J. Wolf '2X
The year 1849 was a iiK^nientous one in California historv. r.old had l)een dis-
covered! The news spread throughoul tlie len-th and l)readth of the land. It
readied the ears of the adventurous. It stirred the hearts of the home-lovino-. It
started a stampede of Easterners who left their quiet towns for the dangers of wide
])lains, treacherous rivers and precipitous Rockies. It .sent many on that perilous
and time-consuming journey around the "H(jrn." And after all that, what if the
finding of the precious metal was impossihle. Yet such proved to he the fate met hy
many. Others found gold, however! Mark the words, others found gold!
"Old Joe" VVestfield was prosper(nis. Ten vears of hard toil and careful enter-
prise had made him a wealthy landowner. He had dug no gold from the grcjund.
On the contrary, though, he had unearthed manv a hig potato and right now his
trees of ai)ricots and walnuts were worth several saucers full of the yellow metal.
It was the cool summer's evening of early Se])teml)er. 1860, that accounted for
the unusual geniality of joe's neighhors. Jim McClarv and Sam Hankerman were
paying their customary nightly visit, on which occasions they never missed the op-
portunity to shed alligator tears at their own wretched condition and failure in life,
while al the same time assuring joe that he alwavs had made money and always
would. Jim, wdio owned six hundred and fiftv acres of the hest land along the
lower Sacramento, wherehy he ohtained a mighty comfortahle livelihood, remarked
that if all of Joe's cro])s failed, gold or something more valuable would probably be
found on the land, anvway. Then Sam, himself well-equipped with orchards and
whatnot wherewith to survive the ravages of life, would pass comment upon the
miserable fate that had befallen his neighbor in that the finding" of the actual gold
would have caused infinitelv less thouble than the uncertain and round-about way
of fruit trees. Joe's retaliation would invariablv touch upon the delicate subject of
his "real financial condition" to the extent that Jim and Sam were soon feeling like
millionaires while their host would gradually sink to his chair, a dejected and broken
man. l)ent and aged under the burden of imagined miseries.
These things would form the subject matter of their conversation night after
night until it was evident that something ought to be rlone about it. As far as could
ever be ascertained there never was anything done about it except during the course
of the particular evening now under discussion, and the thing happened this way:
"I tell vou." joe was saving, "there's never going to be a chance in the world of
making any monev otT this land of mine. W'hv. I have to spend hundreds of dollars
on that river bank alone trying to keep the few trees I have now from being washed
awav. I'll be a beggar out on the road the next time we ha\'e a Hood like the one
last spring!"
At that moment a horse's speeding hoof -beats were heard coming along the road
bevond the orchards. Presently a beautiful l)lack animal could be seen dashing
r
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briskly and somewhat hilariously by as if it dared the rickety buggy that was fas-
tened behind to remain on all three and one-half wheels. The cart in turn seemed
to challenge the clergyman within to stay within very much longer. The trio made
it past Joe's house just ahead of a considerable bit of dust, and then managed the
bend a quarter of a mile down the road, making use of no more than two steel
tires and four spokes.
The three men on the porch listened gravely for a time after the disappearance
of the dilapidated vehicle, expecting any moment to hear the inevitable crash. None
came! But the deadly lamentation of Joe had been halted. Jim was hoping for
the best when Sam, who like all proficient prevaricators, thought quickly, spoke up,
"That's the new priest, isn't it, Joe? Seemed to me that he waved to you."
"Naw, he was tryin' to stay in the wagon," put forth Jim.
"Well, he is new around here," answered Joe. "He's just a young priest, al-
tnough he and I are old friends. He must have been going to the Reilly's or he'd
have stopped. Their new bal)\- is sick and ought to be l)aptized, I guess."
"Poor baby," grunted Sam.
"Yea," agreed Jim, "when they get sick it's hard on 'em, and the folks
worry, too."
"I wasn't thinking of that," returned Sam. "It's the baptism that T'd be
scared of
!"
"Why?" from the (jlher two.
"Well, it ain't going to do the kid any good, that's certain ; and he's liable to die
from the exposure. I saw these here Baptists down at the river once. W'hy a baby
wouldn't have a chance ! .And those peojjie must know a lot about it or they wouldn't
be called liaptists, would they?"
"Now, Sam," Joe said, "don't be so riled. That liaby won't l)e harmed one l)it
on account of l)eing baptized. The priest just touches its skin with water—river
water—or drinking water
—
just so it's water, and then he—ah—he—what in the
dickens does he sav, Jim? NOu're Irish, aren't you?"
Jim answered both (|uesti()ns with, "While he drops the water on the baby he
says, 'I baptize thee in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Gho,st.'
"
"That's it! That's it! That's good for 'em, .Sam," continued Joe. "That's good
for 'em! .'\nd if there's no real harm done bv s])rinkling a little water, don't be too
.sure that just a bit of good won't come from it. You've read the Bible, haven't
you, Sam?"
"Say, listen! 1 don'i want to get to lalkin' about the P)ible— it makes me nerv-
ous. Ah—why don't vou sell the land ne.xt to the river and let someone else. . . ."
"Wait a minute," interrupted Joe, "I asked you if you've read the Bible!"
"Do I have to do it?" questioned Sam.
"All right! Now I'll tell you what it says! ( )nce upon a time there lived a man
who was named lesus Christ."
-^Y-
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"Oh, I've hcanl of Mini."
"Shut uj) ! And this man said that He was God, the Creator of ah things. The
people didn't helieve Him even after He cured sick men, and fed many thousands
of people on just five IcKives of bread and two fishe^, and hrou.i^ht dead persons
back to life! He said Ik' did all this l)ecause He was God, who was the only one
able to do it. But the nioli heard these words and still wouldn't l)elieve. So they
nailed Him on a cross until He died. Then after three days He brought l)ack life
into Ilis own body and rose from the dead. Only God could do that! Now this
man said that we should be baptized liecause we are born with sin on our souls,
and this will give us the right start by doing awav with all our sins; so that if we
are good after that we'll not suffer when we die but will be with God in heaven."
Sam tricfl to look bored. "Well," he said, "if that's your idea I won't try to
change it. I believe in letting a man think as he pleases. As for myself I haven't
worried much about (Jiod and those things. ( )f course, T haven't had time, Joe!
Been pretty busy workin' around the place and all that
—
you know how 'tis. Oh,
I'll admit I've been bad ; in fact it's hard to think of something bad that I haven't
tried once or twice. Vou say that liaptism would forgive all the sins I've com-
mitted ?"
"Sure it will."
"Then all a person's got to do is keeping gettin' ])aptized and he'll be settin'
pretty waitin' for the pearly gates to open."
"No! You can onlv get baptized once, Sam. After that vou must not sin any
more—or if you do you have to ask God to forgive vou, and ])r(jmise not to do it
again
!"
"Guess I'll wait awhile," reasoned Sam.
"If you thought it would do von anv goorl, would vou really get baptized?"
queried Jim.
".Sure!" was the reply
"Twelve years ago," Joe interposed, "I was prospecting ujj near the head of the
Klamath river. It was my fortune to have as partners two of the widest contrasts
I'd ever met. Take them apart from each other and thev would each contril)ute no
more than their share to the truism that it takes all kinds of people to make a
world. But put them together and they formed the most peculiar society imaginal^le.
They were a boy and a man, and it has alwavs been a cjuestion in my mind whether
the intrusion of my own ridicuknis self added to or subtracted from the sublimity
of the relationship. At any rate the man was of fierce disposition ordinarily and
positively ferocious temper extraordinari]\'. He drank plain whiskey on common
occasions, and pure unadulterated alcohol during time of festivity. At any unlooked
for jimcture of events he cursed profuselv and with a completeness of thought that
would have shamed Satan. Needless to sa\- he was inclined to lie unconventional at
times.
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The l)oy was everything- otherwise. Why, when we reached the source of a Httle
stream that emj)lie(l intd the Klamath and were ahout to he,t;in our last attempt in
the heart-hreaking quest, this youngster asked that we hend down on one knee while
he prayed for the success of the undertaking. We did
!
So there we were after that, five days digging in the side of the mountain ex-
pecting every minute to find the deposit we were certain existed. Ahsolutely every-
thing we had explored, as well as the few nuggets picked up farther down stream,
pointed to this spot. It was hut a matter of time now, however, when men would
locate gold where they had planned on finding it. And we would l)e the men
!
Things happened the sixth dav ! dhe hov and mvself were hringing the loose
gravel that the other man dug, d(jwn to the pool where we sluiced it through our
shallow pans. In the course of the e.xcavations we had heen careful to stav clear
of cave-ins. The hoy and I were down at the pool together when the dull thud of
falling rocks and dirt reached our ears. Looking hack we could see oiu" partner
struggling to free his legs. Then liefore we could uKjve we were terrified hy the
sight of a new hreak in the side of the clifi^, which gave away and fell within a few
feet of the trapped man. He was huried completely. Rushing to him we dug in
with our hands until his head was clear. His face was distorted with pain, though
he could still speak. It was immediately evident that we could not hope to free him
for many hours. Several immense houlders pressed crushingly against the lower
part of his hody. While I worked feverishly at the outer portion of the mass I was
Rware that the hoy was talking earnestly to the man. I heard such words as "God"
and "sorrow" and "forgiveness"; then the lad hurried down to the creek, l)rought
hack some cool water in his hat. I fovuid out afterwards that he had haptized our
partner.
Then we worked as neither of us had hefore. In two hours and a half we had
him out. He was unconscious Imt life was still in his hody. After helping to wash
him, pull together the torn ligaments of his hack, and handage the lacerated skin, I
was practically useless. The hoy prayed !
Seven weeks later that man tramped thirty-five miles out to Yreka with us. We
had found our gold. Not the yellow, glittering kind, hut a golden understanding
that was to hring us happiness we could never glean tr(im the hottom of a creek.
We decided to huy some land with the little money we had. In a year we had the
boy in school. There it was tliat he found his gold. That hoy, Sam, was the new
priest who just flrove hy !"
"Well, what do you know ahout that? And the man, what became of him? Did
he cuss any more, or drink? Was he any better after that, Joe?"
"Gosh darn!" broke in Jim. "It's after ele\en o'clock and I got to get into that
corn early in the morning!"
He rose to go
—
gave a little groan and sank back into his chair again.
"What's the matter, Jim?"
"jtist that bad i)lace in my back, Joe! Just that liad jilace—that's all!"
Finis.
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Santa Barbara
The Mission of Santa Barbara was for-
mally established on Dacember 4. 1786,
by Padres Paterna and Cristobel Oramas.
At first the usual, tiny adobe building suf-
ficed for the needs of the Mission, but in
1820 a new church was erected. So sub-
stantial was the work that we may still see
the edifice even though it was partially de-
stroyed by the earthquake of a few years
ago.
Tourists find the Mission at Santa Bar-
bara a place of unusual beauty. It lies there
in the embrace of hills and ocean, while
invigorating sea breezes sweep their car-
esses over the fertile orchard and garden.
There is an air of ancient sanctity and of
solemn impressiveness about the church be-
side which rest the graves of her fathers,
unmarked save for beds of golden poppies.
At the height of its prosperity, the Mis-
sion community numbered two hundred
and fifty. The Indians were noted for
their manufacturing, for carpentry and
masonry; a magnificent fountain still at-
tests the proficiency they attained.
ACTIVITIES
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y^r^'HE years roll by. generations come and go, yet those who
v"v are here continue to wonder what they must do to uphold
tradition. Occasionally we hear a story about the things that
Santa Clarans did while dad was here, but to what might we
have recourse in our search for facts?
HAST year the old "Ship" was renovated. As board after
board of aged names and initials was ripped from the
walls of the stage one final means for knowing the spirit of for-
mer days passed from us. Then the question occurred to us:
What were we to leave as a reminder to others of the things we
had done.'* Where would the spirit of our own campus activi-
ties go after we had left these walls? Round what would the
spectre linger?
^"^E began searching for a new and more adequate chronicle.
\I7 We did not want a desk or a chair upon which you or I
might carve the dates of our brief sojourn: nor anything the
ravages of time would quickly obliterate: but rather something
more enduring, whose preservation would always be an im-
portant duty of the Santa Clara student. We found the
"Redwood"
!
nERE we have all for which we might hope, yet we cannot
put everything in it. no more than the "Ship" could have
withstood the hieroglyphics of all the students ever to enter its
portals. But of the important things, we have taken particular
care, and as the following pages are read by Santa Clara's sons
in the years to come, we hope that they will see in them only a
beginning: that they will understand how the classes from '30
to '17. by earnest endeavor and with sincere purpose contrived
to leave through pen and picture an exemplification of a firm
and indomitable Santa Clara spirit! To "Memory" then, do we
dedicate this next section!
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^ere and ^here^
By Ai.vjN J. \\^)i.K "-^S
T(j tlie S()])li()m(irfs belongs the ex(|nisite privile.ge of iniliatin_n' the Freshmen
into that res])onsihle life which devolves upon a man solely because he is to he a
student at tlie University of Santa Clara. The class of "29 was exceptional for
its kindlv thoroughness in this regard. There was work to he done and they did
it with a deftness of touch that must always he the distinguishing mark of the
master. A clearlv defined procedure, pomuously performed and productive of the
happiest conse(|uences resulted from their admirable ceremonies.
Sitting gloriously in a "one-hoss shay" that had outlived the "boss" (though no
one ever knew how), the grave-looking chiefs of the second-year men were con-
veved down the hazardous cobbles of Santa Clara's leading thoroughfare by eighty
or more doting Freshmen. Another twenty yearlings followed, having in tow the
Junior limousine filled with members of that august body, who, having just risen
out of the ranks, remind one so much of the superfluously important second lieu-
tenant. Interspersed throughout the parade were various taskmasters whose one
purpose in life seemed but to prove beyond all (loul)t the sujjremacv of mind over
matter. Spectators and participants alike were all obliged to endure the pitiful
wails, screeches, and groans emitted l)y a band of five or seven ])ieces borne l)y
lowly Fr(.)sh that trudged desperately though bravely at the head of the i)rocession.
As heralds of sjjort to come they more than acted their |)art, and left little to be
desired.
Having seen the caravan well into the shopping district of the city, this writer
was suddenly called to a nearby metropolis on important business. y\s luck would
have it, Adam Scoiflaw Jr. was on hand. He will tell you what happened.
"Thence the cheerful procession wended its merry way to the park where the
praises of the Sophcjmores were heard, thcjugh my 'roomy' did remark that he
thought these laudatory animadversions had Ijeen earnestly recjuested. After that
there was more of instrument abuse and little of music, to say nothing of attempted
song. So finally back to the campus where the ofiicious Senior and facetious
Junior had many a goodly shoe shined, but no one would trust his suit to the in-
experienced iron. .At last to meal with but little of study afterward, due to ex-
citement of the day. Anon and to bed."
From the Freshman initiation until the first big rally of the \'ear, football was
the predominant topic of campus conversation. The material was good, the team
had fight, and the coming of an all-around "l'r(jnco Year" was impatientiv awaited.
The culminaticm of the seemingly endless flela_y, and the beginning of a new spirit
that was to carry the "green wave" through one of Santa Clara's most successful
football years, came with the California Rally. There it was, on the night of
September 23, 1926, two days before the initial game of the season, that the
genuine support of students and townspeople was manifested.
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The program, auspiciously arraii.gcd l)y the l)lock S. C. Society, began with
several nicely executed student veils led by Leader Ray Ivenwick. There followed
an encouraging- address bv l'\'ither President, in which he highly commended the
players for their fearlessness on the held, their s])ortsmanship. and above all, their
willingness to give their best efforts for the students and name of Santa Clara.
Mr. Peter Morettini, who like many another ahunnus, watches closely and hope-
iul]\' the gridiron struggles of his Alma Mater, pro])o^ed in vehement and con-
vincing manner some good soimd reasons why Santa Clara should not come out
of its first game on the wrong end of the score. COach Adam Walsh and Captain
"Swiss" Casanova whole-heartedlv avowed that thev would do their best, nor did
thev waver from their objectixe throughout the entire footl)all year.
Right in the midst of all this entliusiasm, just a week before the l)ig home-
coming game with Xevada, the Third Mission Santa Clara, which stood in the
very center oi the cam])us, wa^ burned to the ground- -from the excitement and
jov of footb.all to the thrilling though sad role of fire-fighting, was the spirit of
the student l)od\' directed —but here's the stor\-
:
It was the students of the Cniversity who first heard the alarm of fire in the
Mission Church at seven o'clock on the morning of ( )ctober 25, 1926. Several (jf
those who had already start e<l the day's study dashed to the window at the end of
the hall, where dark, slow-moving smoke could be seen issuing from around the
eaves of the church. The cry of "Fire in the .Mission" rang down the halls. Soon
there was a Hood of half-dressed, sleepy-eyed young men out into the corridors
amid a slamming of doors and swishing ot unlaced shoe-strings. ,\djusting their
wearing apparel as thev ran, they reached the church in the very earliest stages of
the blaze, only to iind that there were no adecpiate means for combating the fiames.
At the suggestion of several Fathers who were present, it was decided to start
stripping the cbtuTh ahead of the fire.
No movable thing was lett in the building when the smoke finallv became so
dense that objects were no longer discernible. This was in the front p(M"tion of
the church. Up along the corners where ceiling and wall came together a thin line
of flame, running about half the length of the building, was giving ofif clouds of
pitch-black smoke. When a hose finally arrived from town four or five courageous
young men entered the laiilding and attemi)ted to quench the fire. No sooner did
the water strike against the flames when the upj^er air, suddenly cooled, forced the
smoke down ui)on those below. It proved nauseating to an extreme, and vet the
volunteers stayed in there with the hose. This was probably the most dangerous
situation during the entire time of the conflagration. The air outside the church,
heavy with fog, would not permit the thick smoke that poured out of the doors to
rise, and it became impossible to know wh(j was within the structure and who was
not. Then someone ordered everybody out while there was yet time to distinguish
an exit. A moment or so later the whole top (jf the edifice burst into fltunes.
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The boys now started the removal of everything from the old parish house, the
sanctuary, the music rooms, and the .students' law library. (Jut of the latter were
taken several thousand volumes in but a few minutes. The refectory was laid bare
of tables and chairs. The rooms above were likewise despoiled of their furnish-
ings, until the kitchen was all that remained in the line of movables. Here, how-
ever, it was resolved that retreat should end and a real otTensive begin.
Through the kind and able assistance of the San Jose Fire Department sufficient
lines of hose along with .splendid pumi)ing facilities were brought to the scene.
The fight was long and terrific. Everywhere were students, either helping in the
control of the powerful water streams or chopping out holes in the roof and walls
in order that new flames might l)e extinguished. On several occasions it was
necessary for the watchful blathers to caution against the risks taken, so willing
were the students to save whatever they possil^ly could. Not until noon was the
outcome of the struggle assured. At that time it was evident that the fire had
given up to overwhelming odds, l)ut not until the roof and rooms above the refec-
tory itself had been burned lieyond repair, and the boys' chapel which stood next
to the Mission was well on the way to destruction. I hit ])ictures, statutes, pews
and every detachalile thing, even a side altar, had already been taken out of the
latter building—the flames were reluctantly allowed to devour only what could not
be snatched from them
!
So from seven in the morning to well past the noon hour faculty, students and
some of the townspeople labored with might and main ; labored with an earnestness
and will that would not be downed. Yet, to the students must go the greater credit
of having opposed the ravenous conflagration with a united effort which knew not
discouragement. For their unselfish assistance Father McCoy, President of the
Universitv, expressed his gratitude as follows: "1 must sincerely commend and
thank them for their magnificent showing of true college spirit that only such
occasions as this liring out."
Within a few short weeks after the biu'ning of the Mission, the students were
engaged in constructing the bonfire wliich has of late years become a necessary
preliminary to !5anta Clara's big game of the season with St. Mary's. Once plans
were laid, anfl a model fashioned, the actual work of erecting a 45-foot pyre was
quickly and effectively finished. The result as shown by the pictures of the
opposite page was everything that could be desired in spite of the fact that most
of the work was done in the rain which fell intermittently for several days.
The students were aided by the Associated Oil Company, which gave three
hundred gallons of oil and made possible the ignition of the wet timber; and the
Standard ( )il Comi)anv, from whom the immensely ])ro])orlione(I effigv of St.
Marv's was gratefully received.
An extensive program had been pkuuied to precede the jjurning. WW Feader Ray
Renwick had secured a number of prominent speakers for the occasion and a variety
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of musical acts were alsu to 1)e presented. The
rainy weather made it impossil)le to carrv out
this ])art of the rally.
'idle crowd, however, hegan to gather early
in the evening. By 7:30 o'clock every avail-
ahle parking spot within Mission field was
occu^jied. As the student-hody serpentined
around the i)yre the torch was ap]j]ied. Slowly
the flames crept uj^ward, forcing the crowd
hack as they gained headway. Within a few
minutes the tilling had been consumed and
nothing hut the skeleton of railroad ties re-
mained. How well the work had been done
was evidenced hy the fact that for nearly half an hour the original formation was
kept. None of the framework gave way and all the timbers retained their positions.
The sight was extremely gratifying to those who had toiled so diligently in the hope
that his bonfire would be the best ever. A glance at the picture convinces us that
succeeding generations have a high mark at which to aim !
Of the many instruction trips the engineers take during the year the group of
"M. E.s" and "E. E.s" pictured above were favored by one of the most interesting.
Among the things inspected on the jaunt through the Telephone Jjuilding was the
novel method of phoning which makes it possible for the parties conversing to see
each other in the act. It must be lots of fun to be an engineer
!
0"r<>t> the 'Pliiinc Biiihfuifi. Pryiiui Into
Other I'rn/^lc's Business.
lUSHOl^ TSU
One of our most interesting visitors of the
year was ISishop Simon Tsu, S. J., who stopped
here on his way back to Shanghai, China, from
Rome. He was met in San Francisco and
Itrought to Santa Clara by Father Joseph Piet,
r^rovincial of the California Province of the
Societv of Jesus. He was an earnest, middle-
aged man, verv keen intellectually, and ap-
peared delighted with the University campus
as well as the renowned California climate.
Idiough able to speak French, the general
language used when conversing with our own
Fathers was Latin. It was his o])inion that
affairs in China would not harm Catht)lic
priests whom the Chinese regard as their truest /;,,,/„,,. President Relatin,/
friends. the Bell to Bisho[> S
the lUsto
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MISSION CAMPAIGN
The restoration of the Mission Santa Clara was the
sul)ject of an address delivered on January 21, 1927,
before the student hofly Ijv judge John IS. Davis of
San Franeisco. He i)resented a word pieture of the
Alission's historv, its prominent jxjsition in California's
strug-gle for admittance to the Union, aufl ended with
a ;tirring a]jpeal to the students of the University to
co-oj)erate in everv possible way with those who are
seeking to restore the Mission Santa Clara.
Following Judge Davis, Rabbi Franklin and Maurice
Rankin of San Jose also put forth their sincere pleas
in behalf of this worthy cause. Student Representa-
tive Joeeph (iallagher was the last to speak. He advo-
cated immediate action. .\ few weeks later the stti-
dents went over their ({Uota in the drive.
R( )CKNE
Notre Dame's famous football coach paid us a visit on Januarv 5 of this vear.
In a short tjdk to the students Knute Rcjckne expressed his firm bcHef that imder
Adam Walsh, Santa Clara's football teams would become a real factor in this field
of American s])ort, and tliat the athletic endeavor of the institution would attain
as much recognition as its scholastic rejiutation alreadv has. Coach Rockne is
more than a football mentor. J le is of impressive character—a power on or off
the field.
CONGRESSMAN FREE
Congressman Free, who has always manifested real concern for .Santa Clara
and her welfare, gave a very interesting talk to the students on April 5, having
come directly from the Hou^e of Re])-
resentatives. After describing Wash-
ington, D. C, he demonstrated in de-
tail those workings of Congress with
which the general public is not ac-
quainted, such as the i)roi)er introduc-
tion of bills, the rules committee, the
maj(jrity and minority leaders, filibus
ter, etc. When we reluctantlv left the
auditorium at the close of the address,
we all experienced a feeling of greater
familiarity with our government am
its wavs.
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'She IDramatic year
The presentation of Kenneth Sawyer Goodman's "The Game of Chess" and
Lewis Beach's Harvard ])rize jjlay "Clod" on the evenini^- of Octoher 21, 1926, in
the l)eautiful and picturesque college theatre, formally
opened the 1926-1927 dramatic season of the Uni-
versity.
"The Game of Chess" is a production permeated
from curtain to curtain with a gigantic psychological
action, essentially a mental warfare carried on hv its
two leading personages, Alexis Alexandrovitch and
lioris ShamrayefF. Having its locale in the castle of
Alexandrovitch, a Russian Duke of ])re-revolutionarv
days, the i)laylet is distinctly Russian in character. It
deals with a meeting of Shamrayeff, a member oi the
communistic class, with the Russian nobleman, Alex-
androvitch. The anarchist, the purpose of whose mis-
sion is to slay the aristocrat in order that the radicals
may eventually dominate, gains admittance into the
Russian ruler's mansion. In his reception chamber the ruler Cjuietly asks the anarch-
ist the motive of his visit. Awed by the utter calmness of the nobleman, the com-
munist informs his enemy that he, Shamrayeff, has come to kill him. Alexandro-
vitch consents to be slain, provided that his rival will die with him. ShamrayefT gives
assent to the ruler's wish.
Before the death potion is taken, however, Alexandrovitch tells Shamravefif that
he is his brother, relating some incident in the latter's childhood which causes
Boris to believe the tale of the Duke. Convinced that he is the Duke's brother, the
would-be as.sassin, after watching Alexis drink the poison, takes an equal aiuount
himself. The end comes
when Shamrayefif dies,
while the Duke, having
rendered himself immune
to the poison by daily use,
sneeringly reveals to the
dying Shamrayefif the im-
possibility of their being-
brothers.
"He is Boris Shaiiu-aycff.
Daxiel E. Sullivan
Dramatic Professor
J-A-U A I I m-y'
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"Won't get mc in aiiy
Chess f/antc."
In mastering the irony of tlie part Fenton J. McKenna
'28 characterizing the Russian nobleman, gave real power
to his role, while the impersonation of the anarchist, bv
Thomas Leslie Keating '28, was exceptionally well done.
Splendid support was given the leads through the work of
servants, Thomas P. Ryan '29 and J. Ray Deasv '28.
As a lighter offering, comecHan J. Barrett McMahon '2'
provided a bit of humor between acts by his eccentric
dancing and "qaint" buncomb. Verification of these re-
marks may be found in the nearby picture.
"Clod" was distinctly melodramatic, the story taking place
on an cjld farm near the Mason-Dixon line during the Civil
War period, llie plot concerns an aged rustic couple by
the name of Clod and Thad, barely making a living from
the unproductive soil ; a Confederate Sergeant, his comrade, and a Union soldier.
Clod and her husband re;-ent the presence of both armies, being ignorant as to
what the war is about. The plundering of the little farmhouse by vanguards of the
forces aggravates matters. Toward the evening of a certain day a wounded North-
erner, pursued by two Confederates, breaks into the homely dwelling of the old
couple demanding protection because he bears an important message for his general.
Clod strenuously objects but when two Southern soldiers are heard approaching,
hides him in a closet. After a hasty search for their man the Sergeant demands
that he and his fellow trooper be fed. Clod reluctantly prepares the meal. The in-
sults of the Southerner concerning the food are borne meekly, until finally, when he
smashes a cup on the floor. Clod grabs one of the rifles of the men and slays them,
the Northerner going free.
To Francis Scheid '30, a newcomer in Santa Clara dramatics, went the acting
honors of the play. His impersonation of the Southern soldier was with that bru-
tality and antagonism be-
longing to the part. A;
Clod, George R. McDon
aid '30, gave an excellen
interpretation to a cHfficuU
role. Timothy Connoll}
'30 and John McErnery
'30, as the rebel and Union
soldiers respectively, pre
sented a natural and cred
ible portrayal.
"Come! Shoiv me tin
Iiidin;/ l^lace!"
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"Father, it's incredible to beliez'c
Iioii' iinieh she Ini'es iiie"
Considerin.i^ the (lisi)lav of talent on the part of those respon.sil)le for the success-
ful ijroduction of the two one-act ])lays, this year's Dramatic Art Contest, held on
the evening of Deceniher 2, 1926, ])romised to he one varied in characterization and
splendid in performance. Selections and adajjtations from plays of 1)oth modern
and classical schools were presented, the works of Shakespeare, Dickens, Hobart
and other celebrities in the world of dramatic composition serving as sources of in-
spiration to this now generation of Santa Clara
actors.
Francis Scheid, '30, won the contest. Scheid
gained his honors by his masterful presentation
of the character of Petruchio in the courtship
scene of Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew."
His portrayal might be summed up in the words
"powerful" and "certain." At all times during
his performance his characterizations denoted
much polish and finish, there being that coordi-
nation between each thought and its relative ac-
tion which necessarily transfers the mind of the
audience from the player to the parts enacted. Much of Scheid's success was due
to the excellent performance of Arthur Quement, '30, playing the part of Katherine.
Having a difficult role, Quement accptitted himself well, winning many admirers.
Fenton J. McKenna, '28, winner of the Dramatic Art Contest, took the part of
Baptista.
The second prize of the competition was awarded J. Barrett MclMahon, '29, whose
characterization of the old convict in Dicken's "Great Expectations" was very
notable. The story of the particular section taken from Dicken's work deals with
the relationship of an old convict and an aristocrat, a certain Mr. Pipp. It seems
that Pipp had at one time befriended the old man which caused a remarkable occur-
rence to hapi)en in the latter's life. Grateful to the very end, the convict returns to
reward Pipp. Thomas P. Ryan, '29, ably i3ortra\-ed the character of Pipp.
The performance of Edward Malley, '29,
proved to be one of the striking features of the
contest. In fact it was so well done that one of
the judges awarded him first place. Malley
dramatized the character of Scrooge, the old
miser of Dicken's "Christmas Carol." The plot
centered around the consecjuences that followed
from a visit of the miser's nephew in the latter's
shop one night just before Christmas. Scrooge,
whose onlv love was the hoarding of money,
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mas in a manner more l)elittint;' the occasion
than the countin^^' of coin. This the old shop
keeper refused to do. Shortly after the young-
man's departure from the shoj), Scrooge was
startled l)y sounds of heavy chains being clanged
near the door. The clamor continued, causing
the miser much fright and discomfiture. Sud-
denly the ghost of his late partner, jacol) Mor-
lev, enters the room and orders Scrooge to spend
a Christian-like Chri.stmas. Ruper E. Moore,
'29, as the ghost was very powerful in his pres-
entation of a weird character.
In the mystery drama "The Green Char-
treuse," Thomas F. Woodley, '29, and J. Franklin Hadley, '29, were given ])arts that
displayed their ability to great advantage. The action of the play concerns certain
mysterious circumstances surrounding a master and his butler, played respectively
bv Woodley and Hadley. The acting is strictly pantomime save for one exception
near the end of the i)resentation. W'hen a real climax is supposed to have been
reached, a stranger claiming to be an author steps from behind the center curtains
to state that the circumstances were effected for a work of literature which he is
soon to produce. McKenna had the part of the stranger.
From the morality play "Experience" l)y Hobart, the cafe .scene was enacted with
Joseph Tissier '28 and Vincent Campisi '28 in the principal roles. Tissier gave a
ncjted ])erformance as Youth. Campisi's characterization of (jrouch was also ver\'
pleasing. The story of this scene is laid in the cafe where Youth and Exjierience
are forced to work because of the loss of their money. The supporting cast included
Charles Sumner '27, Richard Hassler '2>>. Charles Vanoncini '27. and Nate Baci-
galupi '29. The judges of the contest were Rev. Leo Simiison, S. j., Rey. .\lexander
J. Cody, S. J., judge
Charles A. Thom])son of
Santa Clara, William J.
Kiefendorf of ()akland,
Dr. H. j. Alinson of San
lose.
'Noiv you ijct out of Jicrc,
\ou Utile crook!"
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From ttie success of the vaudeville show at the opening" of the dramatic season in
which the places of prominence were awarded to modern one-act plays, and from
the im])ressiveness of the sketches presented in the Dramatic Art Contest, the final
etifort of the department under Daniel K. Sullivan was expected to he somewhat
along the same course. The announcement that the spring ofTering would he the
modern jiroduction of Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew" came as a fulfillment
of i'rofcssor Sullivan's promise to i)resent lighter plays for public approval. Here-
tofore the Santa Clara stage has been the scene of heavier dramas more or less
historical in nature. It was intended that this year should afi^ord, for a time at least,
somewhat ot a lireak in this regular sequence of serious performances.
Without disparagement t(.i the i)ageants oi the jjast which were real triumphs in
Santa Clara stage history, the change to popular and more lively themes was pleas-
urajjle and gratifying. So the "Taming of the Shrew," from the viewpoint of
variety al(jne, was certain to arrest the attention of the University's theatre patrons.
P'inally, the happv division and distrilnition of the cast among capable and willing
performers, the excellent direction and vivid portrayal of parts backed up by the
skillful handling of scenery and lights resulted in a pla\' complete in production, and
no less interesting than successful.
The plav l)eing one of Shakesi)eare's most popular comedies is known to all who
are familiar with the copious work of the greatest English author. The action centers
around a voung Italian nobleman of bold, burlesque demeanor named Petruchio,
who having heard of Katherine, a certain young lady of high parentage, endowed
with an imgovernal)le temper and desire to control all things in any manner which
she deems fit, sets out to make the young woman his bride. The first scene concerns
the resolution of old Baptista, plaved bv Fenton McKenna, that his daughter,
F>ianca, shall not be allowed to wed until her sister Katherine through marriage
shall have been taken off his hands. Here McKenna, with the worried dei)ortment
'Noiv shall the ivorld say:
'Here IS iiuid Prtnichio's
zvifc'
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and genuine chagrin of an old man prepares us for the entrance of the stuhl)orn
daughter. Before her appearance, however, Francis Scheid, impersonating Pe-
truchio, comes bUistering in followed by his servant, Grumio. As Petruchio, Scheid
loses no time Init vehementlv proclaims his intentions and endeavors to find out at
the same time how much of the truth he has heard concerning Katherine. The
impetuous and confident air of Petruchio is not to l)e lessened hy the grave fears
of the father who is fully convinced that no one will ever l)e able to manage his
daughter. However, Baptista gives Petruchio full permission to go ahead. Alone,
Petruchio now awaits the coming of Katherine musing the while as to just how
he'll proceed. The scene offers an opportunity for some fine acting on the part of
Scheid, who in using variation of voice to reveal his plan manages also to convev
the idea that he is perplexed a little as to the outcome of his venture.
Finally Katherine, in the person of Miss Bernice Carlisle, enters. In her haughti-
ness she seems not to notice Petruchio, Init is in a dreadful hiu'ry to get away from
him. The acting that follows, with but one possible exception, is the high-light
of the play. To start things Petruchio familiarly calls her Kate. Katherine draws
herself up to her full height and quickly corrects her would-be lover, sa\'ing that
those who know her always call her Katherine. In a paragraph just saturated with
"Kates" Petruchio praises her beauty and mildness. Katherine's retorts become
snappy and cutting while Petruchi(j waxes louder and funnier, .\fter the latter
demonstrates to the churlish Miss that two can rant and rave as well as one, Bajjtista
enters to ascertain the lay of the land. Petruchio, somewhat out of Iireath, savs
that everything is just simply grand, and that the marriage is to take i)lace the
following Sunday. Needless to say the household, including Katherine, is awe-
stricken. The latter then resolves to marry Petruchio and tame him.
How the wedding was held, and how disgracefully Petruchio carried on was
humorously demonstrated by Presley Lancaster and Nate Bacigalupi, these two
taking the parts of Pedro and P)iendello, respectively. When everything is set for
the grand banquet Petruchio decides to take his bride imniediateh' to his country
'Tlicy'll not hunn flicc
Kate ; I'll rescue thcc
against a iiiilliuii !"
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estate. The troulile they have with horses and mud alnnt;' the road, Edward
Malley, as Grumio, relates to Theodore Gicoletti, who plays the part of Petruchio's
servant, Curtis. Difficult lines of subtle wit passed effectively between these two.
Before the hnal scene wherein Katherine shows her utter resignation to the will
of Petruchio by openly expressing" the obedient traits which every young wife
should ])()ssess, a bit of clever comedv takes place when Petruchio rails about the
sleeves on the dress brought ])\' the tailor for Katherine. The garment maker blames
Grumio and vice versa until the "mad master" storming after l)oth of them with
a whip lashes them into their exeunt. The wronged tailor is rightly enacted by
Franklin lladlev. Similar punishment was meted out in those scenes where Walter,
Nathaniel, and the Music Master parts were played respectively l)v Thomas Ryan,
Louis Corsiglia, and Joseph Tissier.
Subordinate to the main plot the contrivings of Hortensio, suitor to Bianca, are
always asserting themselves. The former was the role of Leslie Keating, who gives
strength to a characterization not essentially demanding it, while the part of the
latter was hai)pily taken by ]\Iiss Marie Moore.
Below we have a scene from the induction to the plav. As the story goes, Christo-
pher Sly, a Tinker, is found quite inebriated before an "Alehouse on the Heath"
by two lords who scheme to joke with the unfortunate fellow by taking him to their
house, dressing him in their finerv, and convincing him that all these years he has
been dreaming. Having carefully conveved him to their domicile, he is properly
attired and placed in the majestic chair of the lord. Uj^on his awakening, the lords,
now dressed as servants, tender every care that is due liis new dignity. After much
difficulty in which it was necessary to call in the real lord's wife in order to further
the pretending, thev finally have poor Sly believing himself to be a nobleman of high
rank. This done they all gather round to watch the progress of the ensuing play.
The Tinker was P^arrett McMahon;
the other male characters being Thomas
Rvan, i'resley Lancaster, and Theodore
Cicoletti. The part of the hostess was
plaved by Arthur Ouement, who also
took the njle of Katherine in the Dra-
matic Art selection from the "Taming
of the Shrew." In our memory of
Santa Clara dramatics no student of
the Universitv has ever so ably enacted
a feminine role. Al(_)ng with the hard
work necessary to develop and portray
'^'
"' I>--"l":()x Cast
the characteristics of such a position in the cast, there was always the lingering
doubt concerning the first meeting of actor and audience, a doubt which would
have kept any irresolute or less willing aspirant out of the running. We might well
take a lesson in courage from Arthur Ouement
!
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Standing
—
Breen, Bannon, Chisholm, Regan, Para, Donohue, Quinn, Arias.
Kneeling
—
MacIntyre, Betkowski, Waterman, Hufeisen, Whitwam, Loughery.
Stage Qrew
The dramatic productions of the University of Santa Clara are as old as the
institution itself. They have l)een witnessed hy thousands who, appreciative of the
abilities of the characters in the casts, have recognized and acclaimed them. Yet in
connection with dramatics there is an organization whose work and co-operation
with both directors and actors has enabled Santa Clara to produce plavs that are
acknowledged among the best in amateur circles. This group of young men is
known on the campus as the stage crew.
The stage of our auditorium is equipped with practically all the facilities used in
modern playhouses. Under the attention of the stage crew this apparatus is kept
in the best of condition making it an easy matter to adequately prepare the plat-
form, even on short notice, for nearly any type of performance. The memljers of
the crew are selected from the students of the College of Engineering. These indi-
viduals are generally interested in the details of work back-,stage. Accordingly as
they are fitted for the position they are placed in the various divisions. The elec-
tricians have charge of the lighting effects ; the property men handle the costumes
and furnishings; the grip-men take the responsibility of adjusting the wings, while
the fly-men attend to the drop curtains. The success of a performance depends largely
upon the care and precision with which these men dispose of their tasks. y\t the
conclusion of each performance we, of tho.se students who have had the pleasure
of merely looking on, feel proud also of those who provided the "atmosphere" which
without halt or flaw magically transported us into the land of i)hantasy.
bsl
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Standiiij: McDoucAi.L, Flvxx, Si'axn. Sitting: Rvax, Deasv, Mexard.
T/ie Kyland IDehate
Thf 1 'hilalethic Senate represented by Senators John Joseph Flynn, Archibald
Donald McOoni^all, and John Aldersly Spann won the 25th annual Ryland Debate
on Thursday evenin;^", April 2\, 1927. They upheld the nes^ative side of the question,
"Resolved: That the Senate of the United States has the right to refuse the Sena-
torial oath to such men as Cohjnel l^^rank Smith." In sui)port of the affirmative
were Representatives James Raymond Deasy, Thomas l^atrick Ryan, and Xapoleon
Joseph Menard from the House of IMiilhistorians.
Spann, the first negative speaker, insisted that if the right to reject Smith belonged
to the Senate there must be a foundation for it in the Constitution, but that no such
authority there existed. When asked, however, whether the Senate had the power
to reject a leper this member sounded the keynote of the negative defense bv em-
phaticallv declaring that the Senate had no such right. AlcDougall surrounded his
assertion that the case being strictly a legal question certain points specitically stated
implied the denial and exclusion of all others, with authorities like Hamilton, Madi-
son, Storv, and the Supreme Court of Virginia. Finally Flynn clinched the negative
argument : When either of two constructions of the Constitution can be adopted,
that one which will aim to keep this nation a republic must be selected. But the
interpretation of the word "qualifications" as given by the negative tends toward a
republican form of government, while that given by the affirmative inclines in the
direction of an (jligarchy.
( )pening the issue for the affirmative, Menard defined the ({uestion and slated
that the debate hinged ujjon whether such a man as Smith, whom they would prove
to be without scru])le, should be admitted into the Senate of the United States, an
C!!lXJ±J.L-i k u nufH nns i n i rr
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organization occni^yin^" a ])ositi(in of sacred trnst and whose jjurpose has always
heen the attainment of trne /Xnierican ideals. .\_^ain, arguing;' on the groimd that
Smith was ineligihle to occupy the office of commissioner in Illinois, the speaker then
pointed out the eyil of allowing him into the Senate.
Deasy, the second memher of the aftirmatiye team, hased his entire argumentation
on the constitutional clause, defining the qualification of meml)ership in hoth Houses
of Congress. Holding that the qualificati(Hi clau.'-e specified nothing in regard to the
admission of men like Smith, he askefl who, if n(_iL the Senate, would he in a position
to judge The final affirmative dehater, Ryan, stated that criminals should not he
admitted into the Senate. But Smith is a criminal. Therefore, Smith should not
he admitted into the Senate. Furthermore, he asserted that the interests of the
nation are hest served if this man should not gain entrance into that highly authori-
ative hodv, it being much easier to exclude him in the l)eginning than after he has
a seat in the assem1)ly.
Maurice T. Dooling, Jr., kindly consented to act as chairman. His introductory
remarks had to do briefly with the history of Ryland Debates and the statement of
the evening's proposition. The judges were Maurice [. Rankin, ( )wen D. Richard-
son, and I'hili]) G. Sheehy, all lawyers of prominence.
Stephen oM. "White HDehate^
The only (jutside deljate of the year
took place on May 3, 1927, between
members of our own Stephen M. White
Debating Society, sponsored by Father
A. V. Coghlan, and Saint Ignatius of
San Francisco. The Society was repre-
sented by Salvador Sanfilippo and John
McEnery. They upheld the affirmative
side of the question, "Re.solved : That
Mussolini is a benefit to Italy."
It has always been a toiMC of inter-
national interest as to whether or not a
dictatorshi]) ultimately results in posi-
tive good for a nation. Granted that sometimes the dominance of one jjersonage will
save the state from financial or territorial ruin, the (piestion concerning the end
justifying the means naturally arises. iMnally it seems to be invariably the case that
a dictator, regardless <jf the patriotism insi)iring his initiatory motive, in time be-
comes selfish and oi>i)ressive. So a consideration of these things with resi)ect to the
present position of Mussolini in Italy (jffered both sides of the debate ample space
for argument. The "pros" and "cons" of the propo.sition were given in the Seifert
Gymnasium. The judges were Father Taylor, S. J., of Saint Ignatius; heather
Dunne, S. J., and Father Bassett, S. J., both from Los (latos.
Sai,\aii()R S.wi- ii.h'po Johx McEn'erv
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^he Oratorical Qontest
This year's ( )wl Oratorical Contest prize was
W(jn by John A. Si)ann of the jnni(_)r class. He
delivered a speech entitled "Just a Man." Until
his entrance upon the stage the usual vehement
style of delivery had l)een the dominant feature.
Several speakers before him having- topics of
vital importance in the news of the day, en-
deavored to "drive their lesson home" with fiery
utterances and more or less suitable gesticula-
tions. The echoes of forceful and sometimes
])oignani tones had not \'et ceased their rever-
Ijerations from the far corners of the auditorium
when Spann started his oration. As he pro-
gressed thing's quieted and the attention of his
audience, so soon arrested, was never for a
moment of the remaining time relin({uished. In
an easv, fluent, graceful manner, with tones
John A. Sp.ann neither too loud nor j'et too soft, he told us his
thoughts. Shorn of all extraneous matter they were clearly defined, easily under-
stood. His first refiections dwelt u])on the fact that we are all inclined to have a
deep regard for some certain man, from whose actions and life we receive the
inspiration that in humanit\- we should have faith, for humanity we should have hope
and love! .Vnd while the object of oiu' adoration, so to speak, may not possess a
oreat amount of the world's goods, still his ambition, his kindness and self-respect
uro-e us to nobler efl'orts, to thoughts of conquest higher than the mere attainment
of earthlv power! In conclusion no words were more a])t than those of the man
himself, "... my son, build ye a house by the side of the road and there be a
friend to man !"
As |ohn walked slowlv from the stage one was aware that something worth while
had l)een said, d'hat his thoughts were comprehensible and ap])reciated by all was
evidenced from the generous applause.
b)seph A. l^onacina, whose style and manner of delivery were e(|ually in keeping
with his discourse on "The Familv and the State," i)lacefl within five points of the
winner, bihn l'>. Mcbjier\- and Archibald I). McDougall were close to the leaders
with the expression of their opinions on "< )ur Right to Interfere in Mexico" and
"The American Constitution, ( )ur National Safeguard," re:-i>ectively. P. H.
McCarthy, jr., spoke on the rather startling topic, "Death by Their Own Hands";
b)seph |. Tissier on "The Story of the Constitution"; Salvador M. Sanfilip])o on
"Idle Income Tax"; and Thomas !'. Ryan on "l.ilieral Catholicism." The judges
were b)seph K. Hancock, JM-ed C Thomas, and the Dean of the Santa Clara Caw
School. Clarence C. Coolidge.
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Hie U\[ational Oratorical Qontest
p. H. MiCarthy, Jr.
For the past three years the "Ijetter America
Federation of CaHfornia," composed of mem-
bers residing in or near Los Angeles, has spon-
sored a National Intercollegiate Oratorical Con-
test on the Constitution. The purpose is to
"increase interest in and respect for the Consti-
tution of the United States." To do this the
address is to he given with respect to one of the
following men and his connection with, or his
regard for the Constitution : Washington, Ham-
ilton, Jefiferson, Marshall, Franklin, Madison,
Webster, or Lincoln ; or it may be on the docu-
ment alone.
This year Santa Clara was selected as the
meeting place for representatives of colleges in
central California. The following institutions
sent delegates : Hastings Law School of San
Francisco, Modesto, University of California,
Stanford, Fresno, and St. Mary's College of Oakland. The competition was held
in the University Auditorium on the evening of .\pril 2^X 1''27.
wSanta Clara's entrant was P. H. McCarthy, jr. Adjudged the foremost sijeaker
of the evening in last year's Ryland Debate, ^McCarthy has established an envial)le
record for himself as a public orator who, besides being a sound thinker, is perhaps
at his best when before a large audience. He chose for the title of his address, "The
Constitution," and in the introductory remarks made it clear that he dwelt not so
much up(jn those who constructed that great work as upon the instrument itself. He
then went on to tell about how principles of false government were one bv one
"thrown overjjoard" just as the tea into lloslon Harbor. He cited the fact that our
system of courts alone justified our clinging tenaciously t(j the Constitution, no other
country in the world being possessed of a judiciary as utterly free from corruption
as ours. In our daily life we take the things which afford us comfort, like the use
of different electrical ajjpliances, as matter of course, not realizing their actual value
and practical aid until they are taken from us. So it is with the Constitution. We
are accustomed to it. It has always ])rotected us, provided for our ease and comfort.
We will not miss it until it is lost to us ! But we must prevent tliat catastrophe ! We
must know it better, reverence it more, i)reserve it forever!
First place in the contest was awarded to the rejiresentative from the University
of California, and second place to Santa Clara.
The following were asked to act as judges: Mr. Haves, owner of San )(.)se
Mercury Herald; judge Welch; A. H. Post, of the Lank of Italy. San jose; Dr.
Conners, and Pnjfessor Townsend of Santa Clara.
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^he Social year
The Athletic Managers' y\ssi)cialii>n inaugurated Santa Clara's initial endeavor
of the social season hy an enjoyahle dance in Seifert Gymnasium on the night of
Septenil)er LS, 1926. Similar events occurred throughout the fall term, heing spon-
sored hy the lilock S. C. Society, Mendel Cluh. Department of P>usiness Admini-
stration, and finally the Engineers who provided a dance program on the evening of
the Bonfire Rally. In making mention of the fact that the latter organization was
responsihle also for the successful card party held in the gymnasium on the
evening of March 1, I':)!?, we suddenly heconie aware that the new vear with its
new social events is upcm us.
The annual dance of the Legal l^'raternity was held on the evening of February
5, 1**27, in the lanai of the Hotel X'endome, San jose. Preceding the event itself
bids arranged on the order of subi)oenas were sent out. Those called in to be "star
witnesses" were Messrs. and Mesdames, James A. P>acigalupi, Clarence V>. Goodwin,
Clarence C. Coolidge, Cieorge P. Sullivan, P^-ank M. Heffernan, Chauncev Tra-
mutolo, Edward ^P Fellows, Albert Xewlin, John J. Jones, Faber L. Johnston, and
\'V. M. O'Donnell; Messrs. Allan P. Pindsey and Ronald G. Stewart. In the im-
portant matter of decoration black and wliite streamers played upon by lights from
above predominated. The artistic arrangement of potted plants and branches of
wild cherry added the finishing touch. For the delightful music the dancers were
indebted to a Stanford orchestra. Yet, in order that some might i)lav, others must
work. Respecting the latter, to Joseph Gallagher, president of the Legal Fraternitv
;
James McAulifi^e and Pierre Barceloux, heads of the decoration and dance committ-
eees, respectively; along with assistants Archibald McDougall, John Pdynn, Allan
P.arlv, Victor Diejienbrock, and Ian Hunter much credit is due.
As a ])re- Lenten social functit)n the Pkisiness Administration Association was
host to the student body and Alumni, Saturday evening, February 26, 1927, the
occasion being the annual dance of that organization. The lounge room of the Ven-
dome Hotel was transformed by a clever arrangement of ferns, greens and stream-
ers. The ceiling of the lanai was lowered by means of a lattice-work of various
colored riljbons interwoven with fresh \-erdure. P^rom these greens large bells were
suspended constructed of the same material entwined with ferns. Predominant in
the decorative scheme was a space set aside in which the emblem of the society was
featured. The model was built of silver tinsel and was an exact replica of the asso-
ciation's crest. Placed against a black velvet background with flood lights playing
on its glittering surface it stond out jirominently and etTectively. The necessarv
duties were performed by Charles Sumner, cliairman nf all committees; John Deg-
nan and Carroll Day, assisted by Howard P^)Utler and P^rancis Scheid, entertain-
ment ; Wallace Brandt and Jack Cokeley, decorations.
A beautiful setting was t)btained at the San Jose Country Club for the second
Pre-Med. dance of the school year on the evening of April 30, 1927. On account of
the limited floor space it was made a strictly invitational aflfair. Those fortunate
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enough to attend found the huiai fairly flooded with flowers, ferns and palms.
Conspicuously i)laced in the main lohhy was a large floral Mendel Cluh pin, the
whole of the room heing illuminated through the medium of floor lamjjs and
"floods." At one side stood a minature summer house out of which came delightful
music rendered hy a Capitola orchestra. To the Mendel Cluh as a whole, credit for
the pleasant evening" helongs. The patrons and patronesses were Dr. Draper of
San Jose, Mr. and Mrs. Adam Walsh, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Rea, and Mr. and Mrs.
Harlan Dykes.
The Eighth Annual Dance given hy the Engineering Society on Saturday eve-
ning, April 2i, at the Vendome Hotel in San Jose marked the opening of the post-
Lenten activities of the University. Featured in the elahorate decorative scheme
was a large duplicate of the society's emhlem, ahout five feet in diameter. It was
supported over the fireplace in the lanai by two miniature cranes and illuminated
with electric lam]js mounted behind a screen of red gelatin. Parchment shade em-
bellished with glittering S. C. bkjcks covered the six main chandeliers from each of
which hung a basket of roses. A popular orchestra conducted by Mr. Hal Girvin
furnished the music. Laurance Hufeisen was chairman of the dance committee,
and was ably assisted bv Lawrence Schultz, Philip Whitwam, Marcellian Betkouski,
Maurice Hoffman, Charles Heininger, and numerous other inembers of the Society.
The patrons and patronesses were Dean and Mrs. George L. Sullivan, Professor
and Mrs. W. D. Lotz, Professor and Mrs. D. W. Griswold, Air. and Mrs. Franck
Laine, Mr. and Mrs. Charles O'Brien, and Mrs. W. P. Dougherty.
A Gliiiil^se of the Lanai, Saturday livciiiiKj. .-Ipril 23
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San Qahriel
San Gabriel, the fourth of the Califor-
nia Missions, was erected on September 8,
1771. It is situated between the Missions
of San Juan Capistrano on the south and
San Fernando on the north.
Its erection was brought about by the
enthusiastic assistance of the neophytes
who brought the timber, stone, and mud
used in the construction of the Mission.
The buildings had the same general
characteristics as the Missions that had
been previously constructed.
The location of San Gabriel was ideal
for agrarian purposes. A plain, with nat-
ural facilities for irrigation brought crops
abundantly. San Gabriel was the center to
which the overland caravans from Mexico
and eastern points came. All colonization
expeditions were sure to meet here.
ORGANIZATIONS
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Albert J. Miller
Treasurer
Charles F. Scherf Wit. C. Giaxera, S. J. Johx H. Decxan
President Advisor Seerefarv
Student ^ody cActkdties
Under the leadership of Charles F. Scherf, President of the Associated Student
Body, the Student Congress, the governing hody of the students, commenced its
second year of existence.
The organization is composed of the officers of the Associated Students; the
head managers of foothall, haskethall, and hasehall, and the chief yell leader; one
representative and the president of each of the four classes ; one representative of
each of the following campus organizations : the Legal Fraternity, Fngineering
Society, the Mendel Club, Business Administration As.sociation, and the Block S. C.
Society, and one representative of the students' weekly publication, the Smitii Chini.
Among the achievements of the .Student Congress was the general direction of
the construction of the great bonfire for the annual "Little F)ig (iame" rallv. It was
said that almost four thousand ])eoi)le attended the burning of the huge pyre which
had been constructed at Varsity Field.
Publicity and advertising for the dramatic event of the vear, "The Taming of the
Shrew," was directed by the Student Congress.
Two beneficial changes in the Student Congress constitution were made. One
empowered the council to issue a four-star white varsity sweater or a gold emblem to
the student wh(j had participated and won block sweaters in one sport for four
years. I'y another amendment the right to membershii) in the Student Congress was
granted to a representative of the weekly publication, the .S'(/;//(; Clara.
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Top Row: Coughi.in, Renvvick, Sheridan, AIiller.
Second Riiw : Moore, Gallagher, Sumner, Chisholm, W. Bolano, Barceloux.
Seated: Schultz, Keating, Marks, Andre, Sghere, Diepenbrock, Degnan, Fletcher.
Student Qongress
Roderick Chisholm,
Scrycaiit at Anns
Raymond Renwick,
(/;/(•/ Yell I. cad CI-
Pierre Barceloux, Football Manager
Victor Diepenbrock,
Baseball Maniujcr
Joseph Gallagher, Lnjal fratcniily
Lawrence Schi'ltz,
Ent/inccrin;/ Society
Charles Sumner, Cnminerce Club
John Coughlin, i\Iendel Club
Urval McKee, Block S. C. Society
George Andre, the "Santa Clara"
John Degnan, Senior President
Geor(;e Fletcher,
Senior Rcprcscnfatii'c
Leslie Keating, Junior President
William Boland,
Junior Rc/^resentati'c'c
Thomas Woodley,
Sophomore President
Rupert IMoore,
Sophomore P^eprcsentiitiz'e
David Marks, Fresh men President
Philip Sheridan,
Freshman Representative
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Robert O'Brien Lawrence Schultz George L. Sullivan
Treasurer President Faculty Adinsor
George Fletcher
Secretary
^he Engineering Society
During the past year the Engineering Society continued to enjoy its position of
prominence and influence on the Universit)' campus. The well organized methods
of the Society have this year proved a source of credit to the University. Recent
reports concerning our graduate engineers who are in attendance at jiost graduate
schools fostered Ijy engineering concerns, state that the Santa Clarans are out-
standing not only in technical knowledge, hut also in extempore speaking. Its
regular monthly meetings provide an opportunity for the engineers to express
themselves extemporaneously and the experience gained is being recognized as
valuable by the graduates from our College of Engineering.
In accordance with the principal aim of the Society, which is the i)roniotion of
engineering knowledge, several prominent engineers addressed the members during
the term. The program committee brought speakers from the General Electric,
Westinghouse, Pacific Telephone and Telegraph, and the Pacific Gas and h^lectric
Companies. Inspection trips were made to the Newark substation, standby stations
on the peninsula, the Eairbanks Morse Conii)any plant in Srui Erancisco, and to
the Carcjuinez bridge at Martinez.
The Engineers" advertising camjiaign, carried on last year with so much success,
was repeated this term. Inmds for the purpose were obtained from a very successful
whist party given in Seifert Gymnasium.
Routine work such as the supervision of the construction of the St. Mary's
Bonfire and the design of the Temple Track were performed by the Society with
its customary enthusiasm.
The social activities of the Society included the Dean's house party for the
engineers held in Septemlier; the "\'ictory Dance" in the Gymnasium after the
Nevada game, and the Whist i)arty for the benefit of the advertising program, which
was held just before lent. The annual Engineers' dance at the Hotel Vendome,
San Jose, and the annual banquet completed the Society's list of social events.
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^]\e 8ngineering Society
,y, DonaldB/mlngham "W/llwm Bo/and
E'i,inrzo Anas P.f"~A Bonnon Marce/Jjan Mfixfski
Herold Bondy y4rfhur Cotlaghon
Etdred Caveney Ma/f/ond C/mppelf Roderick Chisholm Stephen Couphlin McM De/oney
Dono/d Dc//w'/f V/alloce Duncan Jacob Cberhard Nathomel Fari/ran \fJilliam Fisher
Ralph Fikgsra'd Ceo/ye Gnbel John G'll/s Johr, Hazle^aod 'sHemingsr
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^he Engineering Society
Maurice Hoffman Laurena Hufiesen Philip kercKhoff Kiel
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Lnughery ChnsHachodo Ralph Atoc/rylyre Ceorpe Molfos
fii/or. £lmer Aleuilon George A'oQt'es
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James McAuliffe
Treasurer
Joseph Gallagher John B. Ferguson, S.J. Archibald McDougall
President J-aeiiIfy Advisor Seerefarv
^he Legal fraternity
The Legal Fraternity of the University, holding as its ideal the fostering of a
greater spirit of fellowship among the students of the Institute of Law, and the
stimulation of interest in the many legal jjrohlems that confronted them, emharked
upon the course it laid out for the ]''26-]')27 term with high hopes and aspirations.
The first event in which the law students participated was the initiation of the
first year law students on (Jctoher 10, 1926. The ceremonies were held in the Ltninge
Room of Seifert Gymnasium. Among the guests were Rev. C. [. AlcCov, S. |.,
President of the University; Rev. J(jhn .\. Lennon, S. J., Dean of Studies, and Mr.
John B. Ferguson, S. J., Professcjr of Law and Moderator.
Rememhering that in the ])ast years the motive of the Legal l^^raternity was a closer
relation between practicing attorneys and students, the legal hodv invited several
prominent lawyers to lecture on current legal questions, .\mong them were Ravmond
G. Wilkins of San Jose, Eustace Cullinan of San I^^-ancisco, and l-dnio C. Wright
of Washington, D. C.
The social activity of the organization was concluded on February 6, with the
annual dance at the Motel Vendome, San Jose, The members of the committee
who pre])are(l for it were: Joseph (]. (uallagher, Jr., President of the Fraternity;
Pierre M. P>arcelou.\, Chairman; .Archibald D. McDougall, |oIin |. i'dynn, Victor
L. Diepenbrock and Ian 15. Hunter.
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The Legal fraternity
Vicfor Die;^^ I ,,iJeDiPao/' Cecqe Donahc/e A //an Ear/} J^zhn F/ynn
Jo/in Spann Sono Su///\/an Pau/ Tore///
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Robert McMahon
Treasurer
Charles Sumner
President
William B. Ryan
/•aciiltv Ad'c'isnr
Everett Erle
Seeretorv
The 'business cAclministration cAssociatiom-,
3 10)
A continuance of the program inaugurated in its initial vear characterized the
activity of the Business Administration Association during the 1 ''26-1927 school
year. With the assistance of the faculty mitderat(jr, I'rofessor William li. Rvan,
a series of lectures by prominent men in the business world were had. The Associa-
tion also sponsored two social affairs, a fall dance, and the annual dance at the
Hotel Vendcjme in the earlv part of February.
Among the prominent men who addressed the P)Usiness Association members
were: Mr. A. j. i)Uttrey, representing the Aluminum Cooking Utensil C'om])anv,
who lectured on the methods of "Direct-to-the-Home" selling; Mr. Xorman ( )lsen
of the Maytag Company of California, who explained the methods used ])y the
firm in advertising and selling its product. ( )n ^larch ,5, 1''27, Professor Dowrie
of the Finance Department of the Graduate School of Puisine^s of Stanford Uni-
versity, and for seven years Dean of the University of Minnesota, addressed the
students on the relation of a graduate school of P)Usiness Administration to the four
years' course such as we have at Santa Clara.
Mr. John \\ lM)rbes, of the accounting firm of I laskins and Sells, and president
of the California State Pjoard of Accountancy, chose "Professional Accounting"
as his topic in an address given before the ^Association on March 11. Mr. Frank L.
Mitchell, manager of the Bank of Italy of San jose, addressed the students on
April 7. His subject was "Practical Manking for the lA'ervda\' Business .Man."
With the close of the present school term, the first lUisiness .Xdnnnistration class
will be graduated. Many of the graduating members had much to do toward the
successful organization of the Business Aflministration Association. Their unrelent-
that was good will be long remembered.ing efforts f(n-
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The (Mendel Qluh
Two years ayo the AJendel Clul) was organized t(i increase interest in i)re-nie(lical
worK among the medical students and to afford them the ach'antages of a social
organization. During the past year the club has done much to i)romote scientific
knowledge among its members.
Among the prcjminent professional men who, tln'ough the efforts of Professor
Cornelius Hagerty, the club's faculty adviser, were guests at the regular monthly
meetings were Doctor ^'oell of San Francisco and Doctor Wdiite of Palo Alto.
Doctor Yoell gave an interesting lecture on the ethics of the medical profession,
while Doctor White, who is an authority on bacteriologw initiated the members
ijito the mysteries of that science.
Each month a member of the club ])repare<l a scientific jiajjcr for the regular
meetings. In this way many interesting as])ects of science were brought to light.
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De/ber/'DeSmcr Por/erJacobs Pe/sr Knego Joseph O'Connor
JamesP/o/z/on C/?ar/esS/ff/ss John \/og/- Horace i^a/d
The (Mendel Qluh
As an aid to the students in reference work the clul) organized a lihrary. Several
costly volumes were purchased with the proceeds of the dance following the Col-
lege of the Pacific-Santa Clara toothall game. The scholastic endeavors of the
cluh culminated in an inspection trip to the San Francisco plant of the Fleischman's
Yeast Company.
Having succeeded in the scholastic end of the organization, no less can be said
of the social end. At the ])eginning of the first semester, the club had for its guests
at a banquet the new initiates. Reverend Cornelius J. McCoy, S. J., president of
the University, was the honored guest. An informal dance was sponsored on the
evening of the Pacific-Santa Clara foot])all game. The informal invitational dance
at the San lose Countrv Club concluded tlie activities of the organization in a very
successful manner. This dance is the only strictly invitational affair for the Santa
Clara men.
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The "Dehadns, Societies
C. F. Deeney, S. J.
J. B. Ferguson, S. J.
The University now fosters three
del)ating societies, meml^ership in
which depends on the scholastic
standing of the students. The soci-
eties are the Philalethic Senate and
the House of Philhistorians, which,
taken together form the Literary
Congress; and the Steplien M.
White Debating Society for Fresh-
men students.
Fatlier CorneHus F. Deeney, S. J.,
and Father John B. Ferguson, S. J.,
are the faculty advisors of the Sen-
ate and the House respectively.
Father Arthur V. Coghlan, S. J., is the faculty advisor for the Stephen Al. White
Debating Societv.
Much of the activity of the three societies was this year restricted to intramural
debates on popular questions of United States politics and sociology. The Stephen
M. White Debating Society was the only one of the groups to participate in outside
debates. John AfclMiery and Salvador Sanfilippo represented Santa Clara against
Messrs. Spohn and O'Gara of Saint Ignatius on the question, "Resolved, that
Mussolini is a I)enefit to Italv."
Under the direction of Father Deeney, the Senate presented an excellent program
of activities for both the fall and spring semesters. New members were admitted
from the House of Philhistorians and arrangements for outside debates were placed
in the hands of competent committees. The Senators debated several important
topics during the year, one of which was the gasoline tax
bill, another that "The school of law at Santa Clara should
be open to select \'oung women students." This year it was
the duty of the Senators to present the (|uestion for the
Ryland De])ate. This was done b\- John J. blynn, John A.
Spann and .\rchibald D. McDougall, all of vvlioni bad been
previously selected to represent the organization in the de-
bate. The question which was presented to the House read,
"Resolved, that the United States Senate has the right to
refuse the Senatorial oath to such men as Colonel Frank-
Smith."
A. V. Coghlan, S. J.
The House of Philhistorians, under Father Ferguson,
have constantly kejjt alive the spirit of friendly forensic
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^he '\House of Thilhistorians
Bacigalupi CORSIGLIA CUMMINGS Deacon
Deasy DiPaoli Donnelly GiLLIC
Hadley Lancaster Mahoney Malley
J
rivalry with tlie Senate to which is traceal)le the continued splendid showings made
by the House of Philhistorians in the debates held during the course of the school
year. The House debated questions pertinent to school life and to political life. The
Cjuestion involving the independence of the Philippines was discussed before mem-
bers of the Philippine Club of San Jose. .\ lively discussion of the cjuestion, "Re-
solved : That the flapper has a baneful inlluence on society," took place in the
second semester.
Representing the House in the annual Ryland Debate held in the University
auditorium, Thursday evening, April 21, were: Napoleon J. Menard, Thomas P.
Rvan and }. Ravmond Deas}-. These gentlemen were selected from a group of
House members who competed for places on the team in a tryout held some weeks
prior to the annual and final forensic meeting of the two societies.
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AIatthlws
Moore
quaresma
AU Alllev
MORONEY
Ryan
B. McMahox
O'Hara
schenone
R. AIcAIahon
Phklan"
TiSSIER
Menard
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HOUSE OFFICERS
FIRST SEMESTER
John Fergtson, S. J., Speaker
Thomas P. Rvan, Clerk
'J'homas O'Hara, Correspoiidiiiij
Seerelarv
Kenneth Mahoney, Treasurer
Robert Gaddy, Serijeaiit at . Inns
SECOND semester
John S. Ferguson, S. J.. Speaker
Thomas P. Ryan, Clerk
Joseph Schenone, Correspoiidiiuj
Seeretary
Kenneth C. Mahoney, Treasurer
Harold Moron ey, Ser(/eaut at .Iruis
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^he 'T^hilalethic Senate
AXDRE BONACINA Chargin Day DiEPENBROCK
Erle Flynn Hurley McCarthy McDoUGALL
McKenna Reec; Reynolds Spann TORELLI
SENy\TE OFFICERS
FIRST SEMESTER
Cornelius F. Deeney, S. j., President
John J. Flynn, J'iee-Presiiieiit
Joseph A. Bonacina, Seerefary
P. H. McCarthy, Jr., Correspoiitliiu/
Seeretary
Gerald S. Chargin, Senjeaut at Jniis
George L, Andre, Pithlieify Director
SECOND semester
Cornelius F. Deeney, S. J., President
P. H. McCarthy, Jr., i'ice-President
Leonard F. Reeg, Seeretarv
Archibald D. McDougall, Corre-
spoJidira/ Secretary
Gerald S. Chargin, Serc/eaiit at Anns
Leonard F. Reeg, Publicity Director
w
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^he Stephen oM. IjOhite IDebatiing Society
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GiLLIS
Marks
Lkuletti
Greco
McEnery
C I POLL
A
Heagerty
MOUAT
STEPHEN AI. W
JJkAFaria
Mayer
Sheridan
[•: OEEICEKS
T'oLI-.V
Malovos
Thrift
KiRST AND SKCOND SE.MESTICK
Thomas Whelan . . Corrcspojidiui/ Srcrcfary
VVjijjam J. Gallachek Clerk
Arthur V. Coc.iii-AN, S. J Sccrcturv
John H. DeMakia Scrcicaiit at Anns
William ]. Gallagher . Committee on Pehates
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Joseph A. Boxacixa
Editor
Roy E. Waterman
Manager
^he '^Kgdivood
Those who ha\e lieen accustomed to read the annual pul)Hcation of the University
of Santa Clara will notice two departures from precedent in the makc-u]i of this
1927 issue.
The Prep Section, which heretofore had heen the concluding chapter of the l:)Ook,
devoted to a chronicle of the activities of the High School students will not be found.
This change was deemed advisalde as a result of the removal of the preparatory
department to College Park and the consequent severance of student relationship.
The omission of this chapter has allowed more space for the treatment of University
Activities.
The Theatre Sectinn has heen broadened to include the forensic, social, and other
various activities connected with student life.
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\rJilllom Ponstadf Thomas OHara
/Roderick Ch/sho/m John DeQnan
Howard Butler
John CcUliv
ADI/£K risi/^s Avk.
Staff of The '^^dwood
Joseph A. Bonacina ' . . . Editor
Roy E. Waterman Business Mainu/cr
Roderick A. Chisholm Circulation Mtunujcr
Carnjll E. Day Advertising Mamiycr
t
Joseph Tissier .
Alvin J. Wolf . .
Stephen Cou.^hhn
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
. .
Literary Rnpert E. Moore Sports
Aetii'ities Howard MwiXtr Associate S j'^orts llditor
Onjanications Thos. ( )'l Tara . Issociate Sf^orts lull tor
BUSINESS STAFF
John H. Degnan .... Assistant Advertisiuij Manacfcr
]ohn Cokeley Assistant Advertisin(j Manager
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Editor
R. Allan Early
Business Manager
T7ae S<^nia Clara
The year 1926-27 has l)een one of rapid advancement for the Saiitit Clara, the
official newspaper of the Associated Students. Since its foundation six years ago,
the paper had l)een puhlished l)i-weeklv, hut through the efforts of the present staff
a weekly edition was made possil)le. To George L. Andre, editor; R. Allan Early,
Ijusiness manager; Leonard F. Reeg, news editor, and Alhert JM. Casey, S. J., fac-
ulty advisor, helongs the credit for the successful accomplishments of the improve-
ment. That the Alumni, as well as friends of the University, are pleased with the
progress of the ]>ai)er is attested hy an increased sul)scri))tion list. Ahout 2,000
copies are distributed weekly.
Top Row
—
Barr, Selxa, Reynolds. Second Row
—
Faherty, McCarthy Jr., Ryan, Menard,
Cameron. Seated
—
Tissier, R. McMahon, Deasy, W. Boland, J. Donnelly, and McAliley.
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ASSOC. //fi-JS tDirOR.
//owarc/Bu//er
SPORTED/rOQ
Joseph Connor
"yPQRTED/TOfi
•Jo/in Spann
UrEQAQyED/rOR
Char/es Vanonc'/ni
ALU/^N/EDITOR.
Ian Hunter
ASSI.ST.BUS.MANAGER
John Coke/ey
CIRCULATIONMANAGER
The S^ciff of the S<^^i<^ Clara
George L. y\ndre Editor
Leonard F. Reeg Ncics Editor
Howard P)Utler Sports Editor
I'aul J. Torelli and Ed. A. Ouaresma . .l.'.sofiiitc Ncivs Edifor.s-
]n^t]th ()\'(inn(ir ,. . .Is.uxialc Sports Editoi
John A. Spann f^itcniry Editoi
Charles Vanoncini Unimii Ediloi
Charles R. P)0(len lliiiiini C'orrcspondciil
STAFF WRITI-KS
I'. H. McCarthy, Jr., Rnpert K. Moore, Josei)h 1'issier, Allen McAuley,
Donnelly, Martin P)oland, Thomas I'. Ryan, William I. P.oland, Napcjleon A
luirle Reynolds, Raymond Deasy, James Barr, Edward M alley.
P.USINFSS STAl'h^
R. Allan l^arly Hiisincss Maiuujc
Ian \\. Mnnter IssisUuit lliisinrss .]ltiini(/r
John Cokeley Circulation Maiuuic
John Faherty Issislunt Circulation Manage
Rohert E. McMahon Office Maini(/c
Theodore Selna .Issisfaiit Office Maiuujc
James
enard.
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Top Row
—
Araxha. LoufiHERY. Second Row
—
Fathkr Coc.ihlax, Watkrman, Ronstadt.
Seated
—
Tissier, Heininger, R. McMahon and Quaresma.
Hie University Qhoir
The Choir, under the al)le direction of the Reverend Arthur V. Coghlan, S. J.,
has consistently helped the devotional exercises of the students during the past
year. '
Early in Septemher, l''2(>, Father Coghlan reassembled the organization for
practice. The members, for the most part, those who had experience during the
previous term, were augmented l)y new men who showed promise as singers. The
Choir served faithfully thniughout the term. Its members sang the Mass of the
Holy Ghost and the Reciuiem Mass for deceased /Vlumni, and rendered a pleasing"
program on the occasion of the taking of the final vows by Father Ernest P.
Watson, S. J., Father Edward Boland, S. J., and Brother Eouis Cherpesky, S. J.
The Jubilee Mass of Father Joseph C. Sasia, S. J., and the Baccalaureate Mass
were also made more devotional through the capable assistance of the University
Choir.
The following were members : First tenors, Joseph Tissier, Edward Quaresma,
Roy Waterman, Louis Pomeroy and Father John S. Ferguson, S. J. ; second
tenors, Ro1)ert McMahon, Pxlward Loughery and Father /Mbert .M. Casev, S. J.;
first basses, Archiliald Aranda and Maurice HotTman ; second basses, Charles
Heininger and William Ronstadt.
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Top Row: Delaxey, Cipolla, Phelax, Goodfriexd.
Second Row: Farbman, Gabel, Connolly, Barsi, Vogt.
Seated: Hoffmax, Marks, Father Bacicalupi, Challen, Donnelly, R. McMahon.
'^fie University Orchestra
The Orchestra of the University of Santa Clara has made a ntiml)er of success-
ful appearances (hu-ini:;- the past year under the direction of lui^ene M. P>acii;"a-
lupi, S. J.
The dramatic presentations of the University have heen aided considerahlv bv
this groitp. The "(jame of Chess" and "The Clod," which were presented last
semester, and the "Taming of the Shrew," staged only recently, were rendered mcne
enjoyable by the assistance of the musicians.
Music has also been furnished for the Owl Oratorical Contest, the Dramatic
Art Contest, and the Ryland Debate, as well as for the First Friday exercises.
While preparing for ]>ul)lic appearances, the members of the orchestra have
been careful to attend the rehearsals held twice each week. F"or several perform-
ances it was necessary for the orchestra to meet in the evenings to ])erfect their
numbers.
It has been the policy of the Orchestra to present the choicest selections from
the best masters at its appearances. These have been effectively rendered, and well
received.
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Top Row, Standing—Coi'cm.ix, Loi'chkry, Dkmaria, Rk^'nolds, Daxiki.son, McCarthy,
Sheridan, White. Second Row
—
Father Casey, Scherf, Malley, Casanova, Barceloux,
Granucct, Gillis, King. Seated Hoffman, Boland, Chisholm, Andre, Harrington and
R. McMahon.
T/ie 5^^'^<^f^<^^}' Socief^
The Saint John IJerclunan's Sanctuary Societ}- chn-in,!.;' the past year gave notice-
ahle testim()n\' of the spirit of unselfishness which animates its members. Per-
haps at no time (hu'ing' the history of the organization was it subject to s(_) manv
chscouragements from the outside. The sweeping conflagration, that razed the
old Santa Clara Mission last October, destroyed not only the Sanctuary room, liut
practically every vestige of habiliment devoted to the service of the altar.
Father Albert Casey, S. J., moderator of the society, has nothing but words of
praise for the twenty young Santa Clarans who have done their utmost to make
the year as .successful as it was.
George L. Andre, senior memlier of the organization, closed an enviable term as
Prefect on Mav 14th. He was an ins])iration to all by his i)unctuality ; and his
readiness to take the place of a fellow server stimulated other members to emulate
him. Absentees were fewer than at any other time during the pa.st two years, an
ideal that was only arrived at when the Sanctuary Society needed the si)ecial co-
ojjeration of each one.
Charles Scherf, who also graduates this year, deserves a word of praise for the
service which he has given during his two consecutive terms as censor. This
position carries with it a maximum of work with a minimum of honor.
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Lawrexce Schultz
Cniisultfir
Geor(;e Axdre
Prefect
JOHX P. MOOTZ, S. J.
Facultv Adrisor
Thomas King
Treasurer
The Sodality
The Sodality is the most ijrominent undergraduate expression of devotion to the
Blessed Virgin and aims at the proiuotion of personal holiness and active Catho-
licity in its luemhers, who may gain many indulgences if faithful to their pledges.
The organization is under the sujjervision of Keverend John P. Mootz, S. ].
Nate Bacigalupi
Bert Ijannon
William Txiland
Leonard Casanova
Roderick Chisholm
John Coughlin
Rtjhert Danielson
Victor l)iei)enl)rock
James Donnellv
Allan h'.arly '
Charles Falk
j()sei)h ( ialluci
THE MEMBERS
jfilin ( lillis
(iuido (iranucci
Jerry Harrington
Maurice Huffman
Eeslie Keating
Marcus Kelly
Carl Leininger
lulward Kougherv
lulward Mallev
Patrick McCarthy Jr
Archibald McDougall
Barret McMahon
Robert McMahon
Rupert Moore
Michael Pontoni
I'-dward (hiaresma
Waller l\a\en
Leonard Reeg
Earl Jveynolds
Charles Scherf
Albert Shea
Lhilip Sheridan
h'rancis White
Chester Stoddard
riionias Woodlev Alvin Wolf
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Top Row—KEATiNG, Gallagher, Lolinibos, Desmoxp, Davis, DeMaria, Rowe, Bacigalupi.
Second Row
—
Clark, Townsend, Danielson, Malley, Blackinger, Diepenbrock, Quin,
WooDLY, Mouat.
Seated
—
Babceloux, Shea, White, Kelly, Harrixgtox, Cokeley, Diehl.
Hie Q^tanager's (Association
Though estal)hshe(l cnilv two years as a student organization, the Athletic Man-
agers" Association has, hy vahialjle services rendered to the varsities and coaches
of the University, secured for itself a position of i)ennanence. It is an organization
in which the members receive little popular applause for duties well performed, and
has achieved success only through the activity oi its moderator, Father W. C.
Gianera, S. J.; its president, Pierre AI. Barceloux, and its generous and self-sacri-
ficing membership.
In the fall semester the Athletic Managers' Association was limited to foin^
Seniors, eight Juniors, twelve Sophomores and an unlimited number of Freshmen.
Each of the Senior memliers has charge of one branch of athletics, and has under
his supervision certain members of the lower classes. Those who render satisfac-
tory service during their earlier years are eligible for a manager's position when
they will have become Seniors.
To increase interest in the organization, the managers gave an informal dance
during the fall semester in Seifert Gymnasium, and were entertained at a number
of banquets given by the Athletic Association.
With the jM'ospects of track and other sports being added to the list of its activi-
ties during the coming years, this organization looks forward to even greater op-
portunities of giving laudable service.
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Top Row: ScHULTz, Valine, Scherf, Caj,ax(i\a, Ronstapt, O'Daniels, Barsi, Loughery.
Second Row: Cummings, Granucci, O'Brien, Fawley, Falk, McAuliefe, Kerchoff,
Gallagher, McCormick.
Third Row: Regan, Campisi, Koller, Chisholm, Terremere, Leonard, Ahart.
Fourth Row: McKee, Keating, Miller, Williams, Bundy, Morey, Draper.
The Block S. C. Society will have completed its second year of activity this term,
which has been a successful one for the wearers of Santa Clara letters.
During- the first semester the IJlock S. C. Society promoted the dinner rallies,
as well as the get-togethers in j^reparation for important athletic contests. On Sep-
tember 24, prior to the Santa Clara-California football game, the Block S. C. men
sponsored a student rally in the University auditorium, which was attended by
many outsiders. A home coming day rally and ])rogram culminating in a successful
dance in Seifert Gymnasium was in charge of the society. This was on ( )ct()ber
30, when the football team jilayed the Nevada Wolves at varsity field. It was the
first home coming day in a number of years and brought many of Santa Clara's
younger alumni members together.
A rally was held in honor of C(jach Harlan lJ\kes and his basketball scjuad on
January 25. ( )n March 1, the B)lock S. C. members had a dinner rally for Coach
Justin Fitzgerald of the baseball team. These affairs were under the personal di-
rection of Orval "]')ud" McKee, i)resi(lent of the honor club. The officers were:
McKee, president ; Williams, \ice-president ; Gallagher, secretary, and Guido Gra-
nucci, treasurer.
jzAa.
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San Juan Capistrano
Mission San Juan Capistrano. situated
between San Diego on the south and Los
Angeles on the north, was founded No-
vember 1. 1776. by Father Junipero Serra.
On that day, when eastern colonial life
was being shaken by a revolution against
England, Father Junipero Serra caused to
be uncovered the bells and supplies which
had been buried by the fathers delegated to
found the Mission at San Juan, but who
left when they learned of the murder of
Father Jayme at San Diego. Father Serra
said Mass. thereby formally establishing
the San Juan Mission.
San Juan is one of the finest of all Cali-
fornia Missions. Its structures built of
quarried stone with their arched roofs
makes the edifice one of imposing beauty.
The church was restored to a likeness of
the original some years ago. Historical
societies in the state fostered the movement
for that purpose.
ATHLETICS

jr I" REVIEW of the Athletic endeavors of the past year must
5 1. prove a subject of limited satisfaction, at least, to those
interested in the fortunes of the University in the realm of sport,
for under the supervision of Father William C. Gianera. S, J..
Faculty Moderator of Athletics, Santa Clara has made progress,
and in some of her athletic activities has attained relative success.
It would seem proper to claim relative success only, since there
are still triumphs that await and are within the reach of those
whose honor it is to defend the red and white.
BTHLETIC success can never be adequately judged by a con-
sideration merely of the number of games won or lost.
Certain it is that a just estimate must be derived from a knowl-
edge of the quality of the opponents met. Hence, though we
would enjoy chronicling a complete list of victories, still we feel
no shame in admitting defeat at the hands of those whose
facilities are far superior to our own.
^^-/he coaches have, in our estimation, taken full advantage of
^^^ the resources that were at their disposal; and the student
participants in the various athletic encounters have sacrificed
themselves in preparation and played with energy when called
on to do so. This is sufficient for us.
XT IS. therefore, with a certain feeling of pride that we presentthe history of Santa Clara's 1926-27 Athletics season.
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cAthletic cAdministradon
W.C.C/anera S.iJ.
Harfan Dy/^es
Adam Walsh
Justin Fitzgerald
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MISSION SAN LUIS OBISPO
FOOTBALL
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t:he redwooz)
football Qoach
^ ^^-
Coach Adam Walsh has completed his second year as
director of Santa Clara's football destinies. The best
criterion of his success is, perhaps, the records of the
Varsity during the past two seasons.
Coming to the University directly irom Notre Dame,
where as captain and center of the 1924 football cham-
pions he hafl earned renown for himself, Adam Walsh be-
gan at once the work of establishing the great Rockne
system. The difiiculties as well as the advantages of this
complicated method of play were well known to Walsh
from experience. That he had mastered the difficulties and
was capable of profiting by the advantages is amply re-
corded in recent football history.
The young coach came to Santa Clara, therefore, with
a thorough knowledge of a great svstem. He was con-
fronted, however, with many difficulties. Any scientific
method of play, even under condititMis the most favorable,
can l)e mastered only in time. But when one undertakes
the establishment of a s_\'stem most comjilicated, although
hampered by shortness of time and by limited material,
then, certainly, anv success must be reckoned great.
Walsh began with the merest fundamentals of football.
These he inculcated both in the lecture room and on the
field. It was evident that he was a capable teacher. He
was soon a])Ie to begin instruction on the fundamental workings of the Rockne
system. His players were showing improvement. They were catching the spirit of
their instructor.
And so it was that they went through their first season under a new coach showing
consistent progress; winning from some, offering sturdy opposition to all anc
proving a spiritless opponent to none.
The fundamentals of the Notre Dame svstem were fairl\' understood bv the scpiad
of veterans that met Walsh at the l)eginning of his second season as football mentor
at the University. He had still other handicajjs to overcome, but they were sma
in comparison with those of the previous year. He was able to teach his men some
of the intricacies of the system. Their ability to turn these teachings to advantage
the following pages will tell.
One who considers the difficulties that have been met and overcome in two brief
seasons, must see in the relative success of the 1926 season an indication of greater
things for Santa Clara fodtball uufler the direction of Coach Adam Walsh.
Adam Walsh
M\
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football Manager
The formalities of drawiii!^' up the 1926 schedule,
of an-an.iL;ini^^ for the trijjs, of caring for the sup-
])lies of the sijuad are the work of the foothall man-
a;^er. To this work I'ierre M. Barceloux gave his
time and energies with an earnestness and exact-
ness worthy of all credit. He neglected no detail
which woulfl promote the material welfare of the
s(|uad.
Ihisiness-like, exacting, yet with all the care of a
hen caring for her brood, Barceloux carried out his
work. His pleasant and ready smile, his personal
interest in every fellow on the s(|uad, his whole-
heartedness in his work, earned for him a ])L'KX' in
the regard and estimation of the team.
The football season was a success, and in this success l^arceloux played no small
part. His recor<l is one that future footb.all managers will tind very difficult to sur-
pass. Barceloux, in addition to being football manager, was also President of the
Managers' Association.
'jKRRK M, Barceloux
football Trainer
Billy Burke, trainer of the ( )akland baseball club and well known in athletic cir-
cles on the Pacific coast, was engaged to act as trainer for the Santa Clara foot-
ball squad.
"Bill" kept the squad in condition to undergo a
difficult schedule, and his ])resence reduced the list
of casualties to the very minimum. It was liill's
motto that, "a man cannot play football when he is
laid up in bed or hobbling around on crutches," and
he saw to it most effectually that none of the squad
were laid up or on crutches. To this end he devoted
every minute of his time.
"Bill" was a real friend to every player on the
squad. He was always with the "boys," encourag-
ing them, doing all in his power for them. His
cheery smile and ready "Howdy" kept the team in
the best of humor. Billy Burke
Ii42]l
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'football Qaptain
Captain Leonard Casanova, during the season of
his captaincy, enjoyed his hest vear ijf footijalL
Comin,t;' to Santa Clara from Ferndale four years
ago, "Cas" earned a position at halfback in his
Freshman year. As a Sophomore he was used at
quarterback, and with the coming of Coach Adam
Walsh he was moved to the halfback position. His
ejection as ca])tain in his senior year gave him a
chance to dis])lay his real abilitv as a leader and a
football i)layer.
Every man on the squad respected "Cas." He
was a fighter from start to finish and set an
example to all his teammates.
Rated as one of the best backs on the coast, he received mention on several mythi-
cal teams. It was, however, as a punter that Captain Casanova won his real renown.
He holds a record for his sensational i)unt made in the Saint Mary's game of 1925.
A true leader and a great fighter and player, "Cas" will be hard to rejilace on
Leonard Casanova,
the I'.ronco team.
Qaptairi'Elcct
Edward "Bud" Cummings of Hakersfield was chosen to fill the captaincv vacated
by Leonard Casanova. Small in stature, though tie is, Cummings has fight to e(|ual
that of any pla)'er on the team. He is a leader and one to command both the re-
.spect and comi)anionship of his teammates.
In high school "P)U(r' was chosen as "All-.State
Halfback." His subse(|uent work in college foot-
ball has earned him a ])osition at right half in the
Santa Clara back'field. In every game he is notice-
able for his fight. b~si)eciall\' does his work on de-
fense stand out, and in carrving the ball he is fast
and shifty, and uses a deadly straight-arm.
It will be no small task to equal the standard of
leadership set by Captain Leonard Casano\a, but
we have confidence in the judgment of the 1927
s(|uad and in "llud" Cummings, its choice for Cap-
Edward Cummings, tain.
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fiz'c Broncos and One Saint.
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St, e^ary^s Qame
Santa Clara met Saint Mary's in tlie annnal "Little Big Game" in Kezar stadium
before a crowd of twenty-five thousand fans. The contest, as usual, was witnessed
by Archbishop Hanna of San Francisco, who congratulated both of the captains
before the game, and wished them success. Though the rain, which had l^een abund-
ant at that time, held off for the occasion, it left the stadium wet and muddy. Both
teams, therefore, played at a disadvantage and Saint Mary's was most fortunate
to come out on the long end of the 7 to score.
Before the game, do])e had it that the Saints would trample the ISroncos under
a large score. However, the Santa Clara team, playing the best defensive game of
her season, held the highlv-touted Saints to a scoreless tie until five minutes before
the end of the game. Rooney and Underbill, Saint ground gainers, were unable to
make anv yards amund the Bronco ends, nor could they gain consistently through
the line. The lone touchdown was
scored bv the Saint fullback, Kaspero-
wicz, just before the final gun went off.
Saint Mary's had obtained possession
of the ball on the Santa Clara forty-
yard mark. From here they marched
steadily to the goal line. Kasperowicz
,
took it over for the touchdown and the |
yame from the five-vard mark.
M\^\
SAINT MARY's 7.
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Uiulcrhill Hits a Stone Wall.
Santa Clara lost her chance to score when late in the third period Rod Chisholm,
Bronco tackle, broke through and blocked Underbill's jnuit and recovered on the
Saint five-yard line. The period ended before the Broncos could form in line. When
play was resumed in the fourth quarter, Captain Casanova attempted to carry the
ball over. He made a yard. Terremere then made another over guard. Casanova
added another yard over tackle. It was fourth down and two to go. Cummings took
the ball on an end run, but he was thrown for a loss ])y Frankain, Saint end, and the
Santa Clara chances went glimmering.
Earlier in the game Saint Mary's tried two kicks for points from placement, but
they Ijoth fell short. For the most part the two teams battled on even terms in the
middle of the field. Neither seemed able to gain the vantage in scrimmage and the
game at this time resolved itself into a punting contest. The excellent work of Cap-
tain Casanova was a most potent factor in the holding of the Saint atlack.
The great defensive work of the Santa Clara line was the outstanding feature
of the game. Roller and Valine, at ends, proved an obstacle that not even the clev-
erest of the Saint backs could surmount.
Connolly also turned in a good game at
end. Gallagher and Chisholm at tackle
^^' turned in a whale of a game. Schultz,
Sumner and Williams made the center
of the Bronco line impenetrable, while
Cranucci gave Bettencourt a hard time
i)f it l(ir honors in the center position,
liarsi and "Bud" Cummings backed up
the line with a ferocity that completely
stopped the Saint backs.
L
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U'luit Happened to the Other Ten/
California Qame
Thirty-five thousand foothall enthusiasts were thrilled as the Santa Clara Broncos
time and again threatened to trample the California Bears, who hy a decree of the-
l)reaks-of-the-game defeated the Mission eleven. The score was 13 to 6. Marking as
it did the official opening of collegiate foothall on the Pacific coast for the 1926 sea-
son, the contest, fast and colorful throughout, was most
fitting for the occasion. California's recovery of a
hldcked punt won her the game and the initial honors
of the new seas(jn.
The California eleven, plaving with their character-
istic confidence and certainty, early in the first cpiarter
started a .series of line bucks that did not end until jalis,
of line-smashing fame, crossed the goal line for the
first touchdown of the game. Perrin kicked the goal for
the extra point from placement. Outstanding in this
cpiarter was the work of the Bronco ends, who kept
the Bears from gaining around them. Guido Granucci,
Bronco first string center, who harl heen kept on the
bench on acccnmt of injuries, went into the game near
the end of the first quarter to replace Sidner, Freshman center, who was forced
from the game with a badly wrenched knee.
Fate was still with the Golden Bear. Casanova attempted to punt from his own
thirty-vard line, but Coltrin blocked it and recovered for a touchdown behind the
Chris AIaciiado,
Halfback
to)
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Jh'uncu goal line. Perrin's try for the extra point was blocked In- Connolly, Santa
Clara end. The score at the end of the first half was California 13, Santa Clara 0.
What Adam Walsh said to his "Wearers of the Green" during- the rest period
between halves will, perhaps, ])e confined to the dressing rooms, Ijnt the results of
his words must have caused Coach "Xibs" Price and his staif in general several
gray hairs.
Santa Clara opened the third quarter by kicking oiT to Per-
rin, who received the l)all and was stopped in his tracks. The
Broncos played with new vigor. The^' had fire in their eyes and
were out for vengeance. Clymer punted out of danger for Cali-
fornia, and then came the most spectacular march of the game.
Captain Casanova and Chris Machado, Bronc(j halfbacks, started
a march down the field that ended only when Alachado sneaked
through guard for a touchdown. First it was Captain Casanova
that went off-tackle for five, then Machado would try the other
IH^ \ side of the line for a gain. Hassler, Bronco quarterback, would
^^ % then mix in a pass to Machado or Falk before stabbing at the
line again. Althtnigh this was Chris Machado's first college
game the "Salinas Flash" proved his worth and won a position
on the Santa Clara team. Gallagher's try for the e.xtra point
fell short. The third quarter ended with the Broncos tearing
up the turf in the direction of the California goal line. Score
—
California 13, Santa Clara 6.
The fourth quarter was a continuation of Santa Clara's dazzling attack. Hassler,
Mission field general, had the Ijruins guessing and stumjjed by his clever variety of
plays. Late in the f|uarter "Rod" Chisholm, giant Bronco tackle of All-Coast fame,
broke through and blocke<l Pdewett's i)unt and Santa Clara re-
covered on the l>ear twenty-yard mark. With but two minutes
to go, the Broncos were unable to score. Hassler tried several
passes, but they failed to gain the required di.stance. The game
ended with the ball in the air. It was a pass, Casanova to
Hassler, but the ball wa.s downed by Blewett before Hassler
could reach it.
Captain Casanova, Terremere and Chris Machado gained
most of the Bronco yards, and due to the passing of Hassler
and Casanova the Broncos made many more yards through the
air than did the Bears.
Ca.sanova outi)unted the Bear kickers in his usual easy man-
ner. Williaius, .Sunnier and Gallagher stood out in the line for
their remarkable work against the strong California line attack.
Connollv, brilliant Santa Clara end, was forced from the game
with a liadly sprained ankle late in the third quarter.
Chas. Falk
End
%
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"Las I CIS us 1 hiii'
U. 5. e Qame
After holding- tht- strong California I'ears to a 13 to 6 \ictory, the Santa Clara
Broncos journeyed to Los Angeles to meet the Universitv of Southern California
in the second game of the season. The game was played in the Los Angeles Coli-
seum (October 2, l:)efore a crowd of 40,000 football fans. Due to their showing
against the L^niversity of California, the
Santa Clara team was held bv most au-
thorities to have a better than even chance
against the "Thundering Herd." However,
the Lbiiversity of Southern California's
"Idiundering Herd" proved to be so pow-
erful, so speedv and so deceptive that they
actually swamped the Broncos under the
score of 42 to 0. The Trojans harl man-
power. Thev smashed and smashed until
they had smashed the football out of the
Broncos. Then they ran up their score.
This is evidenced by the fact that at the end of the first half the score was only 14
to in favor of Southern California.
Dtu'ing the first half of the game the Trojans scored twice. The first touchdc^wn
was as spectacular as it was unexpected. The "Herd" had possession of the ball on
the Santa Clara forty-one yard mark. Laraneta, Trojan fullback, carried the ball
on a line plav over center. Simmer, Santa Clara guard, missed a tackle and Lara-
neta found himself in the open. His teammates formed perfect interference, and
GuiDO Granucc], Center
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he made his way unimpeded for the first score of the game. This was the turning
point of the contest. From that time forth it was l)Ut a matter of time. The Santa
Clara team fought desperately and valiantly till the last gun, hut it was of no avail.
They were simply outclassed.
Morley Drury, Trojan halfhack, scored the second touchdown of the game late
in the second quarter when, after a twenty-three vard
pass had placed the hall on the Bronco twenty-yard
mark, he carried it over in five successive plays. The
third "Herd" score came in the middle of the third pe-
riod when Drury again carried it over. This time from
the six-vard mark.
The "Thundering Herd" could pass. They completed
nine out of ten passes attempted; while the I)roncos
were al)le to complete Imt one out of five. That pass
came late in the fourth period and was from AlcKee
to Barsi for a gain of thirty-eight yards. The reason
( <__ for the failure of the P)ronco passes was thai the U. S.
Charles Sumner, <-'• linemen so rushed the passer that he had nu time
Guard to throw the l)all.
The Universitv of Southern California made their fourth touchdown via the
aerial route when Williams, Trojan quarter, tossed a twenty-three-yard pass to
Dorsey, right end, who stood waiting for it behind the Bronco goal line.
Granucci, playing center with hut one good arm; Williams, Sumner and Chis-
holm all did great work in the line for Santa Clara. Williams was especially notice-
able for getting down under punts and for defensive work. Terremere at fullback
played a bang-up game on both ofl^ense and defense. Valine also played well in the
fullback ])Osition.
In one department only did the Broncos out-
shine the Trojans, and that was in the kicking.
Captain Casanova averaged thirty-eight yards
for his punts, while the Trojan's hooters were
able to average but little better than twenty-
five.
Santa Clara sufifered several severe injuries
during the course of the game. Connolly, star
end, was taken from the game with a badly
sjirained ankle in the beginning of the second
c[uarter. Granucci, Chisholm and Captain Casa-
nova, together with Hassler, Bronco ([uarter,
received injuries that kept them from football
for nearly two weeks ; and Aloore, who had his
collar bone broken, was out of the game for
the remainder of the season.
I '.ILL Williams, Guard
fl49l
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^j iiiiiiu'i' Leads I he II dy
n^acific Qame -^
Playini;' on their ln)nK' field for the first time in two years, the Santa Clara Broncof;
avenged their defeat of the year previous hy winning over College of the Pacific
17 to 0. The game was played on October 9 before a crowd estimated at six thou-
sand people.
This game with College of Pacific was the so-
called "jinx" game on the Santa Clara schedule.
However, the Walshmen with five of the first team
on the bench, because of injuries received in the
University of Southern California game, proved
to the satisfaction of everyone that "jinx" games
were what they were looking for.
Santa Clara scored early in the first period of
the game. The Bronco squad required hut seven
minutes to open a path for Chris Rlachado to crash
over for the fir.st touchdown. Santa Clara had
obtained possession of the ball after an exchange
of punts. ]>undy and Terremere each made long-
gains through the Pacific line, i^jundv then tossed
a long i^ass to Machado who placed the ball on the
fifteen yard line. Ijundy went oft'-tackle for seven
I1ek()L,d Bundy, Halfback
^,j^,.jg_ jj„^j ^^^^ Machado went over for the touch-
down from the eight yard line. rvIcKee converted the extra point.
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Pacific was unal^le to make any i^'ains throi!,L;h the ISronco line or around the ends ;
and due to llie excellent work of Koller and Valine, Bronco llankmen, the Pacific
safetyman was stopped in his tracks at every attemijt to return a punt.
Santa Clara worked the hall deep into Pacific territory several times during' the
remainder of this half, hut lost their chances to score on funihles. Late in the
second quarter. Pacific started a passing attack that placed the hall on the Santa
Clara twenty-five yard line, hut this was the nearest they
managed to get to the Mission goal. Gallagher, Bronco
tackle, hroke U]) this rallv when he smashed through to
throw Truman and Dishrow for successive losses.
"Bud" Cummings, Santa Clara half, opened the sec-
ond half with a run around right end that was good for
thirty yards. This placed the l)all on the Pacific twenty-
five yarfl mark. From here McKee dropkicked and
added another three points to the Mission total. Cum-
mings had taken IMachado's place at right half. He was
second in yardage gained only to Bundy and played a
great defensive game. JVIcKee, who is perhaps the out-
standing dropkicker in Pacific Coast foothall, did the
])unting for Santa Clara in this contest. One of his
hoots went for a gain of sixty yard.s.
"Hal" Bundv," Santa Clara halfhack, i}ulled the most .spectacular play of the day,
and scored the final touchdown when lie received Dishrow's kick on the Pacific
thirty-five yarfl line and ran it hack for a touchdown through the entire Pacific team.
It was a beautiful exhihition of broken field running. This final score came late in
the fourth quarter. Thenceforth the Santa Clara team
kept possession of the hall. The game ended with the
hall deep in Pacific territory.
This game marked the finding of a new end for Santa
Clara; for due to injuries to his wingmen, coach Walsh
was forced to move 1\)ny Valine to end. Valine acf|uitted
himself with honor in his first try at his new position.
No yards were gained around him, and he kept the
Pacific safetyman wondering what had hit him. 1die
work of Ronstadt in the center position and of Schultz
and Gallagher in the line was also favorably criticized.
College of Pacific brought their entire rooting section
to this game making it one of the most colorful contests
seen on the Mission field in vears. (Jkv.xl McKee, Quarter
Richard Hassler
Quarter
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lame Coach Walsh's
Macliado off-tackle, aiwtlicr first dozvn.
Olympic Qluh Qame
(.)cli)l)t'r sixteenth fcjund the Broncos playing the
stron.n' (Jlvmpic Cluh eleven at Ewing field, San Fran-
cisco. This game marked the first victory of the Santa
Clara eleven over the Cluli since the institution of
American football.
Thongh Santa Clara completely outplayed their op-
l^onents, they were held scoreless for three quarters of
the game, only to score twice in the last quarter for a
14 to win.
During the first half of the
Greenshirts made seven first
downs while the Olympians
made none. The Walshmen
were often inside the Club's
twenty-yard line but lacked
the power to push over a score. Barsi, Bronco fullback,
broke loose for a sixty-yard run during this period.
Late in the last c|uarter, Chris Machado ran sixty-
four yards for the first score of the game. Machado
converted. Shortly before the end of the game, Gal-
lagher blocked Watkins' punt and recovered on the
Club eighteen-yard line. After an eight-yard pass from
Casanova to Hassler, Fawley went over for the touch- '^*
'
down.. Gallagher converted. Walter Koller, End
George Barsi, Fullback
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Hasslcr Passes One
V\(inth cArmy Qame
In a game full of thrills for the Santa Clara fans, the varsitv
managed a 30 to 6 victory over the Ninth Army Corps. The
scene of the contest was Ewing Field, San Francisco; the time,
Sunday, Octoher 24.
Scarcely three minutes of the game had elapsed when Chris
Machado, half hack, broke off-tackle for an eighty-three yard
gallop U) a touchdown. Before the soldiers could regain their
balance, the Broncos scored when Fawley carried the ball over
from the eight yard line.
Toward the end of the first half the soldiers rallied with a
clever jiassing attack which
: ^
Wallace O'Daniel.s, Tackle
ended in a touchdown, their
only score.
Inuring the second half, the
Bronco line, due chiefly to the
work of Schultz, Gallagher
and .Sumner, so rushed the
army backs thai they were unable to
in any wa\-.
"l»ud" .McKee furnished aiKilher thrill when he
grabbed an army punt and raced fifty yards to a
touchdown. Later in the game Ahart, Santa Clara
tackle, recovered Malstacdt's fumlilc. Casanova
carried it over for the score.
Duke Valine,
End
"'ain ijround
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All Oiit-of-Boiiiids Play iiuiiis Five Yards
U\(evada Qame
( )ii I Idiiie-Coinini;' Dav, Ocober 30, the Santa Clara foot-
Ijall squad met the Nevada Wolves at varsity field before
some five thousand enthusiastic spectators. Still smarting
from last year's defeat, the Wolves were out to avenge
themselves.
How the Broncos repelled the invasion may be best de-
termined by the score, 25 to 0. The Santa Clara team rose
to their heights and i:ilayed real football.
The Bronco attack was diversified. It had punch, speed,
and deception. The Wolves
were unable to fathom it,
nor could the\' gain ground
against a stubborn Santa
Clara defense.
[N Connolly,
End
Within five minutes
after the opening whistle,
the lironcos had scored. After a series of end runs
an<l line bucks by Captain Casanova, Terremere
and "P.ud" Cummings, Ca.sanova tossed a twentv-
five yard pass to Connolly who step])ed over the
line for the touchdown.
Philip Kerchoff, End
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Karain Has It
The ]>ronco's second score came Ijefore the t^anie
was seven minutes old. Cummings carried the
kick-ofT to the forty-three yard hne. Casanova
and Terremere put tlie l)all on the twenty yard
marl< from where Cummings scored. Miller, suh-
stituting for Casanova, plunged across with the
hall for the third touchdown of the game just he-
fore the end of the first half.
Nevada opened a passing attack in the third
quarter. The comhination of I^awson to Lawler
made several first downs against the Bronco and
threatened for a while to jilace the Wolves in
scoring distance.
Joe Gallagher, Tackle
$k
Larry Schuliz. iniard
However, hefore it had done
serious damage the charging Santa Clara line, due
chielly to the work of Chisholm, Smnner, Valine
and Falk, so rushed the Xevafla l)ack> that the\'
were unahle to i)ass accuratelv.
Barsi, Bronco fullback, enlivened the last quar-
ter with a run of forty-five yards. Bundy accounted
for the final score when he received a ])ass from
McKee and raced twelve yards to a touchdown
dragging a Nevada man over the line with him.
An added feature of tlii> Mome-Coming was a
rughy game which was staged between the halves
of the football game by teams composed of Santa
Clara students.
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Stanford SiiiotJicrs Casanova.
Stanford Qame
Santa Clara journeved to Palo Alto favored to give the Stanford Cardinals a
tough battle. However, the Stanford team, just bade from their victory over the
University of Southern California, had found out that they had power, speed and
deception. In spite of a desperate Santa Clara defense, they ran up a total of thirty-
three i)oints t(.) but fourteen for the Broncos.
The first half of the game was all Stanford. Warner
started his second team against Coach Walsh's pro-
teges, and they ran up all their ])oints in the first half.
Within the seemingly im])()ssilile time of three minutes,
the Stanford iveflshirts had accounted for two touch-
downs. They were the result of Warner's reverses
worked to perfection. Sims went over left tackle for
thirty yards for the first score. Patchet went over for
the .second touchdown on another of Stanford's reverse
Inlays that was good for twenty yards. The Bronco
men seemed U) be unaJjle to fathom the Redshirt of-
fense.
Norm Fawley, Halfback T^r^i i i i ^i r- r i ^ ^ re j , iWith such a lead, the Lardmals could aftord to play
daring football, and they did, with the result that at the end of the first half they
had marched over the Broncos to the tune of ?i^ to 0.
Despite the handicap, the Bnjncos came back in the second half to hold the
Cardinal team scoreless while they, themselves, ran up a total of fourteen points, the
hiyhest total scored against Stanford during the entire last season.
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Roderick Chisholm
Tackle
Opening the second half, the Warnerites carried the hall to the Santa Clara
two-yard line, and there lost it on downs. Never afterwards did thev really threaten
the Bronco goal. The Santa Clara team had evidently solved the Warner offense,
and even Hofifman of Stanford was unahle to gain throngh the stuhhorn defense
of the Green team.
Santa Clara's first score came as the result of a fum-
bled i-'unt hy Millage, Stanford quarter. Verv near
the end of the third quarter Millage dropped one of
Captain Casanova's ])unts. Williams, Santa Clara
guard, reco\'ered on the Stanford twenty-yard line.
'^ kM^iL,^ "^ Casanova and Terremere made it first down on the
^I|^^J^^HhH||||^ <P^ Stanford eight-yard line; l)ut here the Ijronco.^ were
^K ^^^^mi^3 ''"'fl tor three downs. Dn the fourth down, Connolly,
^W ^^T I>ronco quarter, clrojjped hack as if to drop kick, hi-
-^^ stead, he tossed an easy pass into the waiting arms of
Casanova, who stO(jd entirely open hehind the Stanford
goal line. It was the most spectacular plav of the en-
tire game, and one which caught the Stanford team en-
tirely off guard.
In the final period another of /\dam Walsh's perfect ])lavs worked for a touch-
down. Santa Clara had the hall on her own twenty-yard line. A cou])le of line
bucks by George Barsi, Santa Clara fullback, and Fawley failed to gain the neces-
sary yards. It looked as though Santa Clara was again to punt and lose ])ossession
of the ball. However, on the next play Captain Casanova flnipped back and llip])ed
a twenty-yard pass into the eager hands of Norm Fawley, Bronco halfback, who
raced sixty yards down the field for the last touchdown of the game. Fawley's in-
terference on this play was perfect. Only one Stanford
man got near Fawley and he was immediately dro])i)ed
by Ahart, Mission right tackle.
"]^)ud" Cummings, the "Little Dynamite," and
"Frenchy" Terremere, the "Big Thunder" of the Santa
Clara backfield, l)Oth phived a very conspicuous de-
fensive game. l>arsi and Fawley also displayed some
real fodtball during their stav in the contest. "Red"
Chisholm and Warren Ahart slmwed well at tackle,
especiallv in the second half; while Sumner and
Schultz stopped many line plays through guard.
Captain Casanova scored one of his team's touch-
downs when he received Connolly's pass, and he tossed
the pass to I'awiey to score the second time. He also
outkicked the Stanford punters.
"Chris" Machado, stellar l^^ronco half, was forced from the game due to injuries
which prevented his participation in athletics for several weeks.
J:.kii^^^*^-
William Ron.stadt
Center
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Casanova makes ten off-tackle.
San IDiego c^tarine Qame
The Bronco varsity left the University on Friday evening, November 12, for a
second trip south to meet the San Diego Marines in San Diego on Sundav, Novem-
ber 14. The game was played in the city's new stadium before a crowd estimated
at seven thousand people.
It was the story of speed, deception and power against mere power, and mere
power lost l)y the score of 41 to 0.
Only once during the entire game did the Santa Clara team waver in its position
of masterv. It was in the second ({uarter, when the Marines, presenting their only
threat, threw a pass which fell incomplete over the Bronco goal-line.
Hassler, speedy lironco cjuarter, proved the sensa-
tion of the day when he opened the second half of the
game by retin-ning the kick-ofif ninety-five yards to a
touchdown through the entire Marine team.
Santa Clara's first score came late in the second (juar-
ter when Connolly went over after receiving a pass
from Casanova. The other Santa Clara scores were
made l)y Hassler, "l)ud" Cummings and Fawley. Cum-
mings accounted for two touchdowns.
Of the linemen, all of whom put up a stalwart de-
fense, Ronstaclt and Chisholm were perhaps outstand-
ing. Only once were the Marines able to penetrate the
Bronco forward wall, when McHenry drove through
WARREN AHART, Tocklc for the Service team's only first down.
"iyrt n A M Ml nn n j uj; n. 1 <.)-<_uj,-n t. n:x:
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Top Row: SiMONi, Clark, Wine, O'Connor, Sullivan, Miller, M. Reoax, Kerchoff,
LosEE, Callaghan, Falk, Sidner, J. Regan, Manly, Moore, Terremere,
Adam Walsh (Coach), Koller, McGovern, Loughery, E. Cum.mings.
Middle Row: Azzarello, Vanoncini, Cummings (Capain Elect), Schenone, Whalen,
Wilson, O'Daniels, Haackinson, Caresse, Vierra, Segretti,
MACHAno, Donnelly, Favvley.
Bottom Row: Schultz, Ronstadt, Gallagher, Granucci, Barsi, Sumner, Casanova
(Captain), Hassler, Chisholm, Ahart, Williams, Connolly,
Valine, Bundy.
RESUME OF THE SEASON
In reviewing the Santa Clara football season of 1926, we find that it failed to
bring forth a victory over any one of the "Big Three": Stanford, California, or the
University of Southern California. It also failed to bring victory over the Broncos'
traditional rival, St. Mary's
;
yet viewed in the pmper jjcrspective, it was a successful
season.
For the first time in several years Santa Clara was able to run up a higher total
of points scored than her opponents. The Bronco team scored a season's total of
147 points, as against ninety-five for her opjjonents. (Jf these, seventv-five were
scored by Stanford and the University of Southern California.
Santa Clara won the majority of her games. Five won and foiu' lost was her
season's record. Of the five teams defeated, only one was able to put over a touch-
down. Nevada, I'acific, the San Diego Marines and the Olympic Club were unal)le
to score against the Broncos.
The above figures and the scores made against Stanford and California attest the
fact that Coach Walsh has developed both an ofl^ense and a defense.
In a word, the season, a vast improvement over the previous vear, promises
nothing but assurance that the future will be even brighter.
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3^ell Leaders
Ravnidiid Kcnwick was ch(jsen to succeed Bill Lange as the Santa Clara yell
leader. The choice was indeed a most hapin- one. "Ray," as he is called, is perhaps
one of the peppiest men on the Mission campus, a fellow full of spirit huhhliui^- over
aufl just achini.;" to i;et into something like leading yells. He puts these same spirits
into his yell leading. Renwick handled the Santa Clara rooting section in every
athletic contest and
not once was it out-
veiled. If the rooting
of a school proves the
worth of the cheer
leader, Santa Clara's
rooting during the
l)ast season has made
Renwick famous.
Rav also handled the
successful rooters"
stunts at the Saint
Mary's game.
The position of as-
Ray Renwick, Veil Leader
sistant yell leader is
one requiring much
work and infinite pa-
tience, and is one
which receives little
jjraise. To these men
must, however, be
given much credit for
the success of the
Ijronco rooting dur-
ing the past school
year. Acting as as-
sistants to Ray Ren-
wick were Daniel
Bardin and Nathan Farhman. licith of these men were well ([ualified fcjr the position
as they had much previous experience in their high school days. l-Sardin was elected
from the Sophomore class, and Farljman from the k'reshman class. Both rendered
invaluable aid to their chief, Renwick. They assisted in the rooting at all the major
athletic contests and rallies of the year. During
yell practice they were always in the foreground
doing whatever was in their power to assure the
success of the Santa Clara rooting section.
To these men also must l)e given much credit for
the success of the stunts at the St. Mary's game as
they spent many an hour helping Renwick in the
designing and planning of these features.
The inventive mind of Dan Bardin also takes to
itself the honor of having worked out the new *l,
,, ^,
"Bronco" yell which has become so popular among- ,Dan Bardin -' life >jate Parbmax
Assistant the students. - Assistant
i
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'basketball Qoach
Coach Harlan Dykes, Santa Clara's basketball coach
and director of the College of Physical Education is a
graduate of Stanford University where he earned a rep-
utation in basketball and track.
Before completing his law studies at St. Ignatius Law
School, San Francisco, he enlisted in the United States
army and saw active service in France. Returning from
the Over-Seas Service, he continued his studies for a
time, but again quit college in order to coach basketball,
track and take complete charge of Intra-Mural activities
at Lcjwell High School, San Francisco. Here, Dykes
began to establish that reputation which is now his.
During his four years as coach at Lowell, Harlan Dykes
developed thirty-two championship basketball and track
teams. Although he was so successful as a coach at
T^owell High School, Dykes had great difficulties in
instituting his system. His is a new system of basketball
play, which did not appeal at first to the exponents of
' the old style. However, his great success more than
])roved the worth of his system.
H.'KRLAx Dykes Besides his l)asketl)all and track successes, Harlan
Dykes earned a reputation for his efticient handling of
large inter-class meets and Intra-Mural sports. He successfully conducted the largest
inter-class meet ever to be held in San b'rancisco.
Coming to Santa Clara, 1 larlan Dykes took his first step into college athletics as a
coach. Would his system, so successful in high school, be equallv successful in
college C(jmpetition ? The answer lies chielly in the showing of the Santa Clara
basketball team din-ing the 1927 season. Building a team from absolutely raw ma-
terial, having only three letter men on the squad. Coach Dykes developed a com-
bination which, late in the season, defeated two of the best Club teams on the Coast,
and won the annual series from Saint Marys.
A persistent, fast breaking offense and a system of signals and plays difficult to
fathom, together with a practically .'lir-tight defense was the keynote of the Dykes'
system.
The personal cjualities of Harlan Dykes have also had much to do with his success
at Santa Clara. His manliness, his cool determination and ability to inspire those
under him has merited for him the respect not only of the basketball team, luit also
of the student bodv.
J:Jas.
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'basketball Qaptain
(jKorgi: Barsi
J
George Jlarsi, in his s()])li()niore year, was selected l)y his
team-mates to caj^lain the 1*'27 Santa Clara l)askethall team. So
excellent was his work in his position at guard and as directoi
of l)lay while in the contests that he was unanimously re-elected
to the captaincy of the 1''28 varsity.
Barsi comes from Stockton High School where he earned an
enviahle reputation as a standing guard. Tn his senior year at
St(jckton he was captain of the haskethall team, and also earned
for himself the honor of ".Ml State" high school standing
guard.
Coming to Santa Clara in 1925, Barsi earned a position in his
freshman )ear on the varsity hasketljall squad. He was the out-
standing star of the team even in his freshman year. At this
lime he was used mostlv as a standing guard, hut in his sopho-
more year under the Dykes' system he was moved to the running
guard position where he shone more hrightlv than hefore.
An excellent plaver, a real leader possessing qualities of fight
and stamma that are the inspiration of his team-mates and supporters, Barsi has
proved a most potent factor in the success (jf Santa Clara haskethall during the past
two years. -
;
It is safe to assert that with such a coach as Harlan Dykes has proven himself and
such a captain and plaver as Barsi, the Santa Clara haskethall team will enjoy
another highly successful season.
haskethall ^9Y[anager
Haying completed the duties of foothall manager, Pierre M.
]-)arcel(jux also undertook the ])osition of manager of the 1927
haskethall team. It was his second year as hasket hall manager,
and his previous experience had well fitted him for the position.
He handled the season with all its trips, games and supplies in
his usual Inisiness-like and efficient manner. Nothing hut praise
can he rendered for his invaluahle services to the team during
the ]jast season.
Not alone in foothall has Pjarceloux set a high standard as
a manager, hut in haskethall also he has set a mark for which
his success(jrs may aim. Pierre M.Barceloux
"Y^X tW-Vl kH 1 own Ml M i (-
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Club Qames
PETALUMA SPARTAx\S—JANUARY 6
The Santa Clara Broncos dropped their first game of tlie
season to tlie Petahima Spartans Ijy the score of 28 to 27. The
game was plaved on the Bronco liome court in Siefert gym-
nasium. It went to an extra five minutes of play hefore the
Spartans came out victors.
George Barsi, Bronco captain, starred with his brilliant de-
fensive work. Tim Connolly, freshman center, was high point
man with eight tallies to his credit. Brova and Fuller were out-
standing for the Spartans.
MCDONALD'S SPORT SHOP—JANUARY 8
Using every man of the s([uad. Coach Harlan Dykes sent his
charges to a decisive 27 t(j 11 win over the AIcDonald's Sport
Shop team. The game was played on the home court, and it
encouraged the Bronco fans to expect a successful cage season
under Coach Dykes. The speedy floor work of Reynolds, to-
gether with the shooting of Cough and Schuppert featured the game
Ti>r CoxxoLLY
Crntcr
MATSON NA\aGATORS—JANUARY 25
Displaying a real offensive drive and a tight defense, the Broncos trium])hed over
the Matson Navigators by the score of ol to 24. In lliis
^p|. game played in Siefert gymnasium, the ]:>r(jncc)s led by Caj)-
^^
tain Barsi, and by Maroney, running guard, plaved real
'Wm basketl)all. Tim Connolly, center, and Schup])ert, forward,
kept the crowd standing with their clever dribbling and
shooting.
OLYMPIC CLUB—JAN U.\KV 29
One of the biggest upsets of the 1927 basketball season
was the manner in which Coach Dykes's men defeated the
strong ( )lympic Cluli five by the score of .^8 to ,S,^. I'laved
on the B)ronco court, the game, hard fought ihroughout, was
heralded as one of the best played during the past season.
Frank Schuppert
I'nrivard
JinT. '.i n.A {
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Gi\fii 11(1 chance for victory by the "dopesters" the Santa Clara quintet literally
played the ( )lympic team off its feet. Jack Gough, Bronco forward, rang the hoop
for seventeen points, while "Nip" McHose of the
Chill ran u]) a total of eighteen points.
SAN JOSE GOLDS—FEBRUARY 1
Earl Reynolds, Fonvard
Coach Dykes turned a fast, clever troupe of
liasket-tossers loose who in a very convincing style
proved superior to the small hut flashy "Golds" of
San Jose, with a 34 to 17 victory.
The Bironco defense functioned with perfection
while offensively they showed plenty of class.
McNealy worked nicely on the offense while Barsi
and Keating displayed creditable floor work. Hines
was the scoring star of the visitors with four points.
Y. AT. L—FEBRUARY 5
Coming from behind in the last five minutes of
plav with a desperate rally, the Santa Clara Broncos defeated the Y. M. I 34 to 29
in the hardest fought baskelliall game seen in Kezar stadium thus far this season.
"Tim" Connolly's two buckets, one from the center of the court, put the Broncos
in the lead. Schuppert finished up the game with a l)asket just before the final gun.
Captain Barsi and "Les" Keating were the potent factors in holding the offense
of the Y. M. L Gough and Schuppert were tied for lionors with twelve points each.
Laughlin and Harrigan were the scorers for the Y. AI. I.
OLYMPIC CLUB, SECOND GAAIE—FEBRUARY 10
The ( )lympic Club avenged their first defeat by the lironcos
and Willi the second game 31 to 24. This game was played on a
neutral cnurt at Kezar stadium. Maroney and Gough scored the
greatest number of Santa Clara's ])oints. AIcHose of the Club
was high iioint man of the game. The Broncos .seemed unable to
pass thrdugh the clever Club defense and were forced to long
shots for iiKisl of their points.
STANFORD—JANUARY 14
The Santa Clara team jouniexed to Palo Alto to meet a 35 to
17 defeat at the hands of the strong Cardinal quintet. The pace
Jack Gocgh
Foncard
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was too fast for the inexperienced Broncos just I)roken in to their new coach and
system. Barsi, Bronco captain, was outstanding for his defensive work and his
Ijasket shooting. Keating, speedy running guard, also gave
a very good account of liimself. The inal^ihty of the Broncos
to cage free throws made up largely for the difference in the
scores.
CALIFORNIA—JANUARY 20
Coach Dykes used two teams against the Golden Bear,
four times Pacific Coast champions, but to no avail. Playing
on their own floor in Marmon gyinnasium, the California
five handed the Broncos a 43 to 12 defeat.
The team work and experience of the Bruin team was
entirely too much for the yearling" Santa Clara squad. Corbin
and Watson of California were the high point men of the
evening. Barsi and Connollv showed well for Santa Clara.
Reynolds, Ijronco forward, was so seriously injured in this
game that he was unable to play for several weeks.
Les Keating, Guard
COLLEGE OF P.YCIFIC—FEBRUARY 19
Coach Dykes and his teaiu journeyed to .Stockton onlv to be humljled by the Pacific
Tigers by the score of 36 to IX. 'Idif IJroncos were unable to cage their shots, while
Coach Righter's Tigers sent one out of every two attempts through the bucket.
Schuppert, Santa Clara forward, was high man of the night with eight points.
SAINT MARY'S, FIRST GAME—FEl^a'ARV 24
Santa Clara met defeat at the liands of St. Mary's
in the first game of the series by the score of 24 to
2,S. The game, which was played in Kezar pavilion
before an enthusiastic crowd of 2000, was said t(j
be the most interesting game of basketball seen in
San b'rancisco during the past season.
Never for a minute did the game slow down from
its superman pace. The lead would change with
practical))' everv shot. Never did either team man-
age to be over fi\e ])oints to the good. During the
last two minutes the Proncos made a desjierale
rally, but though the\- literallv Immliarded the St.
Mary's goal they were unable to sink a basket. Every
Continued on Page 223
Harold Maroney, Guard
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TJar^it}' Squad
Top Row: VuKOTA, McNealy, Dykf.s (Coach), Locatellj, Loughery.
Middle Row: McKenna, Reynolds, Sherman, Boland, Schuppert, Keating,
Barceloux ( Manager )
.
Bottom Row: Baksi (Captain), Gough, Regan, Connolly, Moroney
RESUME OF THE SEASON
Santa Clara, under Harlan Dykes, enjoyed
season, winning seven out of thirteen games pi;
follows :
January 6- -Santa Clara 27
January (S—Santa Clara 27
January 14—Santa Clara 17
January 20—Santa Clara 12
January 25—Santa Clara 31
January 29—Santa Clara 38
Fel)ruary 1—Santa Clara 34
February 5—Santa Clara 34
February 10—Santa Clara 24
February 19—Santa Clara 18
Fel)ruary 2-1—Santa Clara 23
March 1—Santa Clara 31
March 5—Santa Clara 24
Total 340
a fairly successful I'^^^'I? basketball
lyed. A Ijricf resume of the season
z'S. Spartans, Petaluma . 28
7'S. McDonald's Sp. Shoi) 11
z'S. Stanford ?>3
Z'S. California 43
I'S. Matson Navigators. . 24
I's. Olympic Club 33
Z'S. San Jose Golds .... 17
vs. Y. M. 1 29
T's. Olympic Club 31
Z'S. College of Pacific ... 36
vs. St. Marys 24
vs. St. Marys 29
vs. St. Marys 19
357
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baseball Qoach
Coach Justin Fitzg'erakl, former Santa Clara graduate
and ]mse1)all coach, once again took over the coaching reins
at the University of Santa Clara. He replaced Sam Agnew,
veteran San F"rancisco Seal catcher and Bronco hasehall
mentor during the two previous seasons.
"Fitz," as he is popularh- known in (jrganized hasehall,
was a memher of the New York Americans. His startling
exhihitions as a memher of the Bronco hasehall team in
1912 and 1913 c(jmmanded the attention of the scouts and
Fitzgerald was taken off to the majors l^efore he could com-
plete his college career. Fitzgerald played in an outfield
position and earned for himself an unhlemished record.
The Xew York AmericauN were liadly in need of a fast
and clever lead-off man aufl "Fitz" possessed the necessary
qualities to perfection. His uncanny ahilitv to get on the
initial hase and his unequalled hase running and stealing
made him of great value to the New York cluh. He was very
consistent and timely in his hitting, finishing near the toi) of
the league in the years he saw ser\ ice. Fitzgerald was forced from the major league
in the ])rime of his hrilliant career due to an accident which so injured his throwing
arm that he was unahle to use it. "When your arm is shot, you're through," smiles
"Fitz." But this man was not through, i lis hitting and hase-thefts were the recog-
nized features of organized i)asel)all and as a consequence the San Francisco Seals
added him to their roster. He remained with the Seals for several years, and staged
a remarkahle comehack. However, his arm once again failed him, and he was
forced to retire from hasehall.
Back in the year 1916, when the Santa Clara team was "the class" of the Coast,
Fitzgerald was the coach of the team. So gratifying was the showing of that team
that it was taken to the Lslands where it made an envialile reputation.
The fight and nerve and dash which marked Fitzgerald in his work in the majors
was evident in the memhers of the Bronco varsitv. 1 le not only taught them hasehall
from the very fundamentals, hut he instilled into them that fighting spirit which
made them hattle until the last man was out.
Working under hardships of inclement weather, heing new to his players and not
knowing their ahilities. Coach Fitzgerald has, nevertheless, succeeded in developing
a team which turned in the hest record of any Bronco team in recent years.
Justin Fitzgerald
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Jack Miller
On the evening prior to the official opening of the newly
formed California Inter-Collegiate Basel)all Conference, the
Bronco baseball men met and selected Jack "Panzy" Miller,
varsity infielder for three seasons to captain the Santa Clara nine
for the season of 1927, and to lead them against the Stanford
Redshirts on the following afternoon.
The new leader comes from the Live ( )ak High School of
Morgan Hill where he played as an infieUler clnring his high
school daws. When he entered Santa Clara, he was groomed to
])lav third base, and he did perf(jrm at that position while gaining
his first college experience. But when Sam Agnew, veteran
Seal catcher and P>ronco mentor for two seasons, reported for
duty, "Panzy" was converted into a second l^aseman where he
has worked ever since.
In the season of 1925, this scrappy little keystone guardian
received a discouraging set-back while playing in a pre-season
contest, when he injured his ankle in an attempt to slide into
third I)ase. This accident com])elled him lo refrain from any "diamond" activity
for the remainder of the vear.
Not only was Miller popular for his ability as a player, but he was also popular
as a fellow student. It is safe to assert that Coach Fitzgerald will have difficulty if
replacing the perfect cmnbination of Captain Miller and Scherf at the keystone
position.
baseball (fManager
Victor L. Die])enbrock acted in the capacity of basebalV mana-
ger during the past season of 1927. The efficient manner in
which he handled the duties coimected with the managership
accounted in great j)art for the arrangement and success of the
Bronco .schedule.
Ujwn Diepenbrock fell the entire work of arranging the
Santa Clara baseball schedule which was so well planned that
the Bronco nine enjoyed one of the best game schedules in
recent years.
A real fellow, a great favorite with the team, on the job
at all times and always near when needed, Diepenbrock earned
for himself an enviable reputation as baseball manager.
Victor L.
Diepenbrock
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STANFORD—FEBRUARY 12
Santa Clara dropped her first conference game, in Sodality
Park, San Jose, to the Stanford varsity liy a 5 to 1 score.
Draper worked on the hill for six innings, hut had to Ije
relieved ])y Simoni when his teammates failed to support him.
Six hits were made against Draper and seven against Collins
of Stanford. Captain Miller handled nine chances at second
hase without an error. "Boots" Butler played a good fielding
game in left field.
Batteries : Santa Clara—Draper, Simoni and Regan. .Stan-
ford—Collins and Sypher.
STANFORD—FEBRUARY 19
Santa Clara met defeat for the second time at the hands
of the Stanford varsity at Stanford to the tune of 9 to 5.
Simoni started for the Santa Clarans, liut had to he replaced
in the sixth h\' Campisi when he liecame generous with his hits and the outfield
began to bobble easy chances. The Broncos gathered six hits while the Cards were
good for ten. Scherf laced cnit a pretty double in the sixth.
Batteries : Santa Clara—Simoni, Campisi and Regan. Stanford—Collins, Sobieski
and Sypher.
CA LI F( ) RN IA—FEBRUARY 26
Zamlock's California Bears nosed out the B)roncos in an
8 to 7 contest at West Field, Berkeley. Losee, Bronco south-
jiaw, started the game, but was driven to the showers in the
sixth. Simoni tried to stop the Bear rally, but had to give
way to the reliable relief hnrler, Charley Draper. ( )utfield
errors added chiefly to the pitcher's burdens. Marvin ( )wen,
l)ronco first baseman, slashed out a beautiful triple.
Batteries: Santa Clara—Losee, Simoni, Draper and Re-
gan. Bears—Nemecheck and W'yatt.
STANFORD—MARCH 5
Fitzgerald's Broncos journeyed up to Stanford and won
a thrilling eleven-inning victorv over the Cards. The score
Mick Powers a A
Outfielder was 4 to 2.
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W illiiiiits lilts safely in St. Mary's yaiiw
Charlie l-'alk hits the dirt at third
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[ohnnv Casanova, freslinian hurler, started for the ])roncos and latched well until
the eit^hth inning, when he was relieved In' Draper. Draper during his stay in the
hox did not allow a sc(jre. Charley Falk, third haseman, won the game in the eleventh
when he drcjve in two ruimers with a smashing doul)le to left.
Batteries : Santa Clara—Casanova, Draper and Regan. Stan-
ford—PhilHppi, Collins and Sypher.
U. S. C—MARCH 11-1-'
Los Angeles was honored when the Broncos travelled south-
ward to engage the University of Southern California in two
games at P>ovard field. The Broncos lost the first contest 6 to 5,
hut came hack the second day to score a 7 to 6 victory. Simoni
was selected to hurl the first game. Gui'do got along nicely until
the sixth inning, when the Southern ath-
letes l)egan to hunch their hits for runs.
Draper came to the rescue, stopi)ed the
rally, and yielded hut one hit during the
remaining innings.
Losee started the second day and pitch-
ed nice hall until the seventh, when he
gave way to Campisi. "Camp" got him-
self into troul)le shortly after his entry and
was replaced hy Draper. Simoni and Powers hoth con-
nected for long triples, which were responsihle for the Bronco
win.
Batteries: Santa Clara—P^irst game, Simoni, Draper ard
Regan; second game, Losee, Campisi, Draper, Regan and
Williams. U. S. C.—First game, Guichard and Gihsoii;
second game, (niiUl, Schultz and Gihson.
11
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Harolii Losee
Pifchrr
Bill Williams
Catcher
SAINT MARY'S—MARCH 17
Suhmerging four St. Alary's pitchers un-
der a shower of fifteen hase hits which were
converted into thirteen runs, the Santa Clara
varsity downed the Oaklanders in the first
of a three-game series in the Conference
league. The contest was waged on the
Saint's home diamond in Oakland.
John Casanova, pitching for Santa Clara, ,
lasted only part of the first inning, when he
allowed four runs to cross the plate. Guido CnAkl,l.^ 1''ai,k, 1 hini lUisciiian
J
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Simoni took up the fig'ht and set the aniliilious Saint l)atters down with I)ut four hits
and two runs for the remainini;- innings of the conflict.
Madigan selected House, his star pitcher, who had, previous to this game, de-
feated four conference teams. House was forced to the show-
ers in the third inning when the Bronco hitters sent his offer-
ings to all corners. AfcX'ey tried to stop the rally, hut he, too,
had to leave the game. Ivnowles was pressed into service and
was likewise pressed from service when the Broncos loaded
the hases in the fifth. Illia, a southpaw, managed to finish the
game without heing damaged l)y the flying baseballs.
Every Bronco hitter enlarged his average considerably in
this game. Charley Scherf hit four out of six, Alorey laced
out a pair in his four trips. Powers drove out two hits that
were useful in i)utting runners across the plate. Falk and
Regan also garnered two bingles
each.
Batteries : Santa Clara—Casa-
nova, SiuKjni and Regan. St.
Mary's—House, McVey, Knowles,
Illia and Kasper.
f \
GuiDO Simoni
Pitcher
Myles Rkg.'VN, Catcher
SAINT MARY'S^MARCH 2i
Leading for eight innings, only to be tied in the ninth
and lose out in the tenth, the Broncos droi)ped the
second game of the series to the St. Mary's varsity on
Mi.ssion field by a 5 to 4 score, (juido Simoni Bronco pitcher, who won his first
start against the Saints, was again called to the mound. He repeated the fine showing
that was his in the first game, but his mates did not supi)ort him in the i)inches.
Guido had little difticulty in sending the visitors back to the bench.
St. Mary's tied the score in the ninth inning when the infielders contributed a pair
of errors and ( juido allowed two singles. Draper was then rushed to the mound and
retired Smith on strikes. Two more errors and a hit in the tenth put across the run
that cost the game and evened the series.
l\'ilk and Simoni found the Saint mounds-
men for tlnx't' hits, l)ettencourt received
credit for a home run when in the fourth
inning he hit a single which took a bad
hop over the left fielder's head.
lu'ittcries : .Santa Clara—Simoni, Dra-
])er and i\egan, Williams. St. Mary's
—
Marvin Owkns, I'irst Baseman '"''i- ^^leuter and Kasper.
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Charles Draper
Pitcher
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CALIFORNIA—My\RCH 30
llic I-lronco hall team won an excitiiii; thirtccn-inning
game from the California Bears at Berkeley hy a 1 to score.
This game evened the series with the Bears.
Until the thirteenth it was purely a hattle hetween pitchers.
Losee on the mound for Santa Clara set the Bears down with
three scattered hits, all of which were yielded hefore the
fifth inning. Jacohson, Bear twirler, was almost as stingy,
holding the Broncos to one hit in eight innings and retiring"
eleven men via the strike-out route. Losee fanned seven.
The winning run was made when Captain Miller walked,
stole second and scored when "Boots" Butler rapped a two-
hagger into left field.
Batteries : Santa Clara—Losee and Williams,
nia
—
lacohson and Wvatt.
Calif or-
SAINT MARY'S—APRIL 5
Forging into the fore in the fifth inning as a result of a walk and a home run hy
Roonev, St. Mary's gathered enough runs to win the third and deciding game of the
Bronco-Saint series at the (Jakland diamond. The final score showed the Saints on
the long end of a 5 to 2 coimt.
Again Guido Simoni toiled the entire nine frames, and allowed the opposition
only six scattered hits. Besides pitching a good game, Guido hammered out two
sizzling hits, one going for a douhle. Illia, Saint southpaw, protected the hill for
the Saints and he got along very nicely even though he was
touched for eight hits.
Santa Clara did her scoring for the day in the second and
third cantos. The first run came in the second inning when
Bill W illiams after receiving a pass to first steamed home on
Simoni's douhle; and the second came in the third when
Scherf hammered one (j\er the fence for a homer.
Madigan's men were trailing hy a one-run margin when
Dondercj walked and was hatted home hy Rooney, whose
single was turned into a homer hy the St. Mary's trick field.
O'Brien, versatile utility man, was inserted into the picture
as a pinch-hitter and came through with a hot single into the
center garden.
Batteries : Santa Clara—Simoni
Mary's—Illia and Bettencourt.
and Williams. St.
Howard Butler
Outfielder
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CALIFORNIA—APRIL 7
The California I>ears were defeated at Sodality Park, San Jose, by a 21 to 11
score. This Bronco victory marked the first time the Santa Clarans have taken a
series from the California team since I'JOS.
Although the Bronco pitchers were hit harder than the
California moundsmen, they nevertheless were not as free
with their passes to first base. The Bear hurlers walked
sixteen men durint^' the course of the afternoon. Five of
these passes were issued in the first innint;" when the Broncos
made five runs. But the real merry-go-round for the Bron-
cos came in the eighth inning when they amassed nine runs.
Captain Miller had a big day by drawing five passes and
making a hit.
Batteries: Santa Clara—Losee, Campisi, Draper and
Williams, Regan. California—Combatalade, Schafer, Mc-
Donald, Watson and McEnerany.
"#^*
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Vincent Campisi
Pitcher
U. S. C—APRIL 9
The University of Southern California Trojan ball team
defeated the varsity at Alission field in a fast game by a
score of 4 to 2. A light rain C(jntinued to fall almost through-
out the entire contest. This victory decided the series in favor of the Trojans.
Coach Fitzgerald started his sinithpaw hurler, Losee, who tossed a nice brand of
ball until the third inning, when he was nicked for three hits and two runs. Simoni
wfjrked the remainder (jf the contest and allowed but two hits and one run. Morey,
Bronco outfielder, ])layed a clever game and banged out a sizzling single to right
that scored a runner. CajHain Miller also had a good dav at bat and in the field.
Batteries: Santa Clara—Losee, Simoni and Regan. U. S. C.
—
(luichard and
Gibson.
S:
i
Charles Scherf
Shortstop
Qluh Qames
P( )irrLAXl)—M.VRCIl 15
Coach Fitzgerald took his fighting Broncos over to So-
dality park, San Jose, to win over iMMiie Johnson's I'ortland
Coast Leaguers, but they were nosed out by a 4 to ?> score.
Charley Drajjcr started for the Broncos and allowed but
eight scattered hits to l)e converted into four runs. He
would have finished the contest had not "Fitz" found use
for a pinch-hilter. In the seventh he was relieved bv
Continued nn V 220
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Varsity S^^'^'^d
Top Row: Roller, Simoni, Leixinger.
Second Row: Falk, Campisi, O'Brien, Losee, Owen, Regan, Draper.
Third Row: Casanova, Powers, Fitzgerald (Coach), Miller (Captain), Williams, Scherf.
Bottom Row: Blti.er, (jAudv, Morey, Donnelly, Solomon.
CALIFORNIA INTER-COLLEGIATE
BASEBALL CONFERENCE
During the past season California Collegiate baseball was given a real impetus,
and interest was enlivened by the formation of the California Inter-Collegiate
Base])all Conference. Santa Clara entered a team int(j this league. Getting ofif to a
poor start the Broncos finished in a tie with Stanford for third place.
Final Standing of the League Teams
W
St. Marys 10
U. S. C 16
Santa Clara 5
Stanford 5
California 4
L Per Cent
2 .833
6 .500
7 .417
7 .417
8 .333
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^ntra-Q^ural Sports
During the school year of 1926-27 Intramural sports which had heretofore been
regarded with little interest by a greater part of the student body were entered into
with more enthusiasm and enjoyed at least fair .success. In this respect the athletic
year was an improvement over the past.
The activities were under the directifjii of Harlan Dykes, a firm believer in the
value of Intramural sports as a means of building up the general physical average
of the University, of fostering school spirit, and of developing material for the
varsity teams. Intramural sports, besides giving every man in college a chance to
take an active interest in some form of athletics, afford an opportunity for a
proper amount of necessary exercise.
basketball
Both inter-class and inter-college tournaments were held in basketball. The
Sophomores won the inter-class championship bv defeating the (uniors 19 to 17.
Previously, the Sophomores had defeated the Seniors 20 to 8; while the funiors
had won over the Frosh 32 to 30.
In the inter-college tournament, the College of Business Administration earned
for themselves the championship in the unlimited class. In so doing they defeated
the Legals, the Engineers and the Pre-Medicals. The Pre-I\Iedicals were the class
of the 145-pound division of the inter-college tourney, and proved their right to the
honors by defeating all the other Colleges.
INTER-CLASS FINAL RESULTS INTER-COLLEGE
Sophomores-Juniors
Shea F. McNealy . . F. 7
Moroney
. .
F. 9 AlcKenna
. . F. 8
LInlimited Class
Graham . . . F. 2
Regan . .
.
. C. 2
Draper . . . . G. 5
Bricca . . . . G.
McGovern . G. 1
Total ..... 19
Reynolds . .C.
Keating ...(].
P.utler . . . .G.
lioland . . . . G. 2
Total 17
Bus. Administration 27 Legals ....
P)Us. Administration 18 Engineers
.
I'us. Adniinistnition 19 I'remedicals
10
13
9
otal 64 Tota
145- Pound Class
Pre-Medicals 9 Engineers 7
Pre-Medicals 17 Gym. Class 7
Pre-Medicals 15 B)Us. Adnn'n 9
Totals 41 23
?ifn ir. 1 (11 lufii nn; i fM n,uu <zx
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handball
John Flynn
Toiirnanienls were held in lioth siiis^les ami doubles in hand-
ball. Tliev were run off during the second semester in the
month of A]>ril. jack Flynn, last year's winner of the singles
championship successfully defended his title l)y defeating
Edward Loughery, 21-17; 21-15; in the finals of the singles
tournament.
The doubles tournament found the teams of Flynn and Erie
matched against Schultz and Diiy in the finals. Flynn and Erie
had defeated Miller and Leininger in the semi-finals by the
close score of 21-18; 21-1*'; while Schultz and Day won over
Loughery and l-iannon 21-12; 21-1(>. The finals produced some
of the best handbrdl seen on the campus in recent years. Flvnn
and I'.rle managed to win over .Schultz and Day bv the score of
21-17 ; 21-15. This is the third champi(jnship of the school won
by Flynn and Erie in the last four years.
•DTiQ}
M7
S'wimming
The inter-class swimming meet was held April 12, l')27. (ireat interest was
manifested in this phase of inter-class activity, especially in the Sophomore and
Freshman classes. The Sophomores won handily scoring 42 out of a possible 72
[joints, 'i'he h^'osh were second with 24 points. The Seniors managed 6 points;
while the juniors failed t(j score.
McCauley, Sophomore, was high point man scoring three first places. Bricca,
Sopohomore, was second with 11 points taking, one first and two second places.
Kenny, Frosh .star, scored 8 points for his team.
FX'FNTS
Fifty-yard free style; Kenny, *F. ; liricca, *S.; Kelly, '''S.
Plunge: AlcCaulev, S. ; I'uccinilli, F. : Maronev, S.
220-_yar(l free st\le : Bricca, S. ; Bannon, S.
Fifty-yard back stroke: McCauley, S. ; Vanoncini, Senior; Caresse, F.
Diving: Ahart, S. ; I5ricca, S. ; Knego, F.
100-yard free style: McCauley. S. ; Kenny, F. ; Sumner, Senior.
Fifty-yard free style: McCauley, S. : Kenny, b. ; Sumner, Senior.
*F,—Freshman ; *S.—S(iphonii_>re.
() I () wn I I 1 M f !> i () in A
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tennis
The tennis singles tournament found nearly fifty aspirants out for the crown of
championship. This tournev was l)egun April 1, hut due first to inclement weather
and then to Easter vacations, the finals were not ])layed until .\i)ril 2j.
In the semi-finals of the upper division, Graham, a Sophomore and last year's
champion defeated Jack Flvnn, a Senior, 6-1 ; 6-1. Fatjo, a Frosh, defeated
Elmer Bricca, a SophouKjre, 6-2; 6-3; in the semi-finals of the lower division. In
the finals, "Shortv" Graham retained his title hy winning in straight sets, 6-3; 6-4;
over Fatjo.
Due to lack of time no tournament was held in tennis douliles.
baseball
Due to the unfavorable weather conditions ])revalent during a greater jiart of the
second semester, basel)all did not come into ijrominence as an Intra-mural sport.
An inter-class league was formed, hut this was called ofif because of circumstances
beyond the control of those in charge.
However, the Managers Association formed a ball club; as did "G. G. I'vle" Pon-
toni. These teams played several games during the season, but neither could gain
the supremacy over the other. In two contests plaved, I'ontoni's "All-Stars" won
the first by a 5 to 2 score; while the Managers cojjjjed the second game, 7 to 2.
^^construction of emission cAthletic ^ield
Construction work on the new varsity athletic field was begun during the l')27
school year. The old bleachers were moved to a new site. A new basel)all and foot-
ball field are at ])resent under the course of construction.
Fr. W. G. Gianera S. j., Director of Athletics at the Universitv, sa\-s that if the
work continues as well as it has begun, the entire new field will be read\- for use
by the opening of the l')27 Fall Semester in August.
This reconstruction of the Mission athletic field is but one of the first steps
taken by Santa Clara toward her futinx' liigher place in Pacific Coast athletics.
t.lJ-1.1 .iUJ. \) ki) IM
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Qhronicle
By Charles J. Vanoncini, '27
Aug. 15. Condition examinations to he taken today.
Aug. 16. Campu.s l)e,^-ins to show sit^ns cjf Hfe. 1^-nnks from Arizona, Massa-
chusetts, Mexico. Honokilu, Orei^on, VVash.ington, llhnois, Idaho and Cahfornia are
on Senior Hall steps. The hoys must intend to sta\- awhile.
Ai'G. ]*'. Coach Walsh was seen today. His Bronchos are prettv fat from the
"summer's work.""
Aug. 21. The jolly Sojihomores take the freshness out of the Freshmen.
Aug. 23. Prexy Chuck .Scherf drojjped around for another year.
Aug. 25. Mass of the Holy Ghost attended hy student hody. Father Joseph
Crowley, S. J., addressed the students.
Sept. 1. Professor .Sullivan puts on a dinner for the slide-rule hoys.
Sept. 2. Foothall suits issued to the wild lironcos. It"s .going to he hard to get
used to the hit after two months of dissipation.
Sept. 3. John Degnan elected senior class pre.xy. klumholdt county is proud
of you, John.
Sept. 4. Bud Cummings has grown exactly one millimeter. Red Chisholm used
his slide-rule and calculus to figure it out.
Sept. 5. Students' retreat hegins at 6 :30.
Sept. 9. The citv of Santa Clara knew that the retreat was over tonight hecause
Schenone hegan to hroadcast from the chapel steps.
Sept. 10. Father President made a hit with the hoys l)v giving them a holiday.
Sept. 11. Foothall men work out twice today under Captain Casanova. Gal-
lagher lost his "stomach"" in the first workout and lost the rest in the afternoon.
Sept. 15. Foothall officially (.)pens. "Cas" is glad Coach Walsh is on the job.
®w
Continued on Page 188
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^0 the Students
As you peruse the chronicle of events for
the year 1926-27 spread through the fol-
lowing pages of the Redwood, you will
notice the names and places of business of
friends of the Santa Clara Student Body.
Without their aid, the publication of an
annual would be impossible. They had
their names placed here because they
thought you would appreciate what they
had done for you. Show your appreciation
practically. Patronize them.
(^
ADVERTISEMENTS
THE
1927 REDWOOD
Printed by H. L. Beck Printing Company
of San Francisco. Designed and engraved
by the Commercial Art £< Engraving Com-
pany consolidated with Sierra Art ^ En-
graving Company of San Francisco. Studio
photographs by Bersano of Santa Clara.
Cover creation by Weber-McCrea
Company of Los Angeles.
Q
'Paraphrasing Lincoln's famous ivords:
THE BANK OF ITALY b...
A bank created by the people
The Bank of Italy owes its success
and magnitude to the so-called
"common people."
A bank owned by the people
It belongs to nearly 15,000 Califor"
nians.
Abank operatedforthe people
The Bank ofItaly caters to the great
rank and file of citizens who are
^making California an empire of in'
dustry, economy and thrift.
Bank of Italy
T*Tational ISii^ Association
Over One Million Depositors
fi87l
CHRONICLE Continued
Sept. 16. Senior meeting to discuss ways and means (mostly means) in order-
ing seni(jr somhreros.
Sept. 18. Varsity hafl l)ig scrimmage. Ahart got a charley-horse between his
ears. Managers' dance in "gym" was a gymnastic success.
Sept. 20. The Broncos are all set to l)eat Cal. next Saturday.
Sept. 21. Nibs Price's "Broncos will beat l>ears Saturday" has become a slogan
around the campus.
Sept. 23. Big California rallv in audilorium. Coach Walsh told one of his bear
stories. ' "
;
Sept. 24. Ko sleep tonight for anyone. F.veryl)()dy thinking of the game to-
morrow.
Sept. 25. It was some game! We lost again. The Broncos kicked but could
not kick hard enough. Casanova, Hassler and Machado starred.
Sept. 26. "Mick" Powers' "tin-lin-tin, the wonder can" is Ijeing l)rushed and
scrublied and ixilishcd and painted and manicured to make the U. S. C. trip. They
hope to get there in time for the game.
Continued on Page 190
B E R S A N O
Official T'hotogriipher
Santa Clara, California
Home Furnishings
FURNITURE
ORIENTAL RUGS
DOMESTIC RUGS
CARPETINGS
LINOLEUMS
DRA PERILS
WALL PAPERS
Interior Decorating
W. & J. S LO AN E
SUTTER ST. near GRANT AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
^ Store for
College Men
The J. S.Williams
Store is now recognized
as the authority on
Qo 1 1 eg e IVe a r i n g
<^ppare!
in San Jose
It is directed by a college
man and merchandized
for college people
J. S. Williams
227-233 so. FIRST STREET
Opposite the Mission Theatre
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If Ifs }iiade of paper we have it
SAN JOSE PAPER CO.
North San Pedro Street
San Jose
CHRONICLE—Continued
Sept. 27 . Hoorav ! monthly "examins" liegin.
Sept. 30. Student hody gives varsity big send-oiT to U. S. C.
Oct. 1. I'he "wonder can" left for U. S. C. on all two. "Just because I'm miss-
ing don't call me Aimee" was the advt. on the rear.
Oct. 2. Trojans beat Broncos, 42-0. It was a good game as far as the weather
was concerned.
Oct. 3. Varsity men scout Army-Alumni game at varsity field.
Oct. 5. Renwick, our calesthenic yell leader, put the Student Body through its
vocal expression in preparation for the College of the Pacific game.
Oct. 7. Footl)all managers asseml)ling l)leachers on varsity field. Frosh do most
of the work, while the Sophs render useless advice.
Oct. 8. Tiger football team works out on varsity field. There are big tigers
and little tigers.
Oct. 9. Broncos beat Pacific, 17-0. Cummings almo.st lost his silk football
pants.
Continued on Page 192
BORCHERS BROS.
Building Materials of ^luality
Office and Warehouse: 396 North First Street, San Jose
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The Folks at
Home are as
Near as Your
Telephone
THE PACIFIC TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Ii9il
Compliments/— CANELO MOTOR
COMPANY, Inc.
LINCOLN Harry F.Canelo^og
FORD '
FORDSON San Jose, California
CHRONICLE—CuNTiNUKD
Oct. 10. Legal Fraternity initiated new members into their organization.
Oct. 14. The Stndent Body saw the moving pictures of the Pacific game at the
National Theatre. Ronstadt managed to get inln every scene.
Oct. 16. Varsity .scouts the Stanford-Nevada game at the farm. The boys saw
Pop Warner open his bag of tricks.
Oct. 18. Tlie news leaked out that Jackie Flynn, the 15eau l'>runimel of the
Waiters' LTnion, is working for the Rhodes Scholarship.
Oct. 19. It is a good thing that the earthquake came this morning because it is
worse than an earth(|uake to listen to Williams emanate s(jund waves out of the
bronchial tube.
Oct. 21. The LIniversity ['layers put <jn a good show in the auditorium. X. Bar-
rett put on his "tough guy" act.
Oct. 24. Varsity walloj)ed the .'\rmy, 30-6. Casanova scored another Swiss
touchdown.
Oct. 25. Conflagration destroys the Mission Santa Clara. "Ahart, grid star,
was fire hero."
Continued on Page 194
PACIFIC AUrO STAGES, Inc.
THE ORANGE PIERCE ARROW
SAN JOSE PALO ALTO SAN FRANCISCO
San Jose Phone 4121 San Francisco Phone: Kearny 5437
Stages leave every 20 minutes
fi92]}
Kinenia Theatre s Most Beautiful ^200,000
Picture Pa/ace of Spanish and Aztex Design
p. KVPRios, Proprietor SANTA CLARA
h92\
Compliments of<
John B, Shea Co,
INSURANCE
SPECIALISTS
D O N O H O E
^ CARROLL
Monuments and I aiilts
Phone Randolph 5251
Holy Cross Cemetary, Colma, Cal.
CHRONICLE—Continued
Oct. 26. The Sodality Hall is bein,^ used as a dinint^- room.
Oct. 17
.
l)es])ite the fire the Iilock S. C. Society is making' extensive prepara-
tions for the home-coming next Saturday.
Oct. 1%. Buck Shaw's hungry Nevada Wolves made their presence known on
the campus. They want Bronco meat Init it is too tough for them to get.
Oct. 29. Home-coming rally held in the refectf)ry.
Nov. 3—Commerce men go on a tour to the Federal Reserve Bank in San Fran-
cisco. Thev never saw so much money before.
Nov. 5—Stanford Rally tonight. We anticipate a victory. So does Stanford.
Nov. 6—Somehow or another Stanford won the game this year, too. The score
was 33-14. Captain Casan(n'a scored his second touchdown against Stanford.
Nov. 7
—
Judge Charles Thompson spoke in l)ehalf of the N. S. G. W. at the
Ijanquet tonight in order to lay out plans for the Mission Restoration. Many promi-
nent men were present.
Ci)iitimK'(l (111 I'ase 19()
Keeping pace -with the groivth of the University
SANTA CLARA
JOURNAL
Published Tuesdays and Fridays
Commercial Printing
F.J. Blake' 1 1 and L.J. Blakeex-'iy, Publishers 'i
Wm. McCarthy Co.
Ouality Cojfee
Phone 2000
9th at Santa Clara San Jose
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Sherman,|Siay& Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS
DUO ART PIANOS
PLAYERS AND PLAYER ROLLS
ORTHOPHONICS AND RECORDS
BAND AND ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
AND ACCESSORIES
RADIO
Sherman,play & Co
I 41-147 South First Street San Jose, Calilornia
Phone Siui Jose 1640
SAN JOSE CREAMERY
"77/^ Home of the Milk Shake''
HIGHEST QUALITY CANDY
AND ICE CREAM
Delicious Fillif Punch
149 South First St. San Jose, Calif.
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M O R E T T I N 1
&f O' N K 1 L L
Attoiih'xs Lit La-ic
Garden City Bank Building
San |u^e, C'alih
Op/>osile IVhitcomh Hotiu
1 .
J.
OX-oniior Co.
Merc/idHt Tdxlor
Plione Market 3 390
1202 Market St. San Francisco
CHRONICLE CoNTiMEi)
Ut'i'. 31. The first hdiiic-CDinin^ was a hiiL;e success and the llroncus defeated
the Nevada Wolves. _'5-(). The dance in the ".L^vm" was attended 1>\ manv alumni.
Nov. 1. All-.Saints' day, a holiday. ( )nl3' the financiall}' distressed remain on the
campus.
Nov. 2. "hlxams" are here a.i^ain. ( )ne more set of them lieforc the finals.
No\". (S. The hoys are alread\- coimtini;" the da\s hefore the semester is over,
h'orty more days.
Nov. 9. Pontoni's /\ll-.Star i^^rid team works out on the tennis court in prepara-
tion for their ^anie with the Waiters.
Xo\-. ](). .Student hodv attends animal hi.i^h mass in memorv of the deceased
alumni and friends ol tlie Universitw hather ,McCo\', S. j., celehrated the mass.
Nov. 12. Varsitv left toni,L;ht for .San l)ie,^d on the 7 AS.
No\'. 1,1. Waiters lost to I'ontoni and his stars. 7-6. Waiters' alihi is that Full-
hack |oseph A. l')onacina had indi.L;estion.
Now 14. C'onnnerce ilance m '\i.^\ni" was anotlu'r deh^htlul alfair.
Xo\'. It). I'liothall team arrix'cs I rom .San 1 )ie,i:;o. The .San l''rancisco hoys sa\'
that L. .\. is a nice town to keep away from. .Student liod_\- was up at si.x to meet
the train.
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CHRONICLE—Continued
Nov. 1''. Aidiioii ])icliircs were taken of the students. De.t^nan was asked to
wear a white shirt.
Nov. 10. Many students left for i'>erkele\- to see the Va'^ (ianie.
Nov. 2?^. Secret i)ractice for varsity. There is a manai^er heside every knothole.
Now _'4. .Senior lu^ht at .i;uar(lin,L; the bonfire. It rained. ~"
Nov. 25. Rumor is goiny around that the varsity may go to Jionolulu if they
win 1 roni .Si. .Mary's.
Nov. 26. St. Mary's game honhre and rallw
Nov. 27. The Little P)ig Game was the hest we have seen for a long time "Lnuf
sed." (St. Marv's won. 7-0.) ""
Xo\. 2"). Rephitions begin. What's it all abotU ?
No\'. .^0. No\-ember "e.xanis" lodaw It won't be long now.
Df.c. 3. .Sheid ',^0. wins Dramatic Art contest. "Catherine" turned out to be
a he.
Continued nn pa.ne 2(10
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CHRONICLE CoNTixLKi)
Dec. 4. P. II. AlcCarthx-. J^.dIi 1 Janii'Kiin, l^lmer liricca and CharlcN Heiiiin.t;er
leave for Rome to L;i\'e Benito some information on the philosophy of t;o\'ernment.
Dec. 5. GallaL;her and C'hisholm jiicked on C <;// all-coast team.
Dec. 6. Ton^h luc1< for Seniors toda\ ; no h.thics.
Waiters' Union defeated Michael l'((ntoni"s all-star ])asketl)all (piintet, 18 to 16.
December S. Feast of the Innnacnlate Concejition. The students were ,^iven a
holiday.
December 11. "JUillock iJv Jones" (Casanova and Williams) horr(jwed tuxedos
to go to the Sainte Claire. Ijill said that everything fitted well excepting a shirt,
wai.stcoat, collar and trousers.
December 14. "llud" Cummings, tlie little "dark horse" was elected ca]itain of
the 1927 Bronco foothall ele\en.
December 15. Semester finals commenced today. Three days more and it will
he "home sweet home."
December 17. "Home Sweet Home" was sung today in the refectory. It was a
happy sign.
Cciiitimicd on page 202
<^^ Ghech ^OOk Theadvantagesthatgo with theuseota^-^ check book are placed at the disposal or
those who open a Special Savings Account at The Hibernia. (j[A special savings
account in this bank earns four per cent under the same conditions as a regular
savings account, while at the same time you also have the privilege ot drawing
against it by check. (Tin other words, you enjoy the convenience ot a (^hciki/ig
vyiccotint w'xiV the great additional advantage of receiving tour percent interest on
your calendar monthly balance, provided your account is not closed between
dividend periods. (TAsk for a check book at The Hibernia.
THE HIBERNIA BANK
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Decemi'.er 18. Examinatidiis are over. Students .scamper nia<llv in tlie direction
of railway and Ijus stations.
December 27. The liasketliall men returned to Santa Clara on this dav. They
meant business.
Jani'ary 3. Christmas presents were everywhere to he found. Yes, there was a
Santa Claus.
January 4. Resumptitm of classes. Senior members renewed time honored
resolutions to study more and play less.
January 5. It was not surprising; t(j learn that George Barsi was elected basket-
ball captain.
January 6. What a lucky l)reak. The Petaluma Spartans won from the Bronco
cagers 28 to 17
.
January 10. The gridiron warriors were awarded their l)locks.
January 15. Seni(jr pictures for this year's Rcdicood were ordered taken by the
25th. Mr. Ber.sano of the Bersano Studios in Santa Clara was forced to purchase as
many cameras as there were Seniors.
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JANUAR^ 17. TodaN' the iii'ira-niural Swiss-Italian ]>(»)] clianipiinishi]) was on.
Among" th(jse engaged were Leonard and ]olin L;isanova. .Michael I'ontoni and
Chaides Vanoncini.
JANUAR^ IS. ( )tir envo\s to Rome retttrned toda\' fi-oni Italy.
January' 1'). ( )ur good friend Guido (iranneci changed to the "'letters" ccjtirse
because he wanted to he a stamp collector.
JANUARY' 1(). William Latrick Wdlliams says that the two stripes on his sweater
signify twcj conditions in etiquette.
Januar\' 2\
.
Ilasehall men worked out stiff muscles right on the campus. They
looked like a Imnch of towl chasers.
jAN^.\R^ J4. James I'. McAulilTe, ihe erstwhile student ol' (ireek, foim<l out
today in the religion class that there will he no crashing of the gale-; in 1 leaven. Mac
does not seem to he pessiiuistic.
January 25. Lawrence Schultz hnallv succeeded in ])eing ph(.)t(.)gra])hed by Mr.
Bersano. He looked the "mone\" as the man says.
C iiiitiiuicd 1111 pa.uc 2()(i
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CHROXICr.E Continued
January 26. Presidenl Charles Ffrdinaiid Scherf, dur i(il]\' shortslo]), was tfiday
sint^int^-, "Kain, l\ain, ( io Away, for the I'asehall Men Want to I'law" It cleared
up just like that.
Janitaky 1\). Some (_)f the l)o_\s came in with mud on their shoes. Looked like a
case of "walk home."
Febi^uaky L Patrick Henry llovve McCarthy Jr., was today called the Duke of
San Francisc(_). Dtike is short for marmadtike.
FKHKt;AK\' 1. ( Jlor\' he to all. There was no school on this daY.
F'ebki AK\- 4. The W'ehster-Hayne dehate had nothin;^" on the Cummiug's-
Schenone dehate in Fconomics today.
February 5. Legal Fraternity dance at the Vendome Hotel was the higgest
success (_>f the wniter season in .San J(jse.
]"ebruar\- f). It was great to hear the news that the lironco hasketball team won
from the \'. M. I.
F'EBRUAR'i' 7. A rail}- was held in honor of Coach Fitzgerald of the hasehall s(|uad.
C(intimicd (111 page 208
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CHRONICLE—Continued
February 9. The Pajxil l)lessin,^' was l)estowed upon the students l)y Reverend
Father President.
F'eiiruary 10. "Resolved that select
_voung ladies lie admitted to the Law School
of Santa Clara" won .threat favoi" today among- the .student dehators.
February 12. Stanford wins from the Lronco hasehallers in the iirst game of
the collegiate season,
February 13. Just another of those week-ends.
February 14. Carroll Day is still looking for Sumner and Reynolds. Someone
suggested that Sumner should tie a hell around his neck when he leaves his room.
February 14. Almost forgot this one. T(jday was St. Valentine's.
Ferbuary 19. Spann told Deacon to lo(jk where he was going.
February 23. A rally was held in Seifert (i\ni. The liovs enjoved Father
Bacigalu|)i's tricks of magic.
February 24. St. Alary's won the first game of the lia.skethall series. The student
body traveled in husses to see the game in San Francisco.
Uiintimied on page 210
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CHRONICLE—Continued
February 26. The B. A. A. dance was well attended. "A good time was had
hy all."
March 1. Second game of the St. Mary'.s basketball series won by the Broncos
31 to 29. Schuppert hjst two mnnchers.
March 4. The students rallied in the gymnasium to sentence Santa Clara's jinx.
Hanging was the verdict.
March 5. Broncos won a double victory by beating Stanford in baseball and St.
Mary's in basketball, thereby burying the jinx.
March 8. Italians w(_»n the del)ate with the Irish during the heated session of the
House.
March 10. Baseball team leaves for U. S. C.
March 11. U. S. C. won the first game from the Broncos 7 to 6.
March 12. Broncos take second game from U. S. C, 5 to 6. Simoni tripled and
put the game on ice.
March 14. Miller found (.)ut in Ethics why angels cannot invent airplanes.
March 15. Portland Beavers defeated the Varsity l)all nine at Sodality Park,
4 to 3.
Ciintinued nn page 212
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CHR(3NICLE Continued
March 16. l^^ather Al(.)Otz i^ave an interestin.^' lecture explainins^- the sis^nificance
of each uf the vestments worn l)y a priest while saving- Mass.
March 17. It was .St. Patrick's day.
March 19. Varsity hasehall team won from .St. Mary's 13 to 6.
March 20. M\nn, .McOouj^all an<l .Spann were picked for the Senate Rvland
debate team.
March 21. Political I^conomy class discussed intellij;ence test.
March 21. Coach Marian Dvkes announced the tennis, handhall tournaments
and tlie swimminy meet.
March li. St. Mary's won the second game from the Bronco nine, 5 to 4 in ten
inning's.
March 24. lack S ]>ann won the < )wl ( )ratorical Contest. Bonacina was second.
March 25. Varsitx- i)lavers lost a twelve-inning game with Portland. Campisi
])itched for the I'ronco nine, it was a great game.
March 27. San Mateo l)eat the Bnjncos 3 t(j 2.
C'diitimicd on Paqe 1\A
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CHRONICLE Continued
March 29. Coach Adam Walsh started spring foothall practice. Among those
present were "Fat" GiHis and Joe Leonard who will oppose each other at tackle.
March 31. "Iluck" Losee defeated the California haseliall nine 1 to in a thir-
teen-inning pitching duel.
;\pKii. 1. ,\])ril Fool's (lav. Joseph Deacon, our ]>rominent hlind law student,
was heard to remark on that evening, "A\'hat ! Xo criminal law class?"
April 4. The tennis tournament hegan t(xlay. Bacigalupi and Cameron ])attled
to a draw.
April 5. St. Mary's hasehall nine won the deciding game of the series from the
Broncos, 5 to 1. Sherf homed.
April 7. The comedy of errors was rehearsed today at Sodality Park. The
Varsity heat California 21 to 11 after 3 hours and 20 minutes of playing.
April 8. Leonard Casanova completed his thesis hut had to translate it into
PInglish Ijefore turning it over to hi^ stenographer.
April ''. The Ih'onco hasehall team wound u]) the college season with a loss to
U. S. C. 4 to 2.
Coiitimied on Pace 216
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CHRONICLE Continued
April 10. The Alumni team lost to the l-lroncos in a post season game here
7 to (S. Chauncey Tramutola, Benny Fitz])atrick and some of the other hovs were
among those present.
April 11. The hail storm caused man_\' absentees. I )onnersberger showed u\).
April 12. The Sojjhomores won the swimming meet by no small margin of
points.
April 13. Easter holiday \acation now here. Many left for their homes.
April 1"). \ acation is over, but Allen Alc.Vuley was not as yet in sight. His
cousin detained him, so he said wlien he returned.
April 20. A long line of Seniors and Sophomores made their way to the Dean
of Studies' office with manuscripts of various hues tucked rmder their arms.
April 21. Ryland Debate was (.)n tonight. h"l\nn jjulled a Demosthenes early
this morning b)- eloquenth' displaving liis work before a nice herd of sheep at
Varsity Field.
April 22. The Rcdzvood stafif is putting on the finishing touches to the present
volume. Their motto is "D. I. N. (Do It Now).
Cnntinued on Page 218
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CHRONICLE Continued
April 12). The Engineers made merry at tlicir annual dance at the Hotel
Vendome.
April 24. The day after the Engineers" dance.
April 25. Repetitions in all suhjects have cijmmenced.
April 29. P. H. McCarthy represented Santa Clara in the Xational Oratorical
contest, northern finals in the auditorium.
April 30. Alendelians entertained their choicest of friends at their dance at the
San Jose Country Clul).
May 1. The Eiesta de las Rosas was on. Chargin won the "heaver" prize.
May 5. Seniors took final examinations.
May 10. The graduating class retired to "El Retiro" for a three-day retreat.
May 14. Student Body must attend the Baccalaureate Mass.
The class of 1S*27 in cap and g(jwn is thought, hy each admiring by-
stander, to present a picture of handsome and intelligent manhood.
THE END
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BASEBALL-^CoNTiNUED
Campisi, who toiled the rest of the way and held the veterans hitless and scoreless.
The Bronco batsmen conld gather bnt three hits, "Chuck" Scherf taking two and
Butler one. Regan caught a steady game behind the plate.
Batteries : Santa Clara—Draper, Campisi and Regan. Portland—Ortman,
Tomlin, Kinney and Wendall, Fisher.
SACRAMENTO—MARCH 19-20
The Broncos journeyed to Sacramento to play a two-game series with the Senator
Coast Leaguers. The seasoned baseballers took both contests, the iirst by a huge
19 to 2 count and the second by a close 4 to score.
Campisi started on the mound for the Broncos, l)ut had to give way to Draper
early in the tirst inning when he allowed too many hits and his mates got to booting
too man\- balls. Draper received a monster bombarding until the fifth inning, when
he was replaced by John Casanova. Casanova had the veterans swinging at his
curves and as a consequence he held them to two hits during the remaining innings.
Losee, Bronco southpaw, was appointed to work the second game. He was very
efifective during his reign until the seventh inning, when he was taken out in favor
of a pinch-hitter. Campisi finished the game and got along nicely. Scherf was the
star of the trip Ijoth at the plate and in the field. "Chuck" found the Sacramento
pitchers for four hits in his eight trips to the rubber. Williams caught the entire
second game anfl formed an ideal battery mate for Losee.
Continued on Page 222
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Batteries: Santa Clara- -J'^irst ti,anie, Campisi, l)rai)er, Casanova and Williams,
Ret^'an ; second ,L;anie, I -osee, Campisi and Williams. Sacramento—First s^ame,
Sinf^leton, Rachac and Kdehler, Severeid ; second i^anu', Shea, Vinci and Koehler,
Severeid.
P( )RTLAN1)--MARCH 25
So(lalit\' ]iark, San jose, was the scene (if a thrillin.i;^ twclve-innin^i' battle between
the ['(inland Coast J.ea.i^iiers and the l-')r(»nc(.i varsity. The veterans won the affair
h\' a 7 to fi score.
Vincent Campisi, the elonf^ated Bronco pitcher, worked the entire t^'ame and gave
a heau'iifnl cxhiliition of moimd craft. "Cani]i" not onlv hurled a fine game, but he
started a batting rall\- in the fifth that netted bis mates four scores. Miller, Scherf
and Roller were the hea\'\- hitters for the llroncos. Roller drove out a homer in
the fifth inning. Idle work of Scherf at short was nothing short of brilliant. He
e\ en ccli]ised the jK'rformance made by Cissell. highl\- touted Heaver inhelder.
I'.alteries; Santa Clara -Campisi and Williams, I 'ortland — Storli, Couch, ( )rt-
man and \'elle, Fisher.
S.\X M:ATb:0—MARCH 27
Idle .San Mateo baseball season ojjened with a victor\- when the fighting Santa
Clara nine was defeated b\' a 3 tcj 2 score in an exciting ]iitchers' l)attle at the San
Mateo \rdvk.
Des])ite the fact that three trijjles were hammered to the outer gardens, the game
was jjiu'elx' a mound duel with ( iuido .Sinioni working for the B)roncos and Gene
Camozzi toiling for tlie home guard. .San Mateo was leading li\- a 2 to margin
until the third inning, when ( lene issued jiasses to both Ca])tain Miller and Regan,
and then allowed balk to drive the ball o\'er the centerfield score-board for three
bases, scoring the two runners, d'he winning run was made in the last of the ninth
when Guido allowed a hit, a bunt and a long sacrifice fl\' to right tield. Roller, lironc
outfielder, collected two triple> and a single in his four trips to the plate. J(je Solo-
uKin played a nice game in the Rroncos' center garden.
Batteries: Santa Clara— .Sinioni and Regan. San Mateo—Camozzi and Casey.
SANTA CRAR,\ .\1,UM NI- A I'R I L 10
i he well-kiK.iwn Joseph "".Snee ;e'" .\urrcc:)ec'iea brouglil his ball team composed
of former Santa Clarans to the universit\' (liamo:id in order to administer a UKjn.ster
defeat to the varsity. His hoijes (jf victorv vanished in the seventh canto when the
"Fitzmen" scored five runs to win the alTur 7 to 5.
Coach Fitzgerald divided the mound honors lietween Casanova, Cam])isi and
Draper. These hurlers bad to ])itch e\er\' minute of the time in order to keep their
older brothers from garnering base hits. Rennv bdt:'.patrick and Raul ( )'Xeil
worked on the hill iov the Alumni. Renin had the Rroiico hitters swinging for his
fast one, while Raul treated the ambitious hitters to slow balls.
In this game, the last of the season, menlor "Fitz" gave all of his men an o]j]jor-
tunity to jjerform.
Batteries: Alumni—Pdtzpatrick, ( )'Xeil and Rooney. .Santa Clara—Casanova,
Campisi, Draper and Regan, Williams.
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BASKETBALL CoxTixuEi)
man on the squad i^ave his all. Especially noticeahle was the wurk of Captain Barsi
and Maroney at ,i;'uards. (iouj^h, star forward, had a ^ond nit^ht and was high point
man with nine tallies.
SAINT M.\RY'S, SF.COND GAME—A[.\iadl 1
In a hattle surpassing" even their first struggle in the matter of thrills and sjjec-
tacular plays and shots, the Broncos won over St. Mary's hv the score of 31 to 2').
The game was played in Kezar Stadium, San Francisco, before a house estimated
at nearly 3000.
Seven times during the game the lead changed hands, and almost as often was the
score tied. With hut five minutes to go, the Broncos made their final bid for a win.
Captain ]^)arsi started it with a floor shot and a free throw. Schn])pert added two
points to the Santa Clara total to put them in the lead Z(^ to 25. Xe\er afterwards
did St. Mary's manage to get in front.
"Tim" Connolly, lanky center, was the outstanding star of the contest. It was
"Tim's" thirteen points that made the defeat of St. Mary's certain. Reynolds, speedy
forward who saw but little action during the season due to injuries, made his first
appearance since the California game. ( lOUgh and Schuppert worked as usual at
the forward ])ositions and proved a great source (.)f discomfiture to St. Mar\-'s.
Continued on Paiie 2.24
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basketball—Continued
saint mary's, final game—march 5
Fi.LjhtinL;' their way to a clean cut win lA to 19 uver the St. Mary's haskethall
squad, the Santa Clara Broncos hrought their season to a close in a blaze of glory.
The final game of the series between the schools was played in Kezar Stadium, San
Francisco.
Coach Dykes surely taught his men how to guard. The Bronco defense was so
tight that the Saints were al)le to score but eight points fom the floor. All their
other points came via the free throw route. ( )ustanding in tliis defense were
Captain Barsi and Maroney. P^arsi also helped out with a total of six points for
the evening.
Frank Schui)])ert worked perfectly in conjunction with his fellow forward. Jack
Cough. He was high point man with eleven counters to his credit. "Tim" Connolly
was in every bit of action seen during the contest. Les Keating and Boland played
part of the game and rendered a very good account of themselves. Underbill, Saint
captain, led the St. Mary's attack and scored a majority nf the Saints' points.
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Student '^V^ster
Ahart, Warren Charles Marysville, C"alif(jrnia
Alcazar, Ramon Jr !'.<'. P,()x 37, Celaya, Mexico
Altenbach, Julward Leo 41f) So. Sixth street, San Jose, California
Andre, George Lawrence 710 Hignere, San Luis C)l)ispo, California
Aranda, Archibald G 107 1 lildalgo street, Leon, Mexico
Arias, Eustaquio 264 Sacriiicio street, Mazathan, Sinaloa, Mexico
Azzarello, James Vincent 321 North Seventeenth street, San Jose, California
Bacigalupi, Nate Anthony Jr 102 Seventh street, Santa Rosa, California
Bannan, Ijcrchmans A 1150 Cahrillo street, San h'rancisco, California
Barcelonx, Pierre Marcell Willows, California
Bardin, Don Gordon Salinas, California
Barr, James Hilmes Jr., 120 Second street, Yuba City, California
Barsi, George Albert, 940 No. Center street, Stockton, California
Berg, Edinger, 420 C street, Marysville, California
Betkouski, Marcellian Richard 1840 Can\-on Drive, Hollywood, California
Birmingham, Donald George 500 Chapman street, San Jose, California
Blackinger, John Regan 1402 Franklin street, Boise, Idaho
Boland, Ivlward Ward 471 h'.ighteenth street, San l-Jernadino, California
Boland, William Ignatius LiS] Twelfth avenue. San b^-ancisco, California
P)oland, J. Martin C)24 b^'anklin street, Santa Clara, California
Bonacina, Joseph ,\ndrew, Areata, California
W. J. HiiuMid S. L. Howard
Hozvard Brothers
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Iliind. I 'flcr l\c.L;in;il(l Sunnyvale, C'ali l'i)niia
r.onclti, Ivdvvard l\a\in(in(l 1440 Alameda, .San Jose, C'alifdrnia
lloonier, Allen d'avlor 1,^47 Alameda, San Jose, California
l-Souret, luiiile |ohn Box 1()(S llranham R(.)ad, Lo.^ ( kitos, California
llrandt, Wallace (jeor^e I'. < '. i>ox ,?3, Calexico, California
ISreen, |ohn Raymond 543 d'welfth avenue, San Francisco, California
liricca, I^lmer Constantine 1M7 Green street, San Francisco, California
Ihmdy, John I lerold Almapine, (Jregon
l')Urke, William Wesley 503 Alt. Diablo, San Mateo, California
l-lutler, William Howard Calistoga, California
Calla.glian, .\rthur Rafael 1448 Chapin avenue, F>urlingame, California
Cameron, Thomas .Shields 2415 Montana street, Fl i'aso Texas
Campbell, William Robert 627 .So. Xinth street, San Jose, California
Campisi, Vincent 1053 l-^ast Twenty-second street, Cos Angeles, California
Campisi, X'incent 1053 J^Zast Twenty-second .street, .San Jose, California
Carrese, Vincent J 479 Sixth street, San Pedro, California
Ca.sanova, John IZIred I'^erndale, California
Casanova, Leonard Joseph b'erndale, California
Casper, Philip Conrad 1244 Meadowbrook avenue, L(js Angeles, California
Caveney, Elred Joseph 762 Clayton street, San Francisco, California
Challen, James Kenneth 600 So. ddiird street, .San Jose, California
Challen, Victor Rruce Jr 600 So. Third street, San Jose, California
Chapi)ell, Maitland ,\lfred 156 Eigleberry street, Cilroy, California
Chargin, Ernest Ralph 749 State street, San Jose, California
Chargin, Gerald Stephen ir)7 Vine street, .San Jose, California
Chisholm, Roderick .Mexander 240 Euclid axenue, .San Francisco, California
Cicoletti, ddieodore < )liver 133 JJelmas avenue, .San Jose, California
Cipolla, i'lenio Xelson 300(i Kingland avenue, ( )akland, California
Clarke, Xed Ventura, California
Clarke, Hugh ( )liver Dunsmuir, California
Clary, Cecil Marvin San Jose, California
Cokeley, John Henry 415 Kirkham street, San Francisco, California
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Col, Eugene Edward 85 Martin avenue, San Jose, California
Connolly, John Leonard Ukiah, California
Connolly, 1'iniothy Patrick !'.(). P>ox 1 12, Jcronit', Ariozna
Corsigiia, Louis W'illiaiu 451 Alniaden Road, San Jose, California
Cottle, Ered Duncan Gilruy, California
Coughl in, James Stephen Jr., 809 Sacramento street, Redding, California
Coughlin, John llazelette, 651 Sixth street, San Bernardino. California
Covell, J'Lldon John Appleton Garage, Watsonville, California
Cummings, lulward Tehachapi, California
Cummings, Edward Henrv 157 No. Normandie avenue, Hollywood, California
Danielson, Rohert John 840 Geary street, Apt. 55, San Francisco, California
Davis, John Thomas I'enn ( irove, California
Day, Carroll Eugene 1175 Aladison street, Santa Clara, California
Deacon, Josei)h James 826 Washington street, Santa Clara, California
Deasy, Raymond J.ames ^33 .San Carlos avenue, San }*"rancisco, California
CAREW & ENGLISH
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
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Dc^naii, John I lanild UoliiRTvillc, California
Dclancy, iVick Kin^' 2(}] Washington street, San jose, California
Dellwig-, Donald L(jnis 148 Delmas street, San Jose, California
DeA'Iaria, j(jhn Henry 2000 Pierce street, San Francisco, California
Dent, AlKert San Jose, Coasta Rica
DeSmet, Delliert Henry 221 Hicks avenue, San Jose, California
Desmond, Walter Josejjh 3iS55 Pacific avenue, L(jng Beach, California
Devine, John J(.)seph 134(> Filhert street, San Francisco, California
.Diehl, I'^-ederick fu.lward 21 East Missi(_)n street, Santa ]:>arl)ara, California
Diepenhrock, Victor Deo 2,^15 ]\1 street, Sacramento, California
DiPaolo, l'as(|uale Jerome SS2 .Mmriflcn avenue, San |ose, California
Donnelly, J.anics Bedford Anderson, California
DonnelK', Joe \\ helan xS.-iS West Se\'enl\-first street, Los Angeles, California
Donnersherger, Raymond Alenlo Park, California
Donohoe, George William 1241 (inerrero street, San h'rancisco, California
Dra])er, Charles h^dward (Juadelupe, Calif ronia
Duncan, Wallace Rlauth 2425 P street,, Sacramento, California
Duque, liertrand ivlmund o46 Ralston street, Reno, Nevada
Early, Redmond Allen, f>]\ lialfour Bldg., San h'rancisco, California
Eherhard, Jacoh John Jr 525 Grant street, Santa Clara, California
Erie, lu'erctt Charles Box ,59,^, .San Jose, California
F.tcheharren, |ohn Hughes 458 Court street, Reno, Nevada.
Fahertv, John .Maury P. O. liox 1448, Station C, Los Angeles, California
Falk, Charles Richard 40'' West 101st street, Los Angeles, California
Farlnnan, Nathaniel,.
.
726 Ihish street, San Francisco, California
F"atjo, Rohert J 616 Washington street, .Santa Clara, California
Fawley, Norman Dick ^72 P.atton street, Los yVngeles, California
Fishei-, William Porter (7okI Hill, Oregon
L^itzgerald, Ralph ( ieorge ISox 145, Route A, Los Gatos, C'alilornia
Fletcher, Cieorge h.dwin 210 .Sunol street, .San Jose, California
hdxnn, |olin h'seph 745 Waverlv street, Palo Alto, California
F'oley, Jidm Dennis 50 So. Ninth street, San Jose, California
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Foley, i'hili]) 20'J So. FourlL-ciUh .street, San Jo.se, California
Gabel, (jeori.^e (ieraUl P. (J. Box S42, Chico, California
Gackly, Robert Jo.se])b KeLseyville, California
Gallaj^ber, Jose]jb Gordon jr., 1280 Valencia .street, San Francisco. California
Galla,qber, William J 824 Grover street, San Francisco, California
Gallucci, j(jse[)b janies 516 Nortb M street, Tacoma, Wa.sbinyton
Genestra, Victor jobn 524 So. Ophir .street, Stockton, California
Gillie, jobn Albert 1189 San Clara street, Santa Clara, California
Gillis, Jobn Duncan 475 Eureka street, San Franci.sco, California
Goodfriend, Lester L 528 1 'ajaro street, Salinas, California
Goui^'h, Jack Albert 538 Sixtb avenue, San Franciscc), California
Grabam, Rtjljert Malcolm v3538 Emerson street, Oakland, California
Granucci, Guido Joseph 130f) Francisco street, San Francisco, California
Greco, Edward William .480 No. First .street, San Jose. California
Greco, Ga.spare Josei)b 480 No. First street, San Jose, California
Griffith, Wrav Holman 114 Sansome street, San Francksco, California
Grossman, Russell Maurice 202 No. Seventeenth street, San Jose, California
Haakin.son, William Herbert l)Ox 250, r. f. d., San l^ernardino, California
Hadley, J. Franklin 124 Pacific avenue, Lon,<,r Beach, California
Harrington, Gerald Eugene 710 Thirteenth avenue, San Francisco, California
Hazelwood, John Raymond 4116 Lawton street, San Francisco, California
Heagerty, L'rancis Joseph Maricopa, California
Heininger. Charles Robert 258 Fortieth street. Oakland, California
Herman. William P^rederick 1026 I'ird avenue, San jose, California
Hofifman. Maurice Joseph 3030 Fernwood avenue, Los Angeles, California
Hufeisen. Lawrence John 621 No. Garr street, Tacoma, Washington
Pfunler. Ian l^iruce 1544 California street, San l-'rancisco, California
Plurley, John Elkin Virginia City. Nevada
Jacobs, Porter John 1072 Monroe street. Santa Clara, California
Jaurequi. ]<)hu 330 Ridge street. Reno, Nevada
Jennings, James Joseph. Jr 4243 Stockton boulevard. Sacramento. California
Karam. Daives N Karam's store. Phoenix, Arizona
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Keating, Leslie Thomas 625 Hyde street, San Francisco, California
Kellv, Marcus Gerald 704 North Central avenue, Phoenix, Arizona
Kenny, Arthur Hughes Hotel Calistoga, Calistoga, California
Kerckhoff, y\nton Philip Covina, California
Kiely, John Bernard Lawrence, California
King, Thomas Ignatius 801 Anza street, San Francisco, California
Knego, Peter Stephen 106 East Lake street, W'atsonville, California
Koller, Walter PTancis.
. . .41 1 East Twenty-fifth street, Los Angeles, California
Lancaster, Presley Ignatius Los Altos, California
Larrouy, George Pierra 235 Bradford street. Redwood City, California
LeBorgne, Cyrus Henry 472 East Santa Clara street, San Jose, California
Leininger, Carl Jacoh 1729 Lincoln avenue, San Diego, California
Leonard, John Joseph 11 58 Dolores street, San Francisco, California
Locatelli, Ernest Peter 271 Jeiierson street. Redwood City, California
Losee, Harold Elmer Elmira, California
Loughery, Edward Michael 910 Hayes street, San Francisco, California
Lounibos, Leroy Joseph 519 Upham street, Petaluma, California
Machado, Chris Stanley Box 75. Salinas, California
Maclntyre, Ralph Augustus. . 539 Thirty-ninth avenue, San Francisco, California
Maher, John Hanify 3549 Twenty-third street, San Francisco, California
Mahony, Kenneth Paul 606 Gasco building, Portland, Oregon
Mailhebuau, Marcel Eugene 726 Tenth avenue, San Francisco, California
Malley, Edward Sarsfield 210 Mountain avenue, Carson City, Nevada
Malovos, Kenneth Richard 224 So. Eleventh street, San Jose, California
Mancuso, Peter John Box 397, San Jose, California
Marks, David Jess Bisbee, Arizona
Martin, John Albert Route C, Box 173, San Jose, California
Martinelli, George Aloysius 583 Franklin street, Santa Clara, California
Mathews, Thomas Edward Marysville, California
Mattos, George 467F Route A, San Jose, California
McAuliffe, James Philip 136 Schiele avenue, San Jose, California
McAuliffe, Joseph Dennis 445 Staten avenue, Oakland, California
McCabe, Joe 501 West Broadway, San Diego, California
McCarthy, Patrick H. Jr 153 Ashbury terrace, San Francisco, California
McCaulv, Allen Gardiner 1000 East Thirtv-third street, Oakland, California
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McCormick, James Graham 615 Franklm. I'cscaik'ro, California
I\lcC(jrmick, Kenneth Bruce 15'' Willis street, San Bernardino, California
McDonald, (ieor-^e Richard 6'-K) California street. Mountain View, California
McDougall, Archibald Donald 1()1() Thirtieth street, Sacramento, California
McEner}-, John I' 277 No. Thirteenth street, San [ose, California
McGovern, hdorent Patrick 150 Hancock street, San Francisco, California
McKee, ( )rval IJartlett 721 luist iMtlli street, Lon.i^- Beach, California
McKenna, Fenton John Pxjx l.VH. Itishee, Arizona
McKenzie, Rohei't Michael RFD, Box 206, Mountain View, California
McMahon, Jacob liarrett 4,V0 W'itherhy street, San Diego, California
]\IcMahon, Rohert Fmmet 4,i70 Witherhv street, San Diego, California
McNealv, Joseph William Filer, Idaho
Menard, Napoleon Joseph 556 So. Second street, San Jose, California
Miller, Albert John Morgan Mill, California
]\liller, Clarence Martin 1077 Jackson street, Santa Clara, California
Moore, Rupert Eastmer 504 No. Seventh street, Phoenix, Arizona
Morev, Harry Bernard Menlo Park, California
Morey, John Broggi Menlo Park, California
Moroney, Harold Pldward S32 Kentucky street, Vallejo, California
Mouat, Lawrence Henry 1061 Channing avenue, Palo Alto, California
Musso, John Joseph 743 State street, San Jose, California
Naughton, Michael Philip 700 Cajon street, Redlands, California
Newton, Clarence lilmer 1070 Jackson street, Santa Clara, California
Nogues, George Bohn 178 W'. Tavlor street, San Jose, California
O'Brien, lerrv M Box 157, Route A, San Jose, California. .
( )'l')rien, Rohert Paul 133 Lowell street. Redwood City, California
( )'l!rien, W^avne Henry Box 157, Route A, San Jose, California
O'Connell, Daniel liugene S7 Fulton street, Redwood City, California
O'Connor, Joseph Patrick 1015 Glen avenue, Pasadena, California
O'Daniels, Wallace Joseph 3462 W^alnut avenue, Seattle, Washington
O'Farrell, Richard Eugene 28 Hayward avenue, San Mateo, California
( )'Hara, Thomas Francis 1 101 Marin street, Vallejo, California
C)wen, Marvin James 326 So. Sixth street, San Jose, California
Pacheco, Carl John 432 Lhiiversity street, Santa Clara, California
Parra, Estahan B W^estern Hotel, E\ Paso, Texas
Pasetta, Peter Josei)h 196 W^ St. James street, San Jose. California
r-3-
Phelan, Donald Wilfred Berros, California
Pisano, Frank Edwards 35 Moorpark avenue, San Jose, California
Pomeroy, Louis Francis. ... 121 1 W. Sixty-eighth street, Los Angeles, California
Pontoni, Michael Severo Areata, California
Power, Thomas "William p-vington, California
Prag, Arthur Edward 861 Northrup street, Portland, Oregon
Puccinelli, Hector SO Homestead street, San Francisco, California
Quaresma, Edward Anthony Arroya Grande, California
Quement, Arthur 51 Pleasant street, San Jose, California
Ouinn, John Leo 126 Palm avenue, Watsonville, California
Quinn, John Stanley 2860 Thirty-third street, Sacramento, Californai
Raggio, Alhert Claud 1200 So. Second street, Sacramento, California
Raley, Walter Jr 718 So. Fifth street, San Jose, California
Raven, Walter Franci^ 36 Nanking Road, Shanghai, China
Reeg, Leonard Frederic Placerville, California
Regan, Joseph Dominic 515 Ninth avenue, San Francisco, California
Regan, Mvles Francis 535 Thirty-seventh street, San Pedro, California
Renwick, Raymonrl ,\rthur 616 Twenty-first street, Sacramento, California
Reynolds, Earl James 1257 B street. Sparks, Nevada
Richards, Aaron 184 So. Thirteenth .street, San Jose, California
Riley, Frederick Henry 700 Miller street, San Jose, California
Riordan, James Jerome 405 So. l^jghth street, San Jose, California
Roherts, Vincent Paul 246 P)eacon street. Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
Ronstadt, William Ivlward Tucson, .\rizona
Rowe, James Henry, jr 817 West Broadway, Butte, Montana
Ruettgers, Alphonse Guy Wasco, California
Ryan, Thomas Patrick 219 Clayton avenue, San Jose, California
Sanfillipi)o, Salvadore M. Jr 1035 Locust street, San Jose, California
Scheie!, Francis Joseph Los Altos, California
Schenone, Joseph Anthony Box 576, Livermore, California
Scherf, Charles Ferdinand .. 1332 W. Alanchester avenue, Los Angeles, California
Schmidt, Henry G ?>?>7 No. Fourth street, San Jose, California
Schultz, Lawrence Leonard 412 No. (iranada avenue, Alhaml^-a, California
Schupi)ert, .Adam h^rank 1534 Laguna street, San Francisco, California
Segretti, Sisti ioseph 3') Market street, Salinas, California
Selna, Theodore Louis P>ox 134, Jerome, .\rizona
Shannon, Chris l>ertram -149 East Julian street, San Jose, California
Shea, .'Mliert John, Jr 520 1' street, Santa Rosa, California
Shea, John Francis /Vnaheim, California
Sheaff, Joseph Louis 1709 Forrest street, Bakersfield, California
mn
Sheridan, iMiiniett Hugh 75'J So. Sixth street, San Jose, Cah'fornia
Sheridan, I'hil Ignatius 701 Third avenue, San Francisco, California
Sherman, George Anthony J^.ox 148, Livermore, CaHfornia
Sidner, J. Tyler ( )rland, California
Sillacci, Theodore Cayucos, California
Simoni, Guido Joseph Box 54, Castroville, California
Smith, Charles Kirtland 1335 Cijwper street, I'alo Alto, California
Solomon, Jose|)h B 80') Oleander avenue, Bakersfield, California
Somers, Frank J C)75 So. Sixth street, San Jose, California
Sousa, George Ignatius 368 Brokow Road, Santa Clara, California
Spann, John Aldersley Anderson, California
Steiss, Charles Fay 861 University avenue, Palo Alto, California
Stewart, Donald McKenzie ^117 Grim avenue, San Diego, California
Stohsner. hlrnest Fhert 886 Market street, Santa Clara, California
Sumner, Charles 841 Fourth street, San Pedro, California
Susanj, Matt Frank, Jr 576 Franklin street, Santa Clara, California
Terremere, .'Mhert Joseph, Jr. . Px ]14.\, Woodside Rd., Redwood City, California
Thompson, Robert R. H 138 Stratford street. Redwood City, California
Thorpe, Lionel Waldo Box 597, Sunnyvale, California
Thrift, Edgar Milton R. 2, P)OX 143, San Jose, California
Tissier. Joseph John 1030 Masonic avenue. Apt. 3, San Francisco, California
Tocalino, George Lewis 6794 Mission street, San Francisco, California
Torrelli, Paul Jose])h 612 Pjcnton street, Santa Clara, California
Townsend, Perry Howard 807 N. Brand boulevard, Glendale, California
Valine, Anthonv Alichael 172 Rixer street, Santa Cruz, California
Vanoncini, Charles John Box 431, Areata, California
Verzi, John Robert 1169 Grant street, Santa Clara, California
Vogt, Jack Alexander RDL, Box 825, San Diego, California
Vukota, George William Livermore, California
Wald, Horace y\lwyn 851 Jackson street, Santa Clara, California
Waterman, Roy Ernest Route 3, Healdsburg, California
Watson, Elwood Fabian 244 No. Eleventh street, San Jose, California
West. William Anthony Calexico, California
White, Francis Albert 219 Bodega avenue, Petaluma, California
Whitwam, Franklin Lloyd Box 239, Los Altos, California
Whitwam, Philip George Los Altos, California
Williams, William Patrick Arroyo Grande, California
Wilson, James Edward 1588 W. Fortv-ninth street, Los Angeles, California
W^olf, Alvin Joseph 1308 \N . Seventy-fourth street, Los Angeles, California
Woodlev, Thomas Francis 330 Fifth street, San Rafael, California
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